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Chapter 1
Introduction
The study of the management of environmental problems is increasingly at the center of
concern today. The environmental being is characterized by a dynamic set of entities that
interact with each other. These entities are not always easy to follow up when a new
phenomenon arises. Thus to understand a phenomenon in the environmental system, to
explain it, and to be able to control and predict it, it is necessary to study, experiment and
to test it. So-called environmental models are increasingly being used when we want to
understand these phenomena. All these models present approaches that can be different
according to the studied phenomena. However, developing such models is not easy since
it not only re-quires deep insight to the problem area at hand, but also advanced skills in
the implementation techniques. This chapter describes the general context of this thesis:
the need to represent the domain model using a natural language understandable at the
same time by the domain expert and the ICT expert to facilitate the design of the simulation
tool. First, it presents problems related to modeling while proposing preliminary solutions
already implemented. Secondly, it motivates and formulates the research question which
is to propose a model-based development approach for designing ICT-based solutions to
solve environmental problems; followed by the objectives to meet to solve this problem.
Finally, it describes our methodology based on the Design Science Research Methodology
and it gives the layout of work.
1.1 Environmental problem overview
Spatial changes observed in agrarian systems at the local or regional scale have important
effects at the global level. For example, deforestation contributes to the loss of biodiversity
and the different land-atmosphere interactions that lead to desertification or climate
change. Quantitative analysis of the relationships between structure or changes in the
use of space and their potentially determining factors are a very important step in the
understanding of spatial dynamics, the construction of prediction models and decision
support. The choice of variables to be included in these models is usually difficult
because of the complexity of the systems and of the processes involved.
Sustainable development of rural communities in African savanna regions is a major
issue that requires a better understanding of dynamic interactions between natural and
socio-economic systems, Fotsing (2009). As a consequence of increasing environmental
problems, there have been a growing number of international projects and research with
the objective to develop a model to manage and understand environmental problems.
Despite this growing interest, the methods of analysis and design that have been designed
for simple management applications remain unsuitable for the development of new
generation models which have many specificities.
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The Far North Region of Cameroon is an example of a savannah region in Central
Africa where many changes in agrarian landscapes have been observed, driven by the
strong demographic pressure and the importance of human and animal mobility. In
many cases, these dynamics have led to land saturation, increased competition between
forms of use of space and conflicts between actors. A major challenge for development in
this context is to identify the strategies that the actors involved in the management of the
system of use of space will have to put in place to avoid falling into a spiral of resource
degradation and poverty. In this thesis, an exploration method based on the combination
of a natural language (domain language) and a technological tool is proposed and applied
to a small region of Laf in the Far North region of Cameroon. These will facilitate the
identification of determining factors in the use of space around the forest reserve for the
better management of the deforestation process.
1.2 Modeling and simulation as decision support for en-
vironmental problems
The analysis of the environmental problems such as Land-Use Change presents the
causes that are closely linked both physically and socially Becu et al. (2003); de Groot
(1992). Exploring the physical causes shows that they are due to ecological factors
which can be for example the harsh droughts, heavy rains, etc. These factors are more
or less static and hardly vary over the time. As for social causes, they are directly
related to the population. They result from the combined actions of different actors
on the management process of a set of resources such as water, land, money, labor
force, availability of work and techniques of work. We can thus see in this situation
a strong dynamic of causal parameters. The collection, analysis and exploitation of
information in this case to understand the phenomena and propose a solution to the
environmental problem is not always easy. The models are presented as excellent tools to
represent and understand this system. However, setting up a model that mimics reality
requires skills to be applied following a well-defined set of steps. Thus modeling is not
only implemented in a computer model using informatics and mathematical methods.
Although intuitively, developing a model without following a precise methodology, it may,
for example, produce results that are consistent with those expected, even though the
mechanisms it implements are clearly different from those it is supposed to represent.
This may be due to the failure to take into account some dominant factors in the modeling
of the phenomenon to be studied, linked for example to the complexity of the metamodel
used (complex mathematical formula, very complex modeling language, ect.), or loss of
information from theory to meta model, from meta model to data collection, from rough
data to interpreted data, from data to model and so on during the transfer of data.
The analysis of environmental systems often requires an interdisciplinary approach
combining mathematical methods with those of the social sciences, geography and
computer science.
Modeling and simulation is increasingly used to provide some understanding, solution
or decision support in such complex contexts. However, modeling and simulation often
require a number of skills that are not readily mastered by domain experts such as
social scientists, geographers and biologists. This necessitates that these researchers
enter into dialogue with Information and Communication Technology (ICT) experts,
often finding the gap between the domains and the ICT languages and methods to
bridge. This interdisciplinary approach is increasingly observed in Agent-Based Models
(Agent Based Model (ABM)), enabling explicit representation of interactions and thus
providing a framework for taking into account the dynamics of the systems and the
individual or collective logic of Decision Making. As an example, Becu et al. Becu
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et al. (2003) provide a formal methodology for performing a transfer of reality observed
in Northern Thailand watershed in a computer model to explain the management of
a watershed by land users, based on representations of local actors integrated with a
multi-agent approach. The work of Barreteau et al. Barreteau et al. (2004) showed that
the viability of irrigated systems in the Senegal Valley depends on the structure of social
networks, based on the representation of social relationships in a virtual irrigation system.
Bousquet Bousquet (1994) highlighted the interest of modeling representations for the
study of relationships between humans and natural resources such as the fisheries in the
Central Niger Delta by presenting the ABM as a powerful tool for interdisciplinary dialogue.
Rouchier et al. Rouchier et al. (2001) modeled the transactions for the management of
rangelands, observed between transhumant and sedentary herd managers in northern
Cameroon. Their simulation compared two types of behavior, one based on purely
economic rationality and the other on trust established in a network, which enabled
them to show that the management of rangelands is more efficient in the second case.
Furthermore, Bousquet et al. Bousquet et al. (2001) showed on the basis of a dynamic
joint modeling of wildlife dynamics and hunting strategies of the inhabitants of a village
in Cameroon, that the latter may lead to the preservation of the ecosystem, contrary to
the claims of advocates of a strict nature reserve.
These works show various approaches for data collection, system design and inte-
gration of the data in the system. A common feature is however that the actual work is
usually done by a domain expert (e.g. social scientist, environmental scientist) which is
then delivered to a computer modeler to integrate the data and ideas in the model that
should be developed. This basically one-way communication may cause hard-to-trace
inconsistencies between the various steps in the chain (from theory to meta model, from
meta model to data collection, from rough data to interpreted data, from data to model
and so on). Moreover, a lack of two-way interaction may result to missed opportunities,
e.g. more efficient data collection or more explicit theory.
Thus, it would be ideal if domain experts could produce their own models without the
intervention of a third party, starting from the analysis phase through to implementation
and simulation. This allows to limit the transfer of data from one competence to another
and consequently reducing the problem of data inconsistency. Currently the question
that arises is what difficulties can domain experts encounter during a modeling and
simulation process? An exploration of these difficulties will be discussed in the next
section.
1.3 Difficulties related to modeling and simulation
During these last decades, the contributions of computer sciences and models have played
a very important role in the representation and understanding of complex phenomena.
However, the modeling and simulation process presents itself as a delicate and rather
difficult exercise when we try to simulate specific domains. It requires the researcher
to know perfectly the concepts of the domain, the phenomena to be modeled and the
technical tools to represent these phenomena and concepts in order to be able to simulate
them.
A number of obstacles and difficulties must be overcomed if modeling is to be made
useful to life scientists more than is the case today. The development of a sophisti-
cated computational models requires both a conceptual foundation and implementation.
Challenges related to conceptual foundations can be regarded as mathematical and
analytical; challenges related to implementation can be regarded as computational or,
more precisely, as related to computer science Wooley and Lin (2005).
Several works in literature have identified difficulties related to modeling and simula-
tion, Guengant et al. (1995), Bousquet (1994), Wooley and Lin (2005). These difficulties
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usually involve strict compliance with the modeling process (analysis, design, implemen-
tation, deployment), data collection, the time required to construct the model and the
calibration of the simulation parameters. On the technical side there is a longer time
devoted to computer questions than domain questions, the representation of domain
concepts and finally a difficulty to transfer and integrate the data. Nowadays this work is
carried out by a multidisciplinary team.
Solutions have already been proposed to many of these difficulties (see Diello et al.
(2006), Descroix et al. (2009), Vidal et al. (2011), Fotsing et al. (2015)), but some of them
still persist, notably the transfer and integration of data and the representation of the
domain concepts. Due to the fact that, the design and implementation phase still use
technical tools that are not necessarily mastered by domain experts, implies a problems
of data transfer and data inconsistency that may occur. To these is added the difficulty
of taking into account the multiplicity of the level of scale in the models. We present in
the next section some solutions in terms of Multi-Level Agent-Based Model (MLABM) that
have already been proposed to curb these difficulties.
1.4 Problem statement
As we have just pointed out, several works in the literature have proposed approaches
to solve the problems related to modeling. Many of these approaches focus on model
engineering. These solutions propose generic methods of building systems by prescribing
the use of models at different stages of development while saving time, reducing costs and
reducing errors. These approaches are applicable in several domains (enterprise, traffic,
environment, software development) to represent, understand and simulate systems.
Despite the research efforts deployed to improve modeling for the representation of
the determinants factors in environmental processes, no approach in the literature fully
integrates the aspects of model engineering into these systems.
Generic Agent-Based Modeling and Multi-Agent Modeling approaches are increasingly
being introduced nowadays to allow domain experts to easily and rapidly produce their
own models. Among these approaches are those specially designed for the development of
agents solving specific practical or engineering problems Bernon et al. (2002), Gomez Sanz
and Fuentes (2002), Picard (2004), Cossentino et al. (2005), Azaiez (2008), typically in
software systems Niazi and Hussain (2011). Generally these approaches are often limited
and do not cover the entire development process Picard (2004), Azaiez (2008). There
is also a lack of conceptual richness on the socio-scientific and economic levels. This
makes them not suitable for the analysis of environmental problems. Then we also have
approaches in which agents communicate and cooperate on a single scale level, Madejski
(2007), Maalal et al. (2012) and Gürcan et al. (2013). The above weakness is problematic
for land use studies because the key to understand land use change and to design
efficient solutions often lies on levels that are higher than the land users themselves.
And finally we have the approach that takes into account the multiplicity of levels
called MLABM Marcenac and Giroux (1998), Morvan et al. (2010), Picault and Mathieu
(2011), Drogoul et al. (2013). The models proposed in this approach are very different
from each other and from the point of view of the study area, the modeled scales and
the approaches implemented to manage the complexity involved by the management
of the various organizational levels Gil-Quijano et al. (2009). To use them requires
advanced skills in mathematics and computer science. The metamodels proposed in
these approaches are not enriched by the concepts of the domain and do not use
a domain language. This makes them difficult to understand and hence cannot be
used by the domain expert and thus, not adapted for the environmental expert. These
limitations make the approaches not immediately suitable for modeling socio-economic
and environmental problems.
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It would be interesting to propose in this case an approach using a metamodel that
serves as a common linguistic framework, understandable both for the domain expert (by
offering a sufficiently natural domain language) and the system analyst (requiring this
language to be sufficiently formal). The natural language or Domain Specific Language
(DSL) should allow the domain expert to better represent the concepts of the domain
without having to resort to the technical tools whose understanding could be difficult.
Similarly, such a metamodel also offers the means to formalize the natural language
obtained using a recognized formal language (Object Role Modelling (ORM), Unified
Modelling Language 2 (UML2), MERISE) by the system analyst.
It is thus observed that the majority of the proposed approaches focus on the stage of
implementation of the MLABM. Approaches that focus on higher-level abstraction stages
are generally devoted to specific aspects and are not easily usable and understandable
by the domain expert. In addition, many of these approaches use models to delineate
environmental processes, but none of these approaches relies completely on MDA to
formalize their models and transitions. This are therefore limited approaches that cannot
allow the domain expert to fully and thoroughly integrate the aspect of level and social
concepts into an agent-based model to represent environmental processes.
Our intention in this work is to propose a model-based development approach for
designing ICT-based solutions to solve environmental problems. We will call this approach
Natural Model based Design in Context (NMDC) This approach should allow a (trained)
domain expert to design a conceptual model for a concrete environmental problem.
This model describes the underlying application domain in terms of environmental
concepts and does not require specific mathematical and ICT skills nor that it involves
implementation details.
In particular our intention is to design the conceptual model as a linguistic framework
for a controlled semi-natural language. On the one hand this allows the domain expert
to describe and reason about the application domain in a language that is close to
the language normally used in that application domain while, on the other hand, this
language has an underlying formal basis as required by the system analyst.
During the modeling process, domain experts and system analysts develop the syntax
of this controlled semi-natural language. Furthermore, the system analyst tries to
capture the semantics of this language in interaction with the domain expert. A general
procedure for the design of a semi-natural domain language as an interplay between
domain expert and system analyst, and the competencies required for domain expert
and system analyst have been described in Frederiks and Van der Weide (2006) (see
also Maaß (2006)), and apply to our situation also.
A major part of the design of the proposed model-based development approach is a
successive systematic transformation of the domain model into implementation oriented
models. This also involves the utilization of MLABM. Our intention is to benefit from
the existing open source tools to materialize our approach. The result is what we will
call Tool in Context (TiC). As a special feature, TiC also offers a syntax directed editor to
assist domain experts in designing a model for a concrete application by themselves.
The next section (Section 1.5) defines the objectives of our work.
1.5 Objective and Contribution
In that regard therefore, our approach is based on the rigorous definition of metamodels
and transformation processes in order to:
• provide a framework in terms of a metamodel to describe a class of environmental
problems;
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• describe how a concrete model can be compiled and transformed into a running
application using multi-level agent based-model technology;
• describe a tool for environmental experts, to help them in developing and entering
concrete models;
• demonstrate how this metamodel is used in a complex situation, leading to a
concrete model.
In line with these objectives, the thesis contributes to:
• strengthen bridge-building tools between the two worlds (domain experts and ICT
system analysts in this case) in the form of a meta-model accessible from both sides,
• elucidate an option to incorporate the multi-level phenomenon.
Combining all these issues, the general issue of our work is therefore to propose a
Natural Model based Design in Context for modeling application domains and generating
a simulation tool for environmental problems.This model is developed through socio-
scientific concepts such as rules, structure, social context, options, motivations, actions
and is based on the actor meta model of Action-in-Context (AiC), see Ngobye et al.
(2011) proposed by de Groot (1992), and used, inter alia, by Wassouni (2006); Hobbes
(2009); Overmars et al. (2007). The constructed actor model is then translated into a
ABM through an agent architecture based on utility Russell and Norvig (1995) and also
through a Domain Specific Language (DSL) Fowler (2010) to provide good abstractions of
actor concepts to the user. Multi-level aspects are introduced through the AiC framework
as well. This work being the first IT application of AiC.
Like any development of a decision-making information system, our approach has
been implemented according to a methodology. The next section presents the methodology
we used.
1.6 Methodology
According to DMReview (2017) A methodology is "a system of principles, practices,
and procedures applied to a specific branch of knowledge". As shown in Figure 1.1,
our methodology is based on (Design Science Research Method (DSRM)) which is the
standard research methodology used in the Information Systems discipline for designing
new artifacts that solve unsolved problems or improve upon existing solutions Hevner
et al. (2004); Salvatore and Gerald (1995). It is a creative research paradigm that informs
multiple audiences as:
• Researchers on design principles and mid-range design theories.
• Practitioners on artifact (product and process) instantiations.
• Managers on work and application system controls.
• Government on economic and social welfare.
Figure 1.1 represents the general approach that we will follow in our work. It expresses
globally the DSRM approach. It should be noted that some concepts of this figure (DPSIR,
PiC, AiC) will be presented in more detail in the following chapters.
The use of DSRM might help researchers to produce and present high quality design
science research in Information System (IS) that is accepted as valuable, rigorous, and
publishable in IS research outlets. Design Science research methodology includes three
elements: conceptual principles to define what is meant by design science research,
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Figure 1.1: The various levels of abstraction and application
practice rules, and a process for carrying out and presenting the research Peffers et al.
(2007). It may also help with the recognition and legitimization of Design Science research
and its objectives, processes, and outputs and it should help researchers to present
research with reference to a commonly understood framework, rather than justifying the
research paradigm on an ad hoc basis with each new paper Peffers et al. (2007).
Furthermore, DSRM allows to create and evaluate computer artifacts to solve the
organizational problems identified. It presents a rigorous process for designing artifacts
to solve the observed problems in order to make contributions to research, to evaluate
designs and to communicate results to the appropriate public Hevner et al. (2004). These
artifacts may include constructs, models, methods, and instantiations Salvatore and
Gerald (1995).
Several DSRM processes have been presented in the literature regarding its applica-
tion to a real problem. Rossi et al., Rossi and Sein (2003) proposes a 3-step process:
Identification and motivation, Design and development, and Evaluation. Later Hevner
et al. (2004) improves it by proposing a five-step process: Problem identification and
motivation, Objectives of a solution, Design and development, Evaluation and Commu-
nication. Finally, the most used process today is that of Peffers et al. (2007) (See Table
1.1) which adds one step called demonstration and thus proposing a six-step process:
Problem identification and motivation, Objectives of a solution , Design and development,
Demonstration, Evaluation and Communication. In this work we make a distinction
into a general approach for the problem area and its application for an actual problem
(see Figure 1.1). Using this figure as a guide line, we cover all the steps of DSRM. We
show how a general approach to a large class of problems (including environmental
problems) can be formalized through a conceptual model describing actors and actions.
This leads to a tool that can be used to enter actual problems and to generate applications
(simulation tool in our case).
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Steps Contents
Problem identification Using the review of the literature, it makes it possible
and motivation to define the specific research problem and justify
the value of a solution and define the research objectives.
Objectives of a solu-
tion
Define the objectives for a solution from the problem definition
and knowledge of what is possible and feasible.
Design and develop-
ment
Create the artifact. Artefact design concerns a creative
engineering process. These engineering processes
are potentially constructs, models, methods,
or instantiations or new properties of technical,
social, and/or informational resources.
Demonstration Demonstrate the use of the artifact to solve one or more
instances of the problem. This could involve its
use in experimentation, simulation,
case study, proof, or other appropriate activity.
Evaluation Observe and measure how well the artifact supports
a solution to the problem. This activity involves
comparing the objectives of a solution to actual
observed results from use of the artifact in the demonstration.
Communication Communicate the problem and its importance, the artifact,
its utility and novelty, the rigor of its design,
and its effectiveness to researchers and other relevant audi-
ences,
such as practicing professionals, when appropriate.
Table 1.1: Design Science Research Method process Peffers et al. (2007)
Problem identification and motivation
A review of literature was made concerning the difficulties related to modeling and
simulation. First, it appears that in several situations, a model is set up within a
multidisciplinary team in which the domain expert collects and analysis the data and
then sends it to the System Analyst for the design and implementation phase. Secondly,
it also appears from this literature review that due to the fact that domain experts do not
master certain technical tools of modeling (mathematical formula, computer language)
there could be an inconsistency of the information during the transfer of data from
analysis to design. The literature also proposes a set of generic approaches to try to
solve these problems that can arise. The analysis of these approaches presents a set
of shortcomings, notably the complexity of using the metamodels they propose (use of
overly technical concepts), failure to take into account certain dominant factors such
as the notion of crossing Level. These shortcomings make these approaches not very
appropriate when applied to represent a process related to environmental management.
The aim of our work is therefore to propose a generic approach that can serve as a
modeling framework between the domain expert and the system analyst, while offering,
through a metamodel, an easy natural communication language between these two
worlds and integrating easily the concepts of crossing Level.
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Objectives of a solution
Referring to the needs and requirements, it consists of establishing an information
grammar for the application domain that is understandable for the domain expert. The
resulting semi-natural language will enable the domain expert to participate, easily, in the
technical design of the application. This approach requires to first understand the domain
and the problem. Then the maximum of information is collected and refunded in this
synthetic format (using Problem-in-Context (PiC) and AiC framework) as comprehensible
requirements.
Design and development
Based on the results of the problem identification phase, a method and a tool were
chosen as the design artifacts. This phase addresses the analysis and conceptualization
of the application domain. It describes how the business oriented treatment is obtained
as a result of the conceptual model. It allows to define the MLABM meta-model using
ORM notation and the syntactic rules of DSL. The syntactic rules will be based on the
vocabulary determined in the first step. Then we use an Xtext grammar for designing the
DSL in textual form. At this step, the agents are identified at different levels of scales and
the interactions between agents can be studied, allowing to model the relations between
agents.
Demonstration
This addresses how the conceptualization of previous step is used to a model-based
exploration. It consists of defining the model in terms of the Xtext data types. The textual
DSL will allow to edit more easily the details of our model and also to express through the
Xtext tool some rules of validation that could not be expressed in or transformed from
the conceptual model. We verify our approach by describing the various transformation
steps in detail, and by demonstrating the way of working via a sample session applying
to a real problem of Laf Forest Reserve deforestation in North Cameroon.
Evaluation
We discuss the prototype resulting from our approach and show how it allows the
domain expert to focus on the social causes of environmental problems, taking into
account the biophysical processes. The results obtained during the different scenarios
were compared with those in the literature in order to evaluate our model and also the
proposed approach.
Communication
Finally we communicate the problem and its importance, the artifact, its utility and
novelty, the rigor of its design, and its effectiveness to researchers and other relevant
audiences, such as practicing professionals, when appropriate.
Our work is organized in accordance with Peffers’ methodology Peffers et al. (2007).
The problem identification and the objectives for a solution are found in this introduction.
This problem identification and the objectives are supported by the Chapter 2 and
Chapter 3. These elements inspired the design of the solution found in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 we demonstrate that our design can be applied to a class of
environmental problems, and we evaluate in Chapter 7 how well the representation
of process is improved by our solution. The present document, the papers published
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Kameni et al. (2017a), Kameni et al. (2017b), Kameni and Van de Weide (2017) as well
as the discussions held in conference Kameni et al. (2013), Fotsing et al. (2015) are
different communication mediums that were used to assess the novelty and the rigor of
our modeling framework.
1.7 Layout of the Thesis
Accordingly, the layout of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the problem area and key concepts to analyse environmental
problems. This chapter presents the problematic of land use change through the
definitions of subsequent theories and concepts and the approaches and tools used
to analyze them.
Chapter 3 present the leading problem Laf Forest Reserve deforestation and then
analyze it using the PiC and AiC framework in order to explain the cause and effect
chains that induce change in this environment.
Chapter 4 describes the design of Natural Model based Design in Context through the
conception of the actor model and shows how multiple levels are assigned to designing
the approach. It provides a full description of natural-language through the different
metamodels used.
Chapter 5 describes the Implementation of the resulting TiC and showed how a
resulted natural language obtain previously is transformed into a software tools (such
as a syntax directed editor) through Xtext formalism. It also describes and propose an
implementation model of agents reliability.
Chapter 6 demonstrates the use of TiC in the leading problem of Laf Forest Reserve
deforestation.
Chapter 7 presents the validation of the approach and give some discussion about its
application and use. It discuss the prototype resulting from our approach and shows
how it allows the domain expert to focus on the social causes of environmental problems,
taking into account the biophysical processes.
Finally in Chapter 8 we draw some conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Environmental problems
modeling and key concepts
African regions in the Sudano-Sahelian zone are confronted with the challenges of popula-
tion explosion and climatic changes that induce inevitable transformations in the systems
of land use. Indeed, populations are growing, but investment in agriculture and rural
development is still very low. Global warming is occurring and forecasts point to an in-
creased risk of drought and climate variability characterized by a change in river regimes
and disruption of the rainy season cycle (intensity, spatial and temporal variability). These
human and natural processes will affect the capacities of production systems, leading in
many areas to degradation of natural resources, low land productivity and loss of biodiver-
sity. The Extreme North region of Cameroon is located in this zone and rolled up in these
mutations that are manifested by the inadequate management of natural resources and
occupation of space. In this region, the agro-sylvo-pastoral production systems are exten-
sive. They are spreading more and more without a real solution to fundamental problems
such as famine, poverty, and unsustainability. This chapter presents the problematic of
land use change through a discussion of theories and concepts as well as approaches and
tools used to analyze land use change.
2.1 Problematic of Land-Use change
Rural development is mainly linked to natural resources that are influenced by natural
processes (drought, sudden climate change) combined with human activities related to
the exploitation of these resources (deforestation, cultivation techniques). In particular,
African savannah areas are undergoing major social and economic changes (new activities,
new practices) that can be explained by rapid processes of transforming rural landscapes.
These transformations are reflected especially in land-use or in the management of
natural resources and space Fotsing (2009). The causes of these transformations can be
multiple and complex. We can cite the demographic explosion Pourtier (2003) that drives
populations in search of new agricultural land (migration process), the installation of
transhumant in search of pasture for their flock. These causes will have a negative impact
on the natural resource management and Land-Use system. As a response to population
growth in an area that still has a place for agricultural expansion, the following can take
place:
• Pure expansion of the cultivated area, using the same farming system.
• Expansion combined with forms of intensification (by more energy or labour input
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per hectare) that only mark a quantitative change in the farming system (no new
system).
• Expansion mixed with forms of intensification that mark a qualitative change in
the farming system (new system elements or totally new system), for instance,
agroforestry, terracing, stabled cattle an so on.
• Pure intensification, in one of the two forms. This picture will be rare because
expansion is usually more attractive in the short-term (no investments needed).
After the option of expansion is used up, however, intensification is the only way left.
The outcome then is simple: without system change, the future is only starvation
and out-migration, with system change, there can be a new level of productivity and
sustainability.
The future of land use in the Sudan-Sahel zone will be now determined by the farmer’s
choices of farming systems. This dynamic has been touched upon by several authors
(See Malthus (1888), Boserup (1965), Geertz (1963), Tiffen et al. (1994)). Jointly, these
theories can be grouped and compared as follows (See Figure 2.1):
Figure 2.1: Four ideal-type development pathways in an agricultural society under
rising population pressure. M = Malthusian; G = Geertzian; B = Boserupian; neo-B =
neo-Boserupian.
1. Malthus (1888) states that, exponential growth is inherent in all life, and massive
starvation is the general mechanism that keeps populations in check. This failure
mainly works through the depletion of natural resources, which results in an
ever-decreasing productivity of human labour and below-subsistence wages for
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the poor, the collapse of morality, and if there is any space left, to out-migration
to new areas where the same process is only repeated until all land is used up.
Reduced populations may give rise to cycles of partial recovery, but the only moral
way to escape from the cascade of misery, according to Malthus, is restraint in
procreation. For example in most countries in Sudan-Sahel zone in Africa, we assist
to a greater competition between actors and forms of land use that can be a source
of conflict. The peasant response most commonly observed is the displacement of
populations towards the most productive areas confirming a strong predominance
of the Malthusian thesis. Very few examples point to a move towards more intensive
and sustainable systems characterized by innovations.
2. As for Geertz (1963), he states that, due to population growth, agriculture becomes
ever more labour-intensive, e.g. going from rainfed to irrigated rice, from broadcast
to transplanted rice, from two to three crops per year, ending in systems that are
highly productive per hectare but with very low returns to labour. Contrary to the
Malthusian picture, the system remains ecologically sustainable, however, without
collapse. If society would be able to control population levels, it could continue
forever in this involuted state, with the masses stuck on a very low subsistence
level, supporting a small elite.
3. For Boserup (1965), unlike the Maltusian and Geerzian analysis, the size of the
population leads to qualitative changes in land use patterns (use of new technolo-
gies).In Boserup’s analyses, these new techniques of land use intensification are
able to support populations at an acceptable level above basic needs, as Figure 2.1
shows.
4. Neo-Boserupians theory remains in the same family as the Boserupians theory but
with more optimism with respect to the potentials of innovative investments in land
use change. Characteristic of the theory is that during a period of time, people accept
low income levels in order to have time and money available to make the necessary
investment: see the dip and the subsequent rise in Figure 2.1. A characteristic
product here is Tiffen et al.’s book called "More People, Less Erosion" Tiffen et al.
(1994), a title that boldly positions itself against the Malthusian outlook. The book
tells the story of Machakos District, Kenya, that was regarded as a moonscape
in the making in the 1930s but 50 years later carried a tripled population with
tripled incomes per capita. The key of this ’miracle of Machakos’ was the terrace,
thousands of kilometers of which had been constructed, largely by female hands, to
cover the whole of the rolling landscape. Figure 2.1 also shows that in order to have
any capacity left to invest, farmers should start with land use innovation at a time
before they have hit the basic needs level. At that moment, they would be caught in
a Malthusian poverty trap, with starvation or out-migration as the only options left.
Obviously, these ’four futures’ in Figure 2.1 are determined by a bifurcation driven by
subtle choices of actors/farmers. Will they continue with their current farming system
or introduce elements of innovation? Will they ’wake up’ in time or try to act only when
they have no capacity for change left? It is not very likely that system-level modelling
approaches will be able to capture these individual-level dynamics. Actor-based modelling
seems the most suited to try.
Nowadays, in Cameroon’s Far North region of the Sahelian Sudano region, studies of
Kameni et al. (2013), Kameni et al. (2017b), Fotsing et al. (2003) show that the situations
observed are (1)pure expansion of the cultivated area, using the same farming system,
and (2) expansion combined with forms of intensification (by more energy or labour input
per hectare) that only mark a quantitative change in the farming system (no new system).
These forms of land use can have negative consequences on the environmental system
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(erosion, drying up and degradation of soils, etc.) and ultimately on the population itself,
moving as it is in Malthusian or Geerzian directions.
Understanding how these consequences can combine with certain factors to lead
changes in the environmental system is a central issue of interest to decision makers
and actors involved in natural resource management. Several approaches and models
that have been developed to answer specific questions in relation to this problem are not
always appropriate in order to understand the behavior of the system in a complete way.
This may be due to the fact that most of these models are sectoral Resquier-Desjardin
(2001), modeling the dynamics of resources on the one hand, without taking into account
the people who act on these resources, and on the other hand they fail to take Important
aspects such as socio-economic factors into account Van der Berg and Van Est (1991), or
neglect the overall structure and dynamics of ecosystems.
Faced with this situation, the need for an interdisciplinary approach to solving this
problem is increasingly recognized by the scientific community working on the environ-
mental problem. The social sciences, geography and computer science, through the
possibilities of developing dynamic models, are naturally transverse to several disciplines
and thus present themselves as appropriate ways to implement the interdisciplinary
approach required in this type situation.
Figure 2.2: Extensive deforestation of the Laf Forest area (Kameni pictures 2014)
2.1.1 Key concepts
In this subsection, we present the main concepts related to our work.
Presentation of Concepts
In this study, four basic concepts are presented: the concept of natural resources,
Land-Use Change, actor, and level.
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1. Concept of natural resources
Natural resources are the wealth elements of a nation. In this study, we are referring
to land resources. The concept of land contains several definitions. According to
Mainam (2005), the term ’land’ refers to the bio-productive system comprising soil,
plants and living beings. The ecological and hydrological phenomena occurring
within this system are also taken into account.
The land is used in several ways: for agriculture, breeding, a collection of wood,
hunting, etc. In our work, we will take into account agricultural and wooded land
because these are resources most valued by the actors.
2. Concept of land use change
Land use refers both to how the various biophysical attributes of the environment
are manipulated and to the intent or purpose for which these attributes are exploited
Turner II et al. (1995). land use change can be defined as the process by which
human activities transform the landscape. These processes involve deforestation,
agriculture extension, livestock breeding and urban sprawl, which are the main
causes leading to changes in ecosystem control. The role of humanity is therefore
significant and the factors affecting changes in land use are complex. There is a
need to detect and track these changes.
The explanatory factors for Land-Use changes are multiple and are expressed
at different scales. Land-use changes in intensive agricultural areas, perceived
as progressive and diffuse on a global scale, have received little attention so far
Laurence and Helmut (2012). A direct consequence of the partial knowledge of
these changes is that the identification of the factors that produce them remains an
overall unresolved issue.
Lambin et al. (2001) analyze some of the main reasons for the drivers of land-use
change and suggests alternative pathways of change that are better supported by
case study evidence. Cases reviewed to support the conclusion that neither popula-
tion nor poverty alone constitutes the sole and major underlying causes of land-use
change worldwide. Rather, peoples’ responses to economic opportunities, as me-
diated by institutional factors, drive land-use changes. Opportunities constraints
for new land uses are created by local as well as national markets and policies.
Global forces become the main determinants of land-use change, as they amplify or
attenuate local factors. Lambin and Geist (2008) present recent estimates of the
rates of changes of major land classes such as forest, cropland, and pasture. Among
the causative mechanisms behind the land change, synergetic factor combinations
are found to be more common than single factor explanations.
Land use is largely dependent on how human exploit the land resources. It is,
therefore, necessary to understand how the actors on the ground are led to make
decisions and how the factors that motivate change interact in certain contexts and
influence the decision whether or not to change land use Laurence and Helmut
(2012). Decision-making depends on factors at the local, regional and even global
levels. Depending on whether they are direct or indirect, the causes of the changes
have a local origin or not. The former correspond to anthropogenic actions that
involve physical activity and have a direct impact on land use: they have a local
origin and are expressed in the context of land use in intensive agricultural regions,
Scale of the parcel or farm. Farmers control some of these local factors. Indirect
causes are the drivers of change that underlie the direct causes of change. They
intervene more widely, often by altering the more direct causes of change. They
constitute a complex set of socio-economic variables, demographic, technological,
cultural and biophysical policies. They are generally exogenous to farmers who do
not control these factors. Their origin lies at local levels, but also at regional, national
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and on a more global scale. The relationships between these levels of organization
are complex. Thus, changes in land use are always caused by multiple interacting
factors, which are generated at different levels of anthroposystem organization. The
combination of these factors varies in time and space, depending on the environment
and the human context Laurence and Helmut (2012).
3. Concept of actor
Actors are defined as any social unit that has a capacity to act, such as individual
human being but also firms, councils or state entities. Other social phenomena
such as culture, population density or employment rates can be important factors in
actor decisions, but are not actors by themselves. The contemporary social sciences
propose several profiles of the actor, corresponding to each of the modes of action
and different margins of freedom. In general, the concept of actor evokes not the
image of an automaton, but on the contrary, designates a human being endowed
with reason, possessing a certain margin of autonomy and bearing values, projects,
and intentions.
Furthermore, the notion of the actor is a concept around which the social sciences
have been built. Actors can be grouped in categories, such as (farmers, breeders,
wood collectors, small firms etc.) which then may be treated as sets in modelling.
Actors can influence the environment through their activities Haberland and Spien-
bourg (1991). According to Crozier and Friedberg (1977), the actor does not exist
outside the system that defines the freedom that is his and the rationality that he
can use in his action. But the system exists only by the actor who alone can carry it
and give it life, and who alone can change it. From a different perspective, the notion
of actor recognizes that man has a certainly limited rationality: he acts and decides,
depending on the partial information to which he accedes, and without necessarily
seeking the optimal solution (maximization), opting more for the opportunities seem
to him to be the most satisfactory at any given moment. It, therefore, operates by
successive and changing arbitrations, but in so doing it affects the freedom of action
of the other actors. In other words, it operates in a system that it contributes itself
to forge Weinberg (1995).
Weinberg (1995) reviews four essential models that oscillate between several poles
that make the actor more or less socialized, more or less autonomous, guided by
his interests or trapped in his subjectivity. These models are:
Homo oeconomicus actor is motivated essentially by his private interests which
he would seek to maximize. It corresponds to the profile of the selfish bourgeois
and calculator which carefully weighs its costs and benefits.
The strategist In this conception, far from being endowed with a formidable spirit
of logic, the actor is content to find acceptable solutions to his problems, in the
context of partial information he always disposes of. He is reasonable rather
than rational.
The committed actor In this conception, an actor acts in the name of values
without prudently calculating the balance of his costs and benefits and wants
to give his life a meaning that is not just the sum of personal pleasures. The
social movement is here a key notion as a collective actor or organized group
carrying a strong identity and a project of transformation of society.
The hyper-socialized actor Actor is the prisoner of his roles because he is con-
cerned about the image he gives of himself (Goffman) or else he is under the
weight of "habitus", structuring behaviors.
These models are thus defined in the sense of the logic of action proposed by Weber
(1922). (1) Traditional action, linked to social norms; (2) Emotional action, guided
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by passions; (4) Rational action, involving the match between ends and means, and
(4) Rational action, oriented by values in which the subject defends ideals without
necessarily seeking efficacy.
Institutional actors can also emerge. These include traditional, communal and
administrative authorities, technical services of the State (MINADER, MINEPIA,
MINFOF etc.), NGOs, development projects and extension research structures.
The concept of the actor also refers to the notion of strategic groups. These include
farmers, pastoralists, and timber merchants. This notion assumes that in a social
group, all actors have neither the same interests, nor the same representations, nor
the same perceptions. The strategic groups designate the actors using the common
resources.
Concerning Land-Use Change, Fotsing et al. (2009) showed that the actors involved
are not only local farmers. But also administrative authorities, NGOs, and economic
actors.
In this work, the actors are the users of natural resources and those involved in
the regulation of laws (institutional actors). The physical actors using the land are
farmers and collectors of wood. Our actors are modeled according to the Homo
oeconomicus model.
4. Concept of Level
The concepts of level are very important in the study of land-use change processes
as already indicated early. The level is a term that refers to a characteristic of an
organized or hierarchical system. It is an analytical unit located at a given position
on a scale. It can, therefore, correspond to a level of biological, social, spatial or
territorial organization. For example, the eight main levels of organization most often
used in ecology are cell, organism, population, community, ecosystem, landscape,
biome, and biosphere. The levels of organization used in this thesis include farming
(peasants) making their decisions on the local level, timber merchants that make
decisions on the regional level and authorities that make their decisions on the
national level. These levels are on a spatial scale and reflect the size of the process
studied.
2.1.2 Approaches to Analyzing Land-Use Change
The determining factors that characterize land-use change are varied. For example,
we can cite social-economic factors such as market, political institutions, demographic
growth, culture and knowledge of traditional systems and practices; Biophysical factors
include changes in precipitation, soil fertility, etc., and factors related to space manage-
ment include immediate causes or spatial management strategies Verburg et al. (1999).
Thus, based on these factors, the approaches adopted for the analysis of land-use change
will be critically determined by the analyst’s objectives.
Several works in literature have been interested in the approaches of analysis land-
use change systems to highlight the properties of the ecosystems studied. Harriss
(1992) groups these approaches into three broad categories that integrate more or less
the principles of disciplinary research in the different fields of environmental sciences
(social, anthropological, economic etc.): structured approaches, systemic approaches,
and approaches based on decision-making models. Briassoulis (2000), groups these
approaches into two main categories: Theoretical and Modeling Approaches. Other recent
approaches are proposed by Verburg et al. (2004) and Kabba and Li (2011). The most
commonly used approaches are those of Briassoulis (2000) because it brings together all
the other approaches.
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Theoretical approach
Theoretical approaches include analysis of urban and regional economies, sociological
and political analysis, and analysis of human nature. They begin with an examination
of the production process and are concerned with the relations between humans and
the natural environment and with the relations of humans in the production process.
Then they include studies that try to rigorously use the general theory of systems in the
analysis of the agricultural sector and efforts to model rural societies as interdependent
socio-economic elements. Finally, they propose a description of the facts to reach the
explanation by an inductive approach based on exploration.
Modeling approach
This approach integrates multidisciplinary analysis and can be defined as a representa-
tion of the different theories. Because of different disciplinary perspectives, as well as
different methodological approaches, data availabilities, and modeling goals, attempts to
categorize models are complicated by a relatively large number of dimensions on which
the models vary Brown et al. (2012).
A number of reviews of Land-Use Change modeling approaches have been treated in
the literature these last decades. However, these approaches are classified according
to the key criteria related to its construction methodology. Thus Briassoulis (2000)
classifies these approaches into five (05) groups according to modeling tradition (1)
statistical and econometric models, (2) spatial interaction models, (3) optimization models,
(4)integrated models and (5) other modeling approaches (Natural-sciences-Oriented
Modeling Approaches, Markov Modeling of Land Use-Change, Geographic Information
System (GIS)-Based Modeling of Land-Use Change and Agent-Based modeling of Land-Use
Change). While Brown et al. (2012) classifies them into two groups according to whether
the modeling approach is oriented primarily toward (1) fitting data or (2) simulating
processes.
In our work, we are interested in modeling approach by placing ourselves in the fifth
stratum of the classification proposed by Briassoulis (2000), especially the Agent-Based
modeling approach of Land-Use Change. This approach uses to analyze and simulate
Land-Use Change taking into account the complex processes that include actors and
factors at different social and spatial levels Valbuena et al. (2010).
2.2 Basic tools for analysis Land - Use changes
As presented above, Land-Use Change systems like most environmental systems are very
complex. The development of models to represent and understand the operation of these
systems requires the use of appropriate tools. In this section, we present some useful
tools for the modeling of environmental systems.
2.2.1 DPSIR
The Drivers, Pressures, State, Impacts, Responses (DPSIR) framework is an extension
of the Pressure-State-Response (Pressure-State-Response (PSR)) model, developed by
Anthony Friend in the 1970s. It is a causal framework for describing the interactions
between society and the environment. Adopt by the European Environment Agency
(European Environment Agency (EEA)), this framework presents a chain of causal links
starting with driving forces (economic sectors, human activities) through pressures (emis-
sions, waste) to states (physical, chemical and biological) and impacts on ecosystems,
human health, and functions, eventually leading to political responses (prioritization,
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target setting, indicators). Describing the causal chain from driving forces to impacts
and responses is a complex task, and tends to be broken down into sub-tasks, e.g. by
considering the pressure-state relationship Kristensen (2004). 1
Figure 2.3: DPSIR assessment framework
The DPSIR framework focuses on what has gone wrong with the environment and
how to fix it. It answers five questions Pinter et al. (1999):
1. What alternative action could be taken (option for action)?
2. What could be alternative futures of environmentally sustainable (or unsustainable)
development (scenarios)?
3. What is being done about it and how effective is it (response)?
4. What is the consequence for the environment and humanity (impact)?
5. What is happening to the environment and why (state and pressure)?
Throughout the analysis, these questions follow a process of producing and communicat-
ing policy-relevant information on key interactions between the natural environment and
society. The interactions may be categorized into the pressure human activity put on the
environment; the state which the environment takes on as a result of these pressures; the
impacts of the changed state on the environment itself and humanity; and the response
of society as a result of changing states of the environment.
2.2.2 PiC
Problem-in-Context (PiC) is an extension of DPSIR framework, proposed by De Groot de Groot
(1992) and used inter alia by Wassouni (2006); Hobbes (2009) to analyze, explain and
solve environmental challenges. Compared to DPSIR, PiC makes the normative side
of environmental problems explicit and adds much more detail to their social causes.
Figure 2.4 gives the essentials.
In its problem-analytical part, PiC contains two parallel causal chains. The left one is
factual and indicates which human activities cause environmental effects and onwards
1Based on EEA 1998: Guidelines for Data Collection and Processing - EU State of the Environment Report.
Annex 3
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Figure 2.4: Problem-in-Context framework (PiC), adapted from de Groot (1992)
to impacts on society (called ’final variables’). The other chain is normative, running from
desired societal goals (e.g. poverty alleviation or biodiversity conservation) to environ-
mental standards and further downward to human activity prescriptions (environmental
capacity). These two chains are connected in a comparative manner, e.g. factual poverty
compared to poverty alleviation goals, environmental facts compared to environmental
standards and factual versus prescribed activities, defining the environmental problem
at these different levels in the double chain.
Focusing on the social explanation of problematic human activities, PiC further
contains the Action-in-Context sub-framework that is used as the meta-model in the
present study. This allows the analysis of human actions to remain explicitly connected
to their environmental relevance, i.e. their contributions to the environmental problem or
its solution.
Thus in the Problem-in-Context framework, one entry point to analyze an environmen-
tal problem is the activity or action that sets it off. This action leads to a chain of effects
on the environment, e.g. those predicted in environmental impact studies. The relevance
(evaluation) of an impact depends on the normative context (e.g. policy principles on
poverty and biodiversity) that induces the chain of environmental standards and provides
a reference for the analysis. At the level of the activity (actions) variables, the chain of
norms ends with the environmental capacity (carrying capacity), which may be split into
the required number of actors and / or the required intensity of action per actor and may
also be mapped, as in land evaluation.
2.2.3 AiC
All starts with the study of environmental problems and the desire to design solutions
for them. Due to the fact that the design of a solution requires knowledge of causal
chains (roughly, what causes the problem and why), causal frameworks hold a position
of priority, rather than spatial Fotsing et al. (2003) or mathematical methods Ferber and
Perrot (1995).
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The sub-framework Action-in-Context (AiC) is depicted in some more detail in Fig-
ure 2.5. It focuses on the empirical explanation of the activity (actions) element in PiC.
Going upwards in the figure, the arrows indicate the causal direction. The direction of
the explanation, amounting as it does to repeatedly asking the why-question, therefore
runs downward in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: The AiC framework
For any action, AiC shows the actors involved and their options and motivations
related to this action. Options are defined as what the actor can do (alternative courses
of action), and motivations are the actor’s reasons that come into play for choosing
one or another option. This allows AiC to explicitly represent the process of actors’
decision-making that integrates economic factors, political context and sociocultural
perceptions (the merits of the action and the subjective interpretation of these merits).
Actor decisions can be modeled using any theory that contains the options and
motivations concepts one way or another, such as rational choice theory or a theory
of reasoned action (see next section). In AiC, this is supported by four concepts that
underlie the options/motivations triangle. They are (C1) potential options, defined as
everything the actor could consider if he would have enough resources (C2) autonomy,
defined as all resources (’capitals’) of the actor, such as financial, social and cognitive,
minus possible restrictions such as prohibitions or taboos, (C3) merits, defined as more or
less objective reasons for the actor to act, such as financial gain, hours of work, calories
of food, and (C4) interpretations, defined as the subjective (personal or cultural) beliefs
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about the good or bad of the merits, e.g. the degree they express loyalty, reputation or
honesty. These four elements are then grounded in micro and macro structures that
might also be called systems at the meso and macro levels.
This all, we could say, is just a balanced summary of regular social science. Uniquely
for AiC however, the actor’s options and motivations (hence decision) may also be seen as
influenced by other actors that find their own options and motivations defined at system
levels higher than those of the original actor. We will refer to this as AiC concept C5.
One example may be a government issuing a prohibition on a certain type of land use,
based on a nationwide land evaluation or food security study. Through the prohibition,
the government actor reduces the options of farmers based on its assessment on the
national level. In other words, if we include the government as an actor in a model
additional to land users and connect them through the prohibition action, the model
becomes multi-level through this specific, one could say vertical or causal, type of being
multi-agent Verburg et al. (2003). Note that in its turn, the government actor may be
influenced by global actors such as the IMF setting conditions on government discretion
(options) through, for instance, a Structural Adjustment Program. In AiC this causal
arrangement between actors is called the actor’s field (see Figure 2.5), defined as the
composition of all significant causal linkages from the action-to-be-explained (e.g. land
use by farmers) to other actors through causal actions originating from these other
actors. Figure 2.5 does not specify all possible linkages but the principle is simple: the
causal actions may influence any or all elements that influence the actor’s decisions, e.g.
adding or subtracting potential options (e.g. through agricultural extension), elements of
autonomy (e.g. through micro-credit or prohibitions), merits of options (e.g. by taxing
some or subsidizing others) or interpretations (e.g. by propaganda or cultural debate)
which are actions affecting options and/or motivations of other actors.
2.3 Environmental modeling overview
Models of the environmental system, in particular, are designed primarily to answer
four basic questions concerning environment management processes: why, when and
where processes operate, what are the effects and consequences of these processes? It
requires an understanding of the interactions between policy choice and complex social
economic, technical and environmental processes and related aims. Given the different
definitions of what constitutes integration and the varied purposes of environmental
management modeling, a very wide range of models has been developed to meet these
objectives (See for example Voinov and Bousquet (2010),Hong et al. (2012),Zerger et al.
(2011)). Comprehensive and recent reviews have been carried out by Seuring (2013),
Letcher et al. (2013), Robson (2014), Filatova et al. (2016), Kotir et al. (2017). In this
study, we are interested in the methodology of the simulation models which are developed
to represent and understand land uses changes. The classification of these models can
be based on several criteria: the type of questions to which they are answered or the fields
of application preferred Fotsing (2009), the technical possibilities and the theoretical
basis or the way in which the processes are apprehended Letcher et al. (2013). We can
distinguish four main types of models used to model environmental system depending
on how the processes are apprehended Letcher and Jakeman (2012), Fotsing (2009):
Empirical models, Mathematical models, Dynamic simulation models, Agents-Based
Models, and the cellular automaton.
2.3.1 Empirical models
When a sampling base is not available and some characteristics or variables of the system
are known to be taken into account, it is an empirical method.
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These types of models most often concern spatial modeling approaches of empirical
types based on probability transitions resulting from the combination of remote sensing,
GIS, and multi-varied or multi-temporal mathematical models. In these model types, the
spatial variations of the parameters are ignored and the system is described by adjustable
parameters.
The construction of these models is based on a stationarity hypothesis of the process:
it is assumed that the observed relationships between the variables remain valid during
the simulation period. Statistical techniques are used for this purpose in order to select
the most important determinants and to quantify their relations with the process to be
studied.
By integrating the results of behavioral surveys into space and its representations,
spatial empirical models are used by several disciplines other than geography such as
spatial economics (or regional science), history, agronomy, archeology, Environmental
sciences, etc.
However, although many of the factors and their influence are quantified and in-
tegrated into this type of model, it is still silent on the phenomena related to certain
concepts such as the logic of perception of the actors. It does not include the decision
of the actors, their strategies for enhancing space, the social networks that project
into space and their interactions. The development of agent-based models and their
integration with the existing GIS can help to integrate these different aspects.
2.3.2 Mathematical models
By mathematical models, we refer to the optimization models, linear programming, and
differential equations. These models are useful for representing human decision taken.
They seek to describe what an individual should do based on objectives and constraints
assuming that the individual will behave in a manner close to this optimum. The linear
programming optimization method is most commonly used in studies in agriculture.
The description of a phenomenon, whatever it is, may still be mathematical, even if the
observer is not conscious. So to declare that two individuals belong to the same lineage
hereditary means that we assimilate perhaps unconsciously the individuals in question
to a set of elements of which is defined a partial relation order. Similarly, crossing a field
with a soccer ball is a phenomenon admitting a description whose nature is essentially
mathematical. For example, we can consider the trajectory of a point crossing a rectangle
in a straight line. But there is a description of the same phenomenon or the ball is no
longer a point but a sphere or the land is no longer treated as a rectangle but a more
complex geometric figure (more or less rounded corners, sides more or less parallel etc.).
We can also continue in this direction and take into account the existence of hollows and
bumps on the surface of the balloon, color etc.. Humans do not need to take courses
in higher mathematics to enjoy a football match, but it is important to note the ability
of the mind to unconsciously create relatively sophisticated mathematical models to
analyze everyday experience. Finally, note that a given phenomenon has usually several
mathematical descriptions (and even infinite).
Mathematical models are presented as experimental tools well suited to the study
of complex systems characterized by a large size and composed of a large number of
interacting elements. Generally, these models are given in the form of mathematical rela-
tionships (differential equations, transition matrices, probabilistic functions, recurrence
equations ...) between variables representing measurable physical quantities in reality.
They are based on the definition of the causal relationship between input variables and
output variables Drogoul (1993).
Historically, the first mathematical models were developed for those demographic
studies and population dynamics. These models showed techniques and ways to simu-
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late and understand the evolution of the population size from medium characteristics
calculated. Among these models we mentioned some of the more famous such as the
model of Malthus Malthus (1888) that explains the growth of the population against the
resources available, the one of Lotka Lotka (1925) Vito and Marcel (1931) that represents
the interaction between populations sharing the same environment and model, and
finally the one of Gordon Gordon (1953), Gordon (1954) which is a static model that
emphasizes description of the biological balance of an industry based on a renewable
natural resource. More recent reviews on mathematical models applied to environmental
problems can be found in: Heymans et al. (2016), Stabler et al. (2016), Leonzio (2016).
The observation made in recent years show that mathematical models are only grown
(About 938 search results for "Mathematical modeling" In ELSEVIER in 2016). However
despite having contributed to many advances in the theory and practice in environmental
research, Pavé (1994), the mathematical model associated with simulation techniques
that accompany it presents some problems Ferber (1995):
The difficulty level of analysis The mathematical model constructed an overview of
the system, it describes the evolution of all individuals regardless of elementary
behaviors. In other words, the built model is a model that describes the average
behavior (an overview) of the system and therefore the influence of individuals of a
species with a low rate of attendance will not be taken into account.
Complexity and realism of parameters Most of the mathematical models have a very
large number of parameters, which makes them complex to handle and understand.
For example, the introduction of a new parameter can cause the entire system to
change. For example, in the Prey-Predator model presented above, the coefficient
which shows the efficiency with which predators convert consumed prey in their
offspring seems superficial when you consider that according to the set of complex
behaviors, there is a multitude of factors such as hierarchy, dominance, sexual
strategy, marking territory that can have a direct impact on their fertility. That said,
it is difficult to explain the emergent phenomena due to the interaction of individual
behavior in mathematical models.
Difficult to model the action mathematical models do not take into account the be-
havior of actors as well as their effect on the environment on which it acts.
The lack of qualitative data we see in mathematical models a total lack of qualita-
tive data, this can have a negative impact on the representation of participatory
management problems or behaviors of some greatly influence the actions of others.
2.3.3 Dynamic simulation models
System dynamics modeling presents a means to describe and simulate dynamically
complex issues through the structural identification of feedback, and in many cases,
delay processes that drive system behavior Walters et al. (2016), Pruyt (2013), Sterman
(2000). Dynamic models are used to simulate a system which evolves over time in a
causal way, that is, its future depends only on phenomena of the past and the present,
that is to say for a given initial condition (I) at the present instant (T) will correspond only
one possible future state (S) for the deterministic versions. This type of model in the form
of a differential equation is widely used to represent agricultural systems by representing
the dynamics of the system through its different components such as soil, water, crops,
etc Chapman and Darby (2016). It should be noted that the resolution of this system of
equation allows simulating the dynamics of the system.
Dynamic modeling generally takes two complementary forms: qualitative modeling,
where the ultimate objective is to develop causal loop diagrams representing the inter-
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action of dynamic factors Luna-Reyes and Andersen (2003); And quantitative modeling
where the ultimate goal is to model and simulate the dynamic effects of the factors and
their interaction.
Although these models insist on the interactions between all the components forming
the system, they have one main disadvantage, which is the stochastic character of the
result. This comes from the fact that the simulation of individual evolutions involves
random draws. Its implementation close to the mathematical models associates some
disadvantages of the mathematical model.
2.3.4 Agents-Based Models and cellular automaton
Agent-Based Models (ABM) allow to represent explicitly the interactions between agents
and thus provide a framework allowing to take into account the dynamics of systems
and the individual or collective logic of decision-making Bousquet (1994), Rouchier et al.
(2001). The models based on cellular automata allow implementing the interactions
between spatial units taking into account the relations of neighborhoods between them.
These types of models are suitable for the simulation of complex systems, but their
implementation also requires a good knowledge of elementary interactions.
In our work, we are interested in agent-based models that represent the actions and
decisions of an individual or collective actors and a model of optimization that explains
the choice of a set of actors.
2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the issues surrounding the problematic of Land-Use
change processes while highlighting the complex properties that characterize them in
environmental systems. We also reviewed the theories that have been developed to explain
the dynamics of these systems. Each theory provides explanations complementary to
those provided by others for understanding the diversity of the processes studied. It also
appears that traditional approaches to the analysis of spatial systems are most often
dominated by disciplinary traditions (social sciences, geography, agronomy, forestry, etc.).
We also described some frameworks that are used to analyze environmental problems.
It appears that each framework makes a specific contribution to the objectives and
overall purpose of the analysis. Finally, we took a look at the models used to represent
environmental problems.
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Chapter 3
The leading problem of Laf
Forest Reserve deforestation
The success of the first cropping systems in the Far North region (rain-fed sorghum,
mouskwari, cowpea, and others) was the result of the natural soil fertility that was
maintained by fallow. The encouragement and introduction of cash crops intensively
(Cotton, Rice, Onions) in the 1950s combined with the strong demographic pressure
will result in land saturation and consequently the lack of land. Among the strategies
developed by farmers in face of this lack of land, we can mention the reduction of fallow
or even their elimination which will result in a continuous degradation of land. Thus
extensive agriculture is presently the most convenient practice. It is systematically
characterized by an extension of the cultures in protected areas (forest, park, ..) while
transforming the zones of bush or forest into fields. The Laf Forest Reserve is located in
this region and is now confronted with this problem of deforestation.
This chapter presents the deforestation process of the Laf Forest Reserve through a
short history. It begins with a presentation of the study area by locating it in relation
to the problem of Land-Use in the sub-region. Then, it analyzes this problem using the
PiC and AiC framework in order to explain the cause and effect chains that induce a
change in this environment. This analysis shows that the social causes of deforestation
are closely linked to the actions of the different actors involved in the process.
3.1 Presentation of the study area
The Far North Region of Cameroon, covering an area of 34,623km2, is located in the
Sudano-Sahelian zone of the country and extends from the Bénoué watershed to the
7◦N to Lake Chad at 13◦N . It is characterized by very irregular rainfall between 500 mm
to 1500 mm and savannah and steppe bush vegetation MB´iandoun et al. (2003). Its
economy is linked to agricultural activities of crop production (cotton, sorghum, peanut,
maize, rice, cowpeas, etc.), pastoral (cattle, goats, sheep, poultry etc.), piscicultural and
commercial MINEF (1993). Its current population approaches 3.5 million inhabitants
(3,480,414 BUGREC (2010)). It is, however, known as the most important nucleus of
poverty and illiteracy in the country. According to the third Cameroon household survey
INS (2007), the incidence of poverty in this region is 56.3% compared with an average of
40% over the national territory and the illiteracy rate (15 years and over) is 71.7% against
an average of 29.4% over the national territory. As a result, the Far North Region has
been recognized as Priority zone of the National Action Plan to Combat Desertification
(NAP / LCD) as a zone with a fragile ecology.
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Studies in the Far North region of Cameroon over the past 20 years have revealed
various factors that have led to different changes in land use change Fotsing (2009). These
include (1) the very high demographic pressure associated with population growth, which
leads to survival problems affecting natural resource management and the environment.
This growth can also be explained by the migratory currents that have marked the history
of the region, the most recent being the movement of civil servants from the south to
strengthen the administrative services of the northern region. To these are added the
displacement of the transhumant and their flocks coming from the Sahelian zones of
Nigeria, Niger and Chad. (2) Lack of land due to continued degradation. Currently in the
region, about ten (10) million hectares of land are affected by degradation, with 10 to
20% being completely degraded in the herd and 30 to 40% in the marginal land Brabant
and Gavaud (1985); Scholte et al. (2005). (3) Access to firewood and household services
inciting excessive tree cutting Madi et al. (2003) is also one of the key factors of these
Changes.
Faced with this pressure on the land, new strategies are being observed among the
peasants, in particular the option for an extensive system characterized particularly by
the conquest of new land not yet exploited in the region or in the neighboring villages.
This technique will have greatly contributed to the development of traditional land rights.
New land management practices (village management and individual management) will
be put in place, creating problems that will affect the management of natural resources
and consequently the conservation of the environment.
3.1.1 The Laf village
The Laf village area is located in the Diamare plain at 45 km south of Maroua in Far North
Region of Cameroon (see Figure 3.2) between 10◦14′ and 10◦18′ north latitude and 14◦23′
and 14◦30′ longitude. The Laf village belongs to the district of Moutourwa, department
of Mayo-Kani and it has 1600 inhabitants who are under the traditional authority of a
Lawan. This population is composed of Guiziga (77%), Foulbé (8%), Mofou (6%), Toupouri
(5%) and Moundang (4%).
The area covers some 6000 ha, 1600 of which is the Laf Forest Reserve. This reserve
was created in 1948 with the aim of promoting natural reforestation and enforcing
methodically the work of reforestation. The climate in this area is semi-arid with precipi-
tation around 900 mm/year, concentrated from June to September. The soil consists
of hydromorphic clay, locally called Karal. Its moisture retention capacity and relative
fertility favor the growth of open dryland forest, but is also attractive for the cultivation of
sorghum, locally called mouskwari.
The map made by the population of Laf shows:
• 1 forest reserve;
• 2 wooded areas that were set up by Operation Sahel Vert and IRAD;
• 2 large areas of mouskwari sorghum cultivation ;
• 1 grazing area which is also the woodcutting area;
• 3 straw cutting areas used for the repair of the box roofs, the making of the séko for
the fence;
• 3 blocks of degraded lands (hardé);
• 2 ponds located in Zalavad (outside the terroir of laf), near Moutourwa;
• 1 transhumant pastoralists road entering from the north cross the forest reserve
and wooded areas to reach the mouskwari, pasture and pond areas.
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Figure 3.1: Location of Maroua Tabopda and Fotsing (2010)
Figure 3.2: Dynamics of land use in Laf Forest Reserve Tabopda (2008)
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Type of activities Actions taken and period
June - July
Daily management of grazing animals in the karal area
(mouskwari)
August - November
Conduct of animals in the pasture area
Local breeding November - May
Conduite of animals at the pond (off the land)
Conducting animals for crop residues (SP sorghum, cotton,
cowpeas, peanuts)
March - May
Conducting animals looking for mouskwari residues.
February - May
Arrival of transhumants on the territory
Conducting animals looking for mouskwari residues
Transhumant live-
stock
Cut shrubs in the woodland for aerial forage
Authorizing animals at the Zalavad pond
May: departure of Laf for the south of Moutourwa
November - December
Back to Laf for the research of rainfed residues
Rainfed agriculture May-June
(cotton, sorghum SP, Preparation of the land and sowing
peanut, cowpea,
maize)
September-November
Harvesting products
Off-season farming August: Establishment of the tree nursery
(mouskwari sorghum) September-October: transplanting
February-March: Harvest
Collection of firewood January - December: throughout the year
Straw cup Novembre - January
Table 3.1: Annual calendar of the main activities in Laf
We return to this map in Chapter 6 where we represent these different spaces.
The annual calendar of the main activities in Laf presents 6 types of activities namely
local breeding, transhumant livestock, wood and straw cutting, rainfed and off-season
farming (See table 3.1 ).
We note a confrontation between local and transhumant breeders for:
• mouskwari residues in February-May;
• rainfed crop residues (SP sorghum, cowpeas, peanuts, cotton) in November-December.
These periods are also moments of conflict with local farmers whose harvest products
can be devastated by herds of local transhumant, and pastoralists. Laf is recognized as a
point of sale for firewood supplying the city of Maroua. The activity, quite lucrative, takes
place throughout the year.
With regard to the methods of use and management of resources, the grazing area and
the wood / straw cutting area do not have a monitoring and management organisation.
Cultivable land is inherited and can be rented or lent. Land sales are rare. Only the pond
located in Zalavad is monitored by the agents of the Lamido de Moutourwa who receive
5,000 CFA francs to 10,000 CFA francs as a right of use to all breeders.
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3.2 Problem analysis of the Laf Forest Reserve
A study was done in the field with a multidisciplinary team composed of researchers
from the Dschang and Yaounde universities and Institute of Agricultural Research and
Development (IRAD)(Institute of Agricultural Research and Development) as well as
extension agents from National Programme for Vulgarization and Agricultural Research
(PNVRA) (National Programme for Vulgarization and Agricultural Research). Meetings of
25-40 persons were held in the villages to discuss land use and develop the participatory
map Caron (1997). Using the conceptual structures of PiC/AiC de Groot (1992) to first
analyze the problem and then build the actors fields, 45 people participated in three focus
groups. The participants included all stakeholders involved in the management or use of
the forest reserve: farmers, local wood traders, chief of the village, district delegate and
wood trader from Maroua town. Furthermore, several field visits were made afterward to
meet the different actors in order to complement the information and actually adapt the
model to the local situation.
The dynamics and agrosylvopastoral evolutions of the Laf village are reflected in
processes that correspond to the forms of Land Use, namely the extension of arable land,
the disappearance of savanna woodlands and the degradation and scarcity of grazing
areas. These processes are closely linked to demography, the introduction of new crops
or new farming practices, the increase in herd size and the use of the forest. They can
also be linked to the degradation of soils which are then abandoned. The opening of new
fields in the Laf Forest Reserve or the re-cultivation of the fallows leads to the cutting
of all the trees which then provide firewood consumed by the peasant/farmer or sold.
This practice also leads to the disappearance of tree cover with various plant species
which most have multiple uses. However, some species can play an important role in
fertilization or soil conservation.
Until the 1970s, the Laf Forest Reserve was still endowed with important ligneous
resources Fotsing et al. (2003). Forest protection by the state has been very weak,
causing insufficient constraining of the village practices such as firewood extraction and
sorghum field expansion in the forest area. These practices will lead to both qualitative
and quantitative degradation of the forest cover, continuing the trend that was already
visible in the period 1986-2001 from land use change analysis by Tabopda (2008) using
remotely sensed data (Figure 3.2).
Interviews with villagers indicated that the expansion of agriculture into the Laf Forest
Reserve was in fact only part of a larger-scale expansion over the whole village area. This
expansion primarily is not caused by population growth or land increase per household,
but by degradation of existing fields, resulting in their abandonment and the creation
of new fields in still ’fresh’ (grassland or forest) areas. Farmers also pointed at the role
of the firewood merchants from Maroua town, who buy firewood in the village with the
intention to re-sell it on the urban market.
Methodologically, the analysis of the problem of the Laf Forest Reserve resulted in
the decision to model the whole village area rather than only the forest reserve area
itself. Substantively, it became clear that the two basic land use activities in the village,
sorghum cultivation, and firewood extraction, were both unsustainable. The firewood was
over-extracted and the sorghum cultivation, as farmers themselves also indicated, was
in great need of intensification, especially fertilization either through chemical fertilizer
or through more labor-intensive practices, e.g. geared towards manure production,
collection, and application.
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Figure 3.3: Field work in Laf Forest Reserve. Images a, b ,c show the current status of
the Laf Forest Reserve. We observe advanced deforestation and increase of mouskwari
crop cultivation in the forest reserve. Images d, e, f show an interview with the wood
merchants. And finally images g, h, i show a stakeholder meeting(Kameni Pictures 2014)
3.3 The analysis of the problem of the Laf Forest Re-
serve following the PiC framework
In this section we analyze the situation of the Laf Forest Reserve in terms of the Problem-
in-Context framework. Figure 3.4 gives an overview of our analysis. On the left (factual)
side, we see the two causal chains running upward from the farmers as primary actors.
Two feedbacks exist between these two lines; one is that new forest clearing generates a
one-off mass of firewood, reducing the need for further wood extraction. The other is that
low revenues motivate farmers towards more intense firewood cutting to be sold on the
firewood market. At the top level of this figure, we see the most relevant final variables for
our purposes, being (1) farmers’ welfare, (2) sustainability and (3) forest area/biodiversity.
On the right (normative) side, we see the concepts mirrored in normative terms, ending
in two carrying capacity statements, with one quantified.
As for the decision-making of the farmers and wood merchants, it became clear
from our investigations that for the activities discussed here (firewood extraction and
mouskwari cultivation), short-term income is the overriding interest. Therefore we
decided to drop the ’interpretations’ element in the AiC framework (see Figure 2.5 and to
focus instead fully on economic utility.
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Referring to Figure 3.4, we have three final norms variables combining the farmers’
and the forest reserve’s goals:
FV-1 Forest and biodiversity goals
FV-2 Sustainability objectives
FV-3 Farmer’s welfare objectives
The environmental effects are:
EE-1 mouskwari cultivation
EE-2 wood extraction
The environmental standards are:
ES-1 More fertilizers, more labor
ES-2 maximum wood extraction
Based on these variables, the following causal chains present themselves (Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.4: Analysis of the environmental problem in the Laf Forest Reserve. Left and
right are facts and norms, respectively. Factual causal chains run primarily up towards
the final variables (farmers’ welfare etc.). In bold are the most important output variables
of the model. The pluses indicate positive relations (more of A, then more of B); the minuses
indicate the inverse
Referring the normative context (the right side of Figure 3.4), the final norms variables
lead to the following chains, that we discuss via the causal relations provided in Figure 3.4
• No decline of the forest reserve is derived as a normative consequence of
goals G-1 (forest and biodiversity) and G-2 (sustainability).
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• Subsistent food security and cash revenue is a normative consequences of
goals G-2 and G-3 and the environmental standard ES-1 (more fertilizers
and more labor).
• No new forest clearing is a normative consequence of No decline of forest
reserve and environmental standard ES-1.
• No spread of degraded areas is a normative derivation from Subsistence
food security and cash revenue
• No forest quality decline is a normative derivation from No new Forest
clearing and No decline of the forest reserve.
• No land degradation is a normative derivation from No spread of degraded
areas and No new forest clearing.
• More fertilizers, more labor is a normative derivation of No forest quality
decline
• Maximum extraction (environment capacity) is a normative derivation of
No land degradation.
Concerning the actual context (the left side of Figure 3.4) we have the following causal
chains, that we also describe by their elementary causal relations as provided in this
figure.
• With current technologies and overtime working the land, actions A-1
and A-2 cause land degradation. After subtraction of basic needs (food
security), working the land causes revenue.
• Land degradation causes a spread of degraded areas. Combined with the
farmers need to keep up food security and revenue, land degradation will
also cause new forest clearing.
• New forest clearing adds arable land and starting degradation process.
Combined with prices cutting trees, new forest clearing causes revenue.
Previous studies Kameni et al. (2013); Fotsing et al. (2003) and field observations reveal
that needs wood are not respected, as well as food and conservation objectives are not
met.
In order to make our model as realistic as possible, many quantifications of these
causal relations were elicited by interviews with villagers and informants or obtained
from literature (e.g. on local prices, years it takes for soil to degrade under the present
land use practice, the regrowth rate of the forest, the time it takes to get firewood to
Maroua and so on.
3.4 The social explanation of the problem of Laf Forest
Reserve following AiC framework
We start from Figure 3.5 which illustrates the social causes of the deforestation processes
around the Laf Forest Reserve. This figure also highlights the impact relations between
the activities of (1) wood merchant, (2) the authorities of the forest administration and (3)
the options and motivations of farmers practicing deforestation. The main reasons for
deforestation are (1) creating sorghum fields and the need to increase earning through
(2) the sale of firewood. The choice of the latter option is favored by the high demand for
wood and motivated by the cost of corruption (authorization uncontrolled cutting) and
the importance of income derivatives from this activity.
According to Figure 3.5, the main activities / actions of farmers at the local level
are ’Mouskwari cultivation’ and ’Firewood extraction’. These activities are motivated
respectively by the search for revenue and the creation of new fields to provide for famine
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Figure 3.5: The social causation submodel of the environmental problem in Laf Forest
Reserve. Drawn lines denote modelled actors (farmers as a primary actor, wood merchant
as secondary actor and government as a tertiary actor). Options and motivations are de-
picted as connected to structures (systems) on three scale levels: local, regional, national
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problems. Furthermore, after discussions with the farmers there are also other possible
activities for the peasants that we call here options (unfertilised cultivation, cut local
wood, .. ). Similarly, at the regional level, the main activity of wood traders is ’buy wood
in Laf’. This activity is motivated by the search for net income (= Gross revenue - taxes -
transport cost - cost of corruption). Just like peasants, wood merchants, also have an
option list (buy wood in Laf, other activity, ...). Finally we have the authority actor who
operates at the national level. Their main activity is the ’no implementation of forest
policies’, this being motivated by its net income (= salary + the cost of corruption).
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we first presented the current situation of the Laf Forest Reserve man-
agement. Then, we represented and analyzed this situation using appropriate tools
to analyze environmental problems (PiC, AiC). More precisely, we have shown how an
informal problem description (Laf Forest Reserve deforestation problem) can be trans-
formed into a problem representation conforming to the PiC and the AiC framework.
Representation PiC framework of Laf Forest Reserve reveals that needs wood and seeds,
as well as conservation objectives are not met. Through the AiC framework, the main
reasons for deforestation are creating sorghum fields and the need to increase earning
through the sale of firewood. The choice of this option is favored by the high demand for
wood and motivated by the cost of corruption (authorization uncontrolled cutting) and
the importance of income derivatives from this activity.
Chapter 4
Model-based development:
Natural Model based Design in
Context
In this chapter, we describe the development process of our approach of domain problem
modeling centered on the actors’ actions and motivations. We name our approach Natural
Model based Design in Context (NMDC). In the first part of this chapter, we show how to
design our resulting approach (NMDC). We will detail the steps of NMDC for specifying the
artifacts considered as well as the different ways of using them. This first part remains
generic and conceptual and makes no assumptions about the use of particular technical
tools. The second part illustrates the integration of our approach with an appropriate agent
architecture through a specific language.
4.1 The used models
There exist many methods to describe an application domain. Each approach is based on
its own categorization of phenomena in the real world. Such a categorization system is
referred to as the metamodel of that approach. However, the various modeling approaches
have many things in common. The meta-metamodel describes the concepts and their
relations that metamodel approaches have in common. In this section, we present the
different models considered in our approach. Subsequently, we specify how these models
are build by the modeling method NMDC
4.1.1 The meta-metamodel
A meta-metamodel is used to define the syntax and semantics of metamodels of concrete
modeling techniques. A meta-metamodel usually is described in term of a generic and
reflexive language, i.e., a language that can define itself. Reflexivity helps to avoid multiple
abstraction levels and makes a language easily extensible to define new concepts from
different areas. The MetaObject Facility Specification1 (Meta-Object Facility (MOF))is the
foundation responsible for an industry-standard environment for modeling techniques,
leading to a high level of reusability of models. MOF has been adopted and standardized
by the Object Management Group (Object Management Group (OMG)) as a universal
meta-language that can describe languages like UML and other relational models. MOF
1http://www.omg.org/mof/
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is an object oriented meta-modeling language based on notions of class, association,
inheritance, data types, exception, constants, and constraints (See Figure 4.1) Azaiez
(2008).
Figure 4.1: Simplified MOF formalism
However MOF may have limitations when we want to represent or design agents
because, contrary to software objects, they have a high level of abstraction. This limit
will encourage the use of formal language for expressing meta-models. Formal languages
permit the expression and verification of properties, because they are defined both by a
formal syntax and a formal semantics. The syntax of a formal language is often expressed
in two steps: (1) The structure of the constructs is usually described in Backus-Naur
Form (Backus-Naur Form (BNF)). (2) The second step describes the restrictions on
those constructs by what in modeling languages usually is referred to as constraints.
Programming languages most often use operational semantics, denotational semantics
or axiomatic semantics to reduce derivation trees that can be generated during the
interpretation of an expression language.
In this work we express our meta-model using ORM (Figure 4.2) to better represent
the conceptual schema of the application domain enabling domain experts and to better
validate the information structures and business rules Cuyler (2005). Object-Role Model-
ing (ORM) is a method for conceptualizing and explicitly representing data, processes and
rules in an application domain. The philosophy behind ORM is that it tries to describe
this domain by reflecting the communication between its members as a semi-natural
language. An ORM scheme basically is a grammar describing that communication. This
grammar is also referred to as information grammar. For an overview on expressivity in
conceptual data modeling, based on Hofstede et al. (1993), (see Figure 4.3). For a full
explanation of notations (See Halpin (2012))
In Figure 4.2, an object type is either an entity type (non-lexical) or a value type
(lexical), and is displayed as a named ellipse (dotted ellipse if value type). If an entity
type has a simple reference scheme, this may be abbreviated by a reference mode in
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Figure 4.2: Main types in ORM metamodel Cuyler (2005)
parentheses. A role is a part in a relationship type (association), and is depicted as a
box. The arity of an association is its number of roles. An association may be unary,
binary, or longer. An association is composed of a logical predicate (open proposition with
placeholders for objects) together with the object types that play the roles. Predicates are
displayed as sequences of role boxes, and have one or more readings depending on the
order in which the roles are traversed. NestedEntityType is a subtype of both EntityType
and FactType equivalent to association in the UML metamodel. SubtypeConnection
is inherited from Generalization in the Unified Modelling Language (UML) metamodel.
Derived predicates show how SubtypeConnection can also be modeled in terms of co-
referencing (alternative to nesting). Role is inherited from UML’s StructuralFeature, and
derived predicates relate it to the usual ORM view.
Associations in Figure 4.2 may have multiple readings. Forward and reverse readings
are shown for some binaries we have already met. In general, an n-ary predicate has
n! ways of traversing its roles, and for each of these ways one or more readings may
be given. For any given object type, names of its far roles must be unique in order to
support unambiguous role path navigation using attribute-style notation.
In the following we show how to use these notations to obtain our meta-model.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of ORM Concepts
4.1.2 The metamodel
The meta-model represents a description of the modeling language we will use. It will
define the syntax rules that will allow to write our model while giving the meaning of each
concept present in the language. We’ll distinguished in our case two meta-model: the
source meta-model and the target meta-model.
1. The source meta-model: it represents the meta-model of domain which will aim to
describe the concepts used in the domain application. It defines the domain entities
and the interrelations between them to proposed the architecture of domain area. In
our case this is represented by the AiC framework, which will enable us to describe
the concepts of domain such as actors, options, motivations and interrelations
between them
2. The target meta-model: represents the actor oriented meta-model. Its main
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objective is to describe the actor-oriented concepts and their main relationships
and architectural properties, using instances of the concepts defined in the source
meta-model. In our case this is represented using the Object Rule Modeling(ORM)
meta-model due its extensive capability for expressing business rules Cuyler (2005).
4.1.3 The need for an AiC meta-model
Figure 2.5 does not provide a precise definition of how network the possible linkages
between actors and actions. For example, causal actions may influence elements that
influence the actor’s decisions, e.g. adding or subtracting potential options (e.g. through
agricultural extension), elements of autonomy (e.g. through micro-credit or prohibitions),
merits of options (e.g. by taxing some or subsidizing others) or interpretations (e.g. by
propaganda or cultural debate) which are actions affecting options and/or motivations of
other actors. For such a precise definition modeling languages such as Unified Modeling
Language (UML) and Object-Role Modeling (ORM) are used in practise.
Lacking such a precise definition makes it difficult (1) for a domain expert to precisely
describe the application at hand, and (2) for the ICT expert to transform that description
into a computational model that is easily comprehensible and thus, can be used to
develop a simulation or support tool.
Since we assume that the domain expert not necessarily (nor likely) will be an ICT
expert, we need a precise description of the AiC framework that is comprehensible on
both sides. For the domain expert the technique to model an application domain should
be close to the language used by domain experts. That way, the domain expert will not
be hindered by technology issues when describing the application at hand as an AiC
framework.
The precise description of the AiC framework is referred to as the AiC meta-model. The
term meta-model is used since this model actually describes concrete AiC frameworks.
In the next section, using the design approach proposed by ORM, we show how to move
from the AiC framework into the AiC meta-model.
4.2 The AiC metamodel
In this section, we begin the design activity of our approach. According to March and
Smith (1995), Hevner et al. (2004) adds that four types of artifacts can be produced at
the end of the design process:
• Constructs that provide the vocabulary and symbols used to define problems and
solutions of the domain.
• Models that consist of a set of propositions or statements relating constructs.
• Methods that are defined as the set of steps that allow you to perform a task.
• Instantiation which are none other than the actual realization of an artifact in its
environment.
In our work, we develop our artifacts inspired by the cycle view of research activities in
design science proposed by Hevner (2007).
Thus, in this section, we defined the vocabulary of the domain (’Constructs’) through
the AiC framework (Capital, Resource, Action, Actor,...) using ORM technique. Also in
this section we focus on the actors in the actor field, and define a set of propositions or
statements (’Models’) which overview the essential concepts and their relations as used
by the actors to make their decisions as described in the previous subsection. It may
also be used as a basis for inter-agent communication.
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The AiC conceptual model is displayed in Figure 4.4 in the style of the modeling
technique Object Role Modeling (ORM) (see Halpin (1998) and van der Weide et al. (2016)).
In ORM, an application domain (also referred to as universe of discourse) is modeled as
a so-called information grammar that describes the basics of the conceptual language
used in that domain. An ORM diagram is a graphical representation of that grammar.
The information grammar not only describes the structuring of the information, but will
also describe constraints on how the structure may be populated.
Figure 4.4: The AiC Conceptual Model
In formal terms, the information grammar may be seen as the signature of a first-order
logic theory (Huth and Ryan (2004)), together with a set of axioms, derived from the
population rules. We will refer to such a logic theory as Object Role Calculus (ORC)
(Object Role Calculus, Hofstede et al. (1993)). The associated logic theory is a basis for
formal reasoning about the domain that is described by the information grammar. Proof
assistants (such as the Coq Proof Assistant (Barthe et al. (2006)) may help policy makers.
In this work, the conceptual diagram is used as the basis for the generation of a
simulation tool. In Chapter 5 we describe how the conceptual, model can be transformed
into a more specific computational model, that is used as the basis for designing a
so-called domain-specific language.
The essentials of Section 2.2.3 are summarized by the following elementary sentences.
Actions are identified by their action ID; they require capitals as inputs and produce
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benefits as outputs. A capital is some quantity of some resource type. Actors, identified
by the actor ID, dispose of capitals. This is formulated by the following elementary
sentences:
AiC 1. Capital: Quantity of Resource_type.
AiC 2. Action requires Capital.
AiC 3. Actor can use Capital.
The sentence AiC 3 expresses the autonomy of the actor (AiC concept C1). The merits
(AiC concept C4) are represented in the following elementary sentence:
AiC 4. Gain: Expected net benefit of Action
So an actor has as options all action for which the actor disposes of all required capitals.
The following rule defines options (AiC concept C5) in terms of other elementary sentences.
So an option does not correspond to an elementary sentence since it is a derivable
sentence (derivable sentences are marked red in Figure 4.4).
AiC 5. LET Option BE Action requiring less Capitals than Capitals that can be used by
Actor
The option that is chosen by the actor is registered in the following elementary sentence:
AiC 6. ChosenOption IS Option with highest Gain
According to the previous Chapter (See Chapter 2), actors also have motivations for
options (representing AiC concept 6). The reason is that an actor choses the option with
the highest expected net benefit. We imply by net benefit, the Gross benefit minus the
expenses used to perform the action.
Finally, actors may influence each other (AiC concept C7) by influencing the gain of
actions. In other side, actors also influences options, e.g. by offering new knowledge
or prohibit certain options. A typical example is when government wants to stimulate
specific actions by increasing some of the resource types it produces in the first case and
in the second case, we can have a law prohibiting action. This is formulated as:
AiC 7. Actor influences Gain.
AiC 8. Actor influences Option.
This elementary sentence will be the basis for defining hierarchical levels for actors.
4.2.1 Managerial actor levels
Action-in-Context offers an alternative way of creating a multi-level model that is much
less concerned with perceptions and more with direct causality. Let’s assume that
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farmers are influenced by the fertilizer price, where it functions as one decision factor
(motivation) on the farmers level. Let’s assume further that the fertilizer price is co-
determined by a subsidy issued by the Ministry of Agriculture. The level of subsidy is
determined by the Ministry’s own motivations at its own level, connected for instance with
the need for national food security, and its subsidy level options, connected for instance
with the other ministries. Thus, the fertilizer subsidy connects the farmer causally with
the national food system, without any perception of this system by the farmer being
needed. On this goes to the next level. For instance, the International Monetary Fund
IMF may have put an abolishment of fertilizer subsidies as a condition to a loan to the
government. The IMF lives on a level of its own, e.g. composed of national governments
as actors and neo-classic economics as the dominant value system. Thus, in spelling
out the micro and macro structural and cultural elements of the decision contexts of
actors in the actors field, the AiC multi-agent model becomes multi-level and multi-scale
automatically, exactly to the extent causally relevant to the problem at hand Verburg
et al. (2003), without cross-level considerations of perceptions needed.
Our intention is to implement AiC models by multi-level agent based models. In AiC
the basis for actor hierarchy is the following derivable sentence, that defines how actors
govern other actors by their ability to influence the merits of actions:
AiC 9. LET Actor is governing Actor BE Actor influences Existence or Gain of Options or
Actor.
As a next step, we define a partition scheme for actors based on this sentence. This
is done as follows. As a short-hand notation, we will write g(a, b) as an abbreviation for
the sentence Actor a is governing Actor b. There are several ways to add an partial order
relation:
1. (governor-based) a ≡g b , ∀c [g(c, a)⇔ g(c, b)].
2. (subordinate based) a ≡s b , ∀c [g(a, c)⇔ g(b, c)].
3. (combined) a ≡c b , a ≡g b ∧ a ≡s b.
It is easily verified that these three relations all are equivalence relations. In this paper
we will assume that the governor-based approach ≡g is being used. So each equivalence
class consists of all agents that are governed by exactly the same agents. An equivalence
class thus also may be seen as a managerial level. The levels that we introduce are the
equivalence classes (managerial levels) of this relation.
It will be convenient to represent the managerial levels as a directed graph that
indicates the managerial relations between the various managerial levels. The equivalence
classes will be the nodes of graph. The governing relation defines the edges between the
nodes. There will be an edge from node a to node b if for some (and thus for each) agent
in the equivalence class a there exists an agent b such that g(b, a).
We will write a → b when there is a path from node a to node b. Depending on the
properties of the path relation, we can have different managerial styles. For example, in
a strict hierarchical management structure the relation → is a strict (irreflexive) partial
order, which is characterized by:
1. no agent is in control of its peers: ¬a→ a
2. transitivity: a→ b ∧ b→ c⇒ a→ c
3. strictly hierarchical: a→ b⇒¬b→ a.
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Another managerial style would replace the latter condition by: option could be that no
managerial class is in control of all the other, or:
3. no dictator: ∀a∃b [a→ b]. So each managerial class is governed by at least one other
class. The consequence is that we will have managerial cycles in this case.
With each managerial class we can consider the options and motivations of that class.
We will use the conceptual language to define these sets. For this purpose we extend the
conceptual model of Figure 4.4 to cover levels and the edges.
AiC 10. Level POWERSET OF Actor.
AiC 11. LET Level is governing Level BE Level containing Actor is governing EACH Actor
in Level.
AiC 12. LET Level has Action BE Level containing ACTOR having enough resources for
Action.
Note that in a similar way we can extend actor properties to level properties.
4.2.2 AiC agent based architecture
Agent characteristics
In the ABM context, an agent is defined as an entity, situated in an environment, acting
autonomously and flexibly to achieve its objectives (adapted from Jennings et al. (1998))
located in a level with other actors or objects with whom it interacts. It is characterized
by various methods supplemented by tree other additional properties such as:
• Identity: this uniquely identifies the actors regardless of their state. The identity
of an actor can not be modified. In ORM terminology, the identity is the standard
name of the associated object type. In relational terms, the identity consists of the
independent values.
• State: is a set of values describing the current condition of the actor. These condition
is described by values for specific attributes associated with the actor. In ORM
terminology, attributes correspond to functional roles. In relational terminology,
attributes are the dependent variables. Attributes may consist of references to
(standard names) of other objects. Furthermore, we assume that attributes may be
multivalued.
• Behavior: a set of actions that can be performed by the actor.
Unlike Artificial Intelligence Systems (Artificial Intelligence Systems (AIS)) which simulate
to some extent the reasoning abilities of a single human, a ABM is a distributed system.
Usually, the goal of ABM is to search for explanatory insight into the collective behavior
of agents obeying simple rules.
An agent can receive sensory input from its physical and social environment and can
perform actions that are likely to change this environment in achieving its goals. It can
act independently without the intervention with other agents.This is well observed in the
AiC meta model, because the actors are in different scales that can be located at the
macro or micro level and therefore each of their action may change the state of that level.
Several architectures of agents exist. What differentiates the architectures in particular
is the way in which perceptions are related to the actions. Thus there are three main
architectures of agent:
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• Reactive agents: who react only to the changes which occur in their environment.
They make neither deliberation nor planning, they are simply satisfied to acquire
perceptions and to react to those by observing certain preset rules. They do not
have memory of their history nor of explicit representation of their environment.
• Deliberative agents: who make a decision based on their purpose to choose their
actions. They ask questions like "What will happen if I do this or that action?" and
"Will I be satisfied if this happens?"
• Hybrid agents: integrating the two previous features.
In our work we focus on deliberative architecture, more precisely the architecture of
decision-making based on utility.
In many situations, the goals are not sufficient to generate a high quality of decision.
For example, if there are several choices to achieve an objective, some will be more
efficient than others. In this situation, the agent reasoning only with goals has no means
to make the best choice, if goals only provide a simple distinction between states being
satisfactory or not. Instead the agent must be able to recognize degrees of satisfaction.
In such cases, the agent will prefer one state above the other based when that state has
a higher utility than the other.
AiC Agent architecture
For an operationalization of the AiC meta model (see Figure 2.5) we will first determine
the associated programming model. From the agent architecture based on utility Russell
and Norvig (1995), (See Figure 4.5), we are bringing out the similarity between AiC and a
utility-based architecture. The resulting actor architecture defines the AiC programming
model (see Figure 4.6) close to the agent model according to the description of AiC
conceptual model.
Utility is a functionality that enables intelligent agents to make the best choice to
achieve their goal. Utility strongly depends on the merits of actions and the resources
(including capital) available to the agent. Utility and motivations determine and justify the
behavior of the agents. Options and motivations of AiC framework can meet respectively
with the agent questions concerning the possible future and future desired and thus
contribute to the conceptual specification of the utility function that determines the
actions to be performed by the agent.
The AiC actor architecture differs somewhat from wider-known ones such as BDI Rao
and Georgeff (1991) or the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) Ajzen (1991). Basically it
puts more emphasis on specifying the options the actor actually has. This makes the
model suitable to also simulate actors in situations of poverty, where people may have
strong intentions but very few options to act. Furthermore, AiC skips the intermediary
’attitude’ and ’intention’ concepts that often lead to a strong focus on attitudes and then
later run into the dreaded ’attitude-behaviour gap’. Instead, AiC focuses on motivations,
that is, the criteria that actors use to arrive at their actions in a given action context.
These criteria can be extremely simple (e.g. pure utility as in rational choice theory)
or enumerative-additional (e.g. a set of criteria that add on to each other as in broad
rational choice or multi-criteria models), or highly qualitative, e.g. the fit of an action into
the overall life plan and identity. And finally, the actual ’decision calculus’ is left open. It
can be the maximization of something (e.g. welfare as in rational choice) or ’satisfying’,
for instance (’work until I have enough’). Thus, AiC may provide much modeling flexibility
without conceptual burdens, much like the suggestion of Elster Elster (1989) whose
primary actor model is to distinguish between opportunities (option in AiC) and desires
(motivations in AiC). A full discussion of this issue is not our intention here however,
because our focus lies on the multi-level issue rather than modeling separate actors.
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Figure 4.5: Agent utility-based architecture proposed by Russel Russell and Norvig
(1995).
Figure 4.6: Adaptation of AiC framework to an agent architecture based on the utility
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4.3 Design of the MLABM Domain Specific Langage
Combined with the previous sections, this section presents the set of steps for transform-
ing a type of object (’Methods’).
In literature several definitions of Domain Specific Language (DSL) have been proposes,
see for example Fowler (2010); Mernik et al. (2005); Lengauer et al. (2004); van Deursen
et al. (2000). In each definition the DSL depends on the domain application and the
targeted user community. The most accepted definition seems to be that of Fowler (2010):
a DSL is a programming language whose specification is dedicated to a specific application
area, offering good abstractions of this area to the user (SQL, regular expressions, Datalog,
etc.). By focusing on a particular domain, domain specific languages offer custom
programming solutions in order to effectively meet the specific needs of the associated
domain. Consequently, domain specific languages offer many advantages compared to
general programming languages in terms of productivity, verification and programming
ease. Today these languages are an interesting and serious alternative to traditional
approaches of software development Mercadal (2001), because they offer a high level of
abstraction for the domain in question, facilitating the construction and verification of
software systems.
The goal of domain specific languages is to narrow the gap between the application
domain and its implementation. Therefore such languages must satisfy (see Ostermann
(2016))the:
1. conceptual proximity: the domain concepts must be proximal to their corresponding
language concepts
2. representational proximity: the representation of concepts in the application domain
is proximal to the representation in the domain specific language.
DSL opposed conceptually to conventional programming languages (or general) as
Java or C, which tend to treat a variety of areas. General languages and domain specific
languages are always cohabited, but the specific languages remained less popular than
general languages. However, they benefit from a renewed interest from developers who
want to master their tools or improve their daily tasks. The first known general purpose
languages such as Lisp, Fortran or Cobol, are actually general developments languages
originally dedicated to a problem, a domain and machine. DSL are necessitated by the
need for a truly optimized way to handle a problem. A general language will tend to offer
features that certainly correctly treat the problem, but not in the most optimal way. DSL
is a dedicated language, because it is designed for the treating of problem in a specific
area, may overlook burdens inherent in a generalist approach. Therefore, well-designed
DSL are usable by non-programmers to define formally models related to domain.
We distinguish in the literature two types of DSL : internal and external DSL.
Internal DSL It is a particular way of using a general-purpose language. It is intended
to be used in the source code of a program, expressed also in other languages
qualified as host languages (Figure 4.7). It is based on an expression language
which is a subset of the conventional programming language of the application.
The languages that are well suited to support such an embedded language are eg:
Figure 4.7: Internal DSL
Lisp, Haskell, Tcl.
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External DSL It is not intended for additional expression in another language. The
source code of program used to implement it is autonomous and independent of
any other programming languages (Figure 4.8) Hudak (1996). It is based on an
expression language which is not the conventional language of the application. In
that case, there are two ways to use the DSL:
• By interpretation: The script is parsed and transformed into an instance of the
model, generally in the form of objects. The instance of the model is used by
the application at runtime.
• By compilation: The script is parsed, translated in the conventional language
of the application, then compiled and integrated into the application. The
execution may be postponed. This is also known as code generation.
Figure 4.8: External DSL
External DSL provides a simple way of expressing and change the ideas of a domain
by inducing a gain of clarity but also a great ease of use. For one who handles the
external DSL, it can quickly take over the various concepts proposed since they
correspond to ideas that it naturally handles.
Domain specific languages are commonly represented by a meta model that describes
the relevant concepts in the application domain and their relations. In our work, we
develop an external DSL, in order to represent all the desirable concepts of our domain
of application that can be used. In Section 4.2 we have used Object Role Modeling
as a method to define the conceptual scheme. In ORM representational proximity is
guaranteed by the modeling approach that requires for concept type a standard way of
representing its associated concepts in a way that is derived from the description given by
the domain expert. Conceptual proximity is also guaranteed from the specific modeling
approach advocated by ORM.
4.3.1 The abstract syntax
In our approach, the abstract syntax is the syntax that was described by the sentence
types of the AiC information grammar. For convenience, we summarize the AiC informa-
tion grammar:
AiC 1. Capital: Quantity of Resource_type.
AiC 2. Action requires Capital.
AiC 3. Actor can use Capital.
AiC 4. Gain: Expected net benefit of Action
AiC 5. LET Option BE Action requiring less Capitals than Capitals that can be used by
Actor
AiC 6. ChosenOption IS Option with highest Gain
AiC 7. Actor influences Gain.
AiC 8. Actor influences Option.
AiC 9. LET Actor is governing Actor BE Actor influences Existence or Gain of Options or
Actor.
AiC 10. Level POWERSET OF Actor.
AiC 11. LET Level is governing Level BE Level containing Actor is governing EACH Actor
in Level.
AiC 12. LET Level has Action BE Level containing ACTOR having enough resources for
Action.
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The data transformation algorithm
The transformation of an ORM scheme into a relational scheme (also refrerred to as the
data transformation algorithm) consists of the following main steps (see Halpin (1998)):
1. Transform the object types to their identification. This step will lead to the primary
keys of the relational tables.
2. Process the fact types. Functional fact types lead to properties of the associated
independent object types. Non-functional fact types describe relations between the
associated (independent) object types, and therefore lead to separate tables that
describe relations between their dominant object types. In terms of the relational
model, the independent object types in such a relation are foreign keys to the
associated object defining tables.
3. Process constraints. All constraints are formulated in terms of the relational scheme
formed in the first steps.
Furthermore, ORM has a set of scheme improving transformations that lead to a better
relational scheme. Step 1 may be further refined into according to the kind of object type:
1. simple entity types
2. enumeration types
3. simple identification
4. complex identification
5. independent object types
6. objectifications
7. subtypes
8. generalizations
9. set type
In the case of a transformation into a multivalued relational scheme, the representational
model allows repeated values. The consequence is that step 2 in the procedure above
may be relaxed. A non-functional fact type may also be represented by a multivalued
relation. We assume that a multivalued attribute can also be a key for a relation.
Transforming AiC meta model into AiC relational scheme
We follow the steps from the transformation scheme above to transform the conceptual
AiC scheme into the relational AiC scheme.
We make a straightforward association of fact types to dominant object types as
displayed in Figure 4.9, where we try to keep the number of generated relations minimal.
Note that we introduced a superfluous identification for levels (Name); this will simplify
the handling of levels. This leads to the following relational AiC model:
R1. Actor ( ActorID,
(can use (Quantity, Resource_type))*,
(influences ((ActionId), (Quantity, Resource_type)))?,
(is governed by ActorID)?,
(has option (ActionId))*,
(has chose (ActionId))?
)
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Figure 4.9: The association to dominant object types
R2. Action ( ActionID,
(requires (Quantity, Resource_type))?,
(produces (Quantity, Resource_type))?
)
R3. Level ( LevelID,
(has member (ActorID))*,
(is governed by ((ActorID))*)?
)
Note that this transformation does not capture all constraints that can be derived
from the AiC meta model. We will back to this in Chapter 5.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we described our target metamodel based on domain concepts obtained
from the source metamodel described in Chapter 2. This metamodel expressed from the
ORM language explains in a formal way (using a natural language) how the different
concepts of the domain are intertwined. Using this representation, it is therefore easy to
represent the concepts of the domain (of society) using the technological tools of modeling
and simulation. It is this observation that will favor the transformation that will be
implemented in Chapter 5. Similarly, this representation clearly shows the aspect of
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the level of interaction of each class of actors and also defines the equivalent relation
that exist between them as constraints. It is noted that these constraints can not be
represented from the source metamodel which is only a simple schematic representation.
Once the target metamodel has been determined, we have described a grammar based
on the sentence types of the AiC information to construct a language conforming to this
metamodel. By transforming the abstract syntax of our grammar to concrete syntax,
this has allowed us to apply our metamodel to generate the analysis model of concrete
problem.
It is therefore found that the results of the analysis are represented to a semi-natural
language comprehensible by anyone who is domain expert or not. This justifies the fact
that from now by using our language a domain expert can easily represent an analysis of
the domain conforming to the target metamodel without need to master the technical
concepts related to the modeling.
Chapter 5
Implementation of the resulting
Tool-in-Context
This chapter details the implementation of the resulting (Tool-in-Context) TiC. In the first
part, after defining the objectives of our implementation, we will introduce the Xtext tool,
and from this tool we will express the grammar determined in Chapter 4 in order to trans-
form the abstract syntax into concrete syntax. Through this transformation, we will gen-
erate the language of the domain conforming to the grammar. Next we will generate the
NetLogo code corresponding to the language of the domain. The generation of this code
will consist in the creation and transformation of certain rules that will allow us to map
the concepts of our language to those of the NetLogo platform. finally, we will discuss in
this chapter the reliability between agents to take decisions.
5.1 Objective of implementation
The goal here is to translate the concepts and specifications of the defined Xtext language
into a NetLogo specification. The defined language represents the MLABM in natural
language and NetLogo a platform of implementation and simulation of agents based mod-
els. The NetLogo code is obtained by successive transformations. For the transformation
of the source meta-model (AiC) to a specific language, we used Java as host-specific
language. Now for the transformation of our language into NetLogo code, we will use C++
as host language for the code.
C++ is a compiled programming language, allowing programming under multiple
paradigms such as procedural programming, object-oriented programming, and generic
programming. The C++ language is a free software, so anyone can use it without the
need for an authorization or obligation to pay to have the right of use. It is one of the
most popular programming languages, with a wide variety of hardware platforms and
operating systems. Its main characteristics make it an ideal language and essential in
the realization of major programs. The optimizations of the current compilers also make
it a language of choice for those who are looking for performance. Finally, this language
is ideal for those who must ensure the portability of their programs at the level of the
source files (not the executables).
We chose this language because of its performance and for the large number of
features it contains. Also its ease of use of object languages, portability of source files
and increased error control favored our choice.
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5.2 Transforming the abstract syntax into concrete syn-
tax
In this section we describe how the AiC conceptual scheme developed in Section 4.3 and
described in terms of ORM can be systematically converted into a Xtext format description
(see Eysholdt and Behrens (2010); Bettini (2013) and the website Xtext (2016a)). This
description is referred to as a concrete syntax. The Xtext description is the basis for
the automatic construction in the Eclipse environment of a corresponding parser, linker,
typechecker, compiler as well as providing editing support for Eclipse, IntelliJ IDEA and
a variety of web browsers (see the Xtext website Xtext (2016a,b)).
5.2.1 Xtext framework
Xtext is a framework for development of programming languages and domain-specific
languages. Xtext requires a description of the underlying conceptual scheme in the
specific Xtext format. In this section we transform the ORM conceptual scheme from
Figure 4.4 into this Xtext format. We follow the approach described in Halpin (2003) to
transform ORM into UML.
We use the Java framework Xtext via Eclipse to represent concepts and data structures
to transfer to the program. This representation respects the grammatical rules of the
Java language. Thus, we will integrate the concepts of domain in a program by building
a framework of classes corresponding to different concepts (ORM Objects). Such class
are intended to be specialized in the context of a particular application.
Xtext is a free framework developed on Eclipse which integrates everything that is
needed for the development of a DSL or a fully GPL (Generic Program Language). It
starts from the specification of the grammar of the DSL, through the development of its
compiler, until the development of DSL Eclipse IDE. Moreover, since Xtext uses Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) (Eclipse Modeling Framework), it offers very rich packages
that we have only to use in our developments. Xtext also offers initial grammar that can
be extended or use in the definition of our grammar (See Xtext (2016a)).
5.2.2 Describing the AiC relational scheme in terms of XText
Next we will reformulate the relations from the AiC relational model in terms of XText. For
each relation R(I1, . . . , Im, A1, . . . , An), where I1, . . . , IM are the (independent) identifying
attributes for R-instances, and A1, . . . , An the dependent attributes, we make an XText
description by first describing the standard naming for R-instances, followed by (between
curly brackets) a description for each of its properties (A1, . . . , An):
R-rule returns R:
standard name for R involving independent attributes I1, . . . , Im
’{’
for each dependent attribute Ai from A1, . . . , An
a rule that describes how Ai is connected to this R-instance
’}’
The XText description of the AiC meta model
Applying this general principle to the relational scheme above leads to:
1. Actor ( ActorID,
(disposes of (Quantity, Resource_type) )*,
(influences ((ActionId), (Quantity, Resource_type)) )?,
(is governed by ActorID )?,
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(has option (ActionId))*,
(has chose (ActionId))?
)
According to this relational scheme, the actor is identified by the ActorID, and may
have as dependent attributes (1) a quantity of resource_type, (2) an influence a
quantity of resource of action (3) a governing actor, (4) a list of option (5) a list of
action preferences. These attributes are represented as Xtext rules.
ActorRule returns Actor:
’Actor’ (ActorID=EString) ’(’ iAttribute+=ID ’)’ ’{’
(’can-use”(’quantity+=EInt’,’resource+=EString’)’)*
(’influences”(’action+=ActionRule’,’quantity+=EInt’, ’resource_type+=EString’))?
(’is governed by’ ’:’ actor+=ActorRule)?
’has-option’ ’:’ (action+=ActionRule)*
’has-chose’ ’:’ (action+=ActionRule)?
’}’;
2. Action ( ActionID,
(requires (Quantity, Resource_type) )?,
(produces (Quantity, Resource_type) )?
)
According to this relational scheme, the action is identified by the ActionID, and
may have as dependent attributes (1) requires a quantity of resource_type and
(2)produces a quantity of resource_type. These two attributes are represented as
Xtext rules.
ActionRule returns Action:
’Action’ (ActionID=EString) ’(’ (iAttribute+=ID)* ’)’ ’{’
(’requires”(’quantity+=EInt’,’resource_type+=EString’))?
(’produces”(’quantity+=EInt’,’resource_type+=EString’))?
’}’;
3. Level ( LevelID,
(has member (ActorID))*,
(is governed by ((ActorID))*)?
)
Level is identified by the LevelID and may have as dependent attributes (1) has a
member actor and (2) is governed by actor. These two attributes are represented as
Xtext rules.
LevelRule returns Level:
’Level’ (LevelID=EString)? ’(’(iAttribute+=ID)*’)’
’{’
( (actors+=ActorRule))*
(’is-governed-by’ ’:’ (actor+=ActorRule)*)?
’}’;
Thus the specification of our AiC language using grammar Xtext is as follows:
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grammar org.xtext.AIC with org.eclipse.xtext.common.Terminals
generate aIC "http://www.xtext.org/AIC"
import "http://www.eclipse.org/emf/2002/Ecore" as ecore
AIC_SPECIFICATION_RULE returns Model:
’Model_AIC’
’{’
(’ModelVariable’ ’:’ (Variable+=ID’,’)*)?
(Level+=LevelRule)*
’}’;
EInt returns ecore::EInt:
’-’? INT;
EString returns ecore::EString: STRING | ID;
LevelRule returns Level:
’Level’ (LevelID=EString)? ’(’(iAttribute+=ID)*’)’
’{’
( (actors+=ActorRule))*
(’is-governed-by’ ’:’ (actor+=ActorRule)*)?
’}’;
ActorRule returns Actor:
’Actor’ (ActorID=EString) ’(’ iAttribute+=ID ’)’ ’{’
(’can-use”(’quantity+=EInt’,’resource_type+=EString’)’)*
(’influences”(’action+=ActionRule’,’quantity+=EInt’,’resource_type+=EString’))?
(’is governed by’ ’:’ actor+=ActorRule)?
’has-option’ ’:’ (action+=ActionRule)*
’has-chose’ ’:’ (action+=ActionRule)?
’}’;
ActionRule returns Action:
’Action’ (ActionID=EString) ’(’ (iAttribute+=ID)* ’)’ ’{’
(’requires”(’quantity+=EInt’,’resource_type+=EString’))?
(’produces”(’quantity+=EInt’,’resource_type+=EString’))?
’}’;
Where the rule Variable use for declaring global variables or parameters of the model and
the rule EInt for generating the numerical type.
5.2.3 Validation rules
After the elaboration of the grammar, we added constraints where the grammar rules
were too restrictive or ambiguous. The addition of these constraints in the grammar rules
was difficult or even impossible, hence the need to set up a static validator: AICValidator,
written in XTend. Thus, we keep a clean grammar, easy to manipulate and persistent,
endowed with a solid validation. We therefore verify that:
• the name of an Actor (ActorID) is unique
def checkGreetingStartsWithduplicateName(Actor a,Model p, Level l) {
if (p!=null){
for(Level lev: p.levels){
for(Actor ac: lev.actors){
if(a!=ac && a.actorID==ac.actorID){
error("The Actor ID " +a.actorID + "is already used for another local variable
declaration",a,AICPackage.Literals.ACTOR__ACTOR_ID,
INVALID_NAME);
}}}}}
• an actor or level can not govern itself
• an actor can not be governed by more than one other actor (strict hierarchy)
• the names of the options (ActionID) must be distinct.
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5.3 Generating a language text editor for the AiC meta
model
Xtext not only provides a syntax-driven editor. Additionally it generates an editor that is
specific to the DSL. It knows about the keywords of the corresponding DSL and where to
place them, it knows about all the grammatical constructs, and it includes nice tools such
as syntax coloring, code completion, and validation. It also allows to detect certain errors
directly after the entry, thus it does not wait for the compilation like other conventional
language editor to detect any errors. Once the DSL meta model has been described in
XText, we are ready to implement extra features to enrich the resulting DSL text editor
with additional features. Thus, we offer Quickfixes, a more navigable outline View and
Labelling.
5.3.1 Quickfix
Quickfix is an Eclipse plugin intended to provide a correction to some errors that may
occur when editing the program. To implement a Quickfix all necessary information
to apply the Quickfix must be provided on creation of the validation message. This is
specifically a unique identifier for the error code and data about the error context, in this
case the actor’s name and the level name.
Figure 5.1: Example of quickfix view of the AiC metamodel editor.
As you can see in the screenshot in Figure 5.1, a quickfix is offered to the user of the
editor for most warnings and errors detected. Thus, we have the possibility of renaming
a variable to the duplicate name such as LevelID, ActorID, and ActionID. For example
in the case of Figure 5.1, to test, we defined two classes of actors with the same name
’farmer’. We note that our setting made from the Quickfix tool manages to detect the
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duplicity of the actor class name variable and indicates that it is already used for another
declaration.
Quickixes are found in the quickfix package in the AIC GUI project
org.xtext.aic/src/org/xtext/validation/AICValidator.xtend and the language used is
xtend.
5.3.2 Outline View and Labelling
The XText Outlines View help to visualize program structure. It aims at facilitating
navigation through the program code. Xtext generates default Outlines that representing
the program structure (see Figure 5.2).
To enable a better user experience, the basic outline and labeling provided by the first
generation of Xtext code has been fully customized to be both visually appealing and
allow navigation in optimal code.
Figure 5.2: Example of Outline and Labelling.
5.4 The resulting TiC
In the previous sections,we have shown how a conceptual domain model (described
in ORM) in general, and the AiC meta model in particular, can be transformed via a
relational model into an XText description, which is at the basis of generating various
tools such as a syntax driven editor and the extensions described in previous section.
This forms the basis of the Tool-in-Context (TiC). In this section we go one step further,
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and show how TiC can develop a simulation tool for the application domain that was
originally described by the conceptual model.
5.4.1 Architecture of implementation
According to descriptions made in Section 5.1 the architecture of implementation can be
look as in (Figure 5.3). This architecture illustrates the main parts of the implementation
and their interdependencies. Level 1 represents the implementation step of our specific
Figure 5.3: Architecture of implementation
language. This implementation is clearly presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. At the end
of this step, we produce an editor capable of recognizing our specific language from its
keywords and producing aic files. Level 2 is the Cpp interface that allows the source-
to-source transformation of our specific language into a logo language. It performs this
transformation through the coordination of certain tasks defined in terms of function.
At the end of this step, a logo code is generated. And finally the Level 3 corresponds to
the NetLogo interface referring to the user interface. Its main function is to compile and
execute the logo code obtained in the previous step and thus to produce and view the
results of the simulation that will be commented by the user.
An overview of the source code of the different steps is presented in the appendix (see
appendix B, C, D).
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5.4.2 The main Netlogo concepts
NetLogo Tisue and Wilensky (2004b,a) is a programming environment for modeling and
simulating natural collective phenomena. It is well suited for modeling complex systems
composed of hundreds or thousands of agents acting concurrently Wilensky (1999). It
gives the opportunity to generate simulations from sociology, biology, medicine, physics,
chemistry, mathematics, computer science, economics and social psychology.
The NetLogo world is made up of agents. The activities of the various agents are
running simultaneously. Agents are beings that can follow instructions. In NetLogo,
there are four types of agents: turtles, patches, links, and the observer.Turtles are agents
that move around in the world. The world is two dimensional and is divided up into a
grid of patches. Each patch is a square piece of "ground" over which turtles can move.
Links are agents that connect two turtles. The observer doesn’t have a location, it looks
out over the world of turtles and patches and gives instructions to the other agents.
5.4.3 Mapping between language concepts and NetLogo
In this section we describe how the XText grammar in general, and the AiC XText
description in particular can be transformed to the NetLogo language.
Before moving to the actual implementation, we first explain how the transformation
of each concept of the language will be transformed into NetLogo. In our language, the
concepts manipulated are: Variables, actors, actions and levels. These are the concepts
that will be transformed.
Variable
The domain specific AiC language has two types of variables: (1) global variables rep-
resented by the word Variable which can be accessible by all agents and can be used
anywhere in a model. If a variable is a global variable, there is only one value for the
variable, and every agent can access it. (2) local variables represented by the word
iAttribute referenced locally in relation to the function used. The iAttribute variables
represent in our model the specific parameters that characterize the state of a rule. More
precisely, they represent the set of values to be taken as inputs by the rule to facilitate
its construction. For an actor, they can represent gender, age, number of people in the
household, needs, purpose, ect. For an action they represent the variables to be used
in the action for its execution. For a level, they represent the dimensions, the size of its
population, ect.
The steps for transforming a variable of our language to NetLogo involves the following
steps:
1. For global variables at the beginning of the program before any function declaration.
Define their name in brackets preceded by the word "globals" before the brackets,
each name being separated from each other by a space. Thus we have the following
transformation:
----------AiC Language-------|---------NetLogo language-----
(’ModelVariable’ ’:’(Variable+=ID’,’)*)? −→ globals[ID1 ID2 ID3 .. IDn]
2. For local variable, define their name preceded by the word "let" and the name is
followed by an initialization value which thereby gives the type of the variable. Thus
we have the following transformation:
----------AiC Language-------|---------NetLogo language-----
(LevelID=EString)? ’(’(iAttribute+=ID)*’)’ −→ LevelID [ID1 ID2 ID3 .. IDn]
let ID1 val1.. let IDn val1
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Note that NetLogo does not give the variable’s type in its declaration. Thus the type of a
variable is given by the type of value of the first initialization.
Level
As we presented in the analysis phase, a level is represented by a set of actors. In our
transformation to NetLogo, this level may represent, as the case as a set of patch, agent
or link followed by all its characteristics. Thus we have the following transformation:
----------AiC Language-------|---------NetLogo language-----
(LevelID=EString)?’(’(iAttribute+=ID)*’)’−→breed[Level LevelID]
Level-own[iAttribute]
Action
Concerning the Actions, we define according to each language concepts functions for
creating and transforming these concepts in NetLogo. Thus the concept Action concern
the dependant attributes of Actor will be transformed as the functions performed by an
agent. Their transformation will be in the following steps:
1. For each concept, changed the attributes concept into local parameters
2. Then transformed each concept into function using as parameter attributes trans-
formed previously.
3. Transforming the dependant attributes of actor in NetLogo functions.
Thus each of the actions will be transformed as a function requiring a quantity of resource
type (Capitals) and return (produces) a value which will be qualified as the gain of the
action. The actions in our model involve all the variables that precede the patterns
"has-option" or "has-chose". Thus an action transformed into NetLogo will be represented
as the function above.
to-report ActionID [iAttribute]
......
end
Actor
This concept is the key concept of our model. Because it is at the center of transformation.
Thus, as shown in figure 5.4 of the agent metamodel schema in NetLogo, we will transform
our AiC actor into a NetLogo agent while focusing on the different characteristics of the
metamodel.
An actor is seen as an agent with a utility function linking his perceptions and
actions to the environment. The AiC model also highlights the concepts of environment,
perception, beliefs, interface and neighborhood. A perception is a cognitive event that
occurs in the environment and that an actor or object may experience the impact. A
belief represents all the information the agent holds about his environment. The interface
represents the list of actions that the agent can perform. It is built on the feasible actions
of the actors model. Indeed, the perceptions and beliefs of the agent are elaborated
respectively from the options and motivations of the actor model. The neighborhood
concept that is not explicitly present in the meta-model depends on the problem, the
objectives and the behavior of the actors described by the actions of the PiC model.
The processing steps of transformation of Actor to NetLogo agent are:
1. Transform each actor class into an equivalent agent class of the same name.
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Figure 5.4: Agent metamodel in NetLogo
’Actor’(ActorID=EString)−→ breed[Actor ActorID]
2. Transform the attributes of actor to the variable of concerned agent.
’Actor’(ActorID=EString)’(’iAttribute+=ID’)’−→ Actor-own [iAttribute]
3. Create the agent and initialize its various properties
create-actor size [initialize the iAttribute here]
In our model, we encapsulate this creation in a function in order to better take into
account all the parameters and useful properties of the agent.
The rest of the properties that characterize the actor are transformed as follows:
• The property of the actor "has-option" is transformed as perception of the NetLogo
agent.
• The property of the actor "influence" is transformed into the belief of the NetLogo
agent.
• The property of the actor "has-chose" is transformed into an interface of the NetLogo
agent.
Furthermore, note that the agent link will be use to create governance relationships
between different levels and different classes of agents.
All these characteristics allow us to easily transform the AiC actor into a NetLogo
agent according to the NetLogo agent metamodel.
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Algorithm 1 Agentification of Actor
1: function ActorAgentification (Actor b)
2: Variable: a
3: foreach a in a→ b do
4: InitState();
5: SetGoals();
6: CheckOptionList(); —- Using production has-option
7: ComputeUtility(); —- Using production influences
8: SetCapital(); —- Using production can-use
9: ChoseAction(); —- Using production has-chose
10: Gain:=computeAction();
11: end for
12: return Gain;
13: endfunction
Transition and execution
This section describes the transformation of our model as presented in section 4.2. In
the proposed model, the agent architecture is based on utility (Actor evaluates Profit with
Score). Our agents seeking to maximize their profit by evaluating gains. The observer
will allow other agents to assess at every step the consequences of their actions at the
time. The algorithm 1 presents the different steps of the actor’s agentification. The
transformation is done according to the programming model presented in section 4.2.
In Section 5.4.4 we show an example of NetLogo code generated from our language.
This code generates the functions and procedures, the creation of agents, the initialization
of the environment, the declaration of parameters and finally an implementation scheme
of agents decision. However, it remains to complete the functions body based on the
behavior that the user wants to give to the agent.
5.4.4 The main classes
The set of transformation rules are defined in the TiC package that consists of two main
classes:
1. the TranfoFunction.h class contained the internal classes that defined the different
functions of transformation. This file contains the functions that will translate the
concepts of our language into those of NetLogo.
2. the MlabmToNetlogo.cpp class that contains the main class that performs the
transformation by calling the above functions.
The internal classes
Several internal classes have been developed with the specific role of implementing the
transformation of a specific rule of our model. We present some of these classes in the
following paragraphs.
The TransfoGlobalVar.h class This class implements the transformation of the global
variables of our language into NetLogo language following the steps defined in
the previous section. It takes the production ’ModelVariable’ as a parameter and
transforms all its terminals into NetLogo global variables.
The TransfoLocalVar.h class This class implements the transformation of the local
variables of our language into NetLogo language following the steps defined in the
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previous section. It takes the production ’iAttribute’ as a parameter and transforms
all its terminals into NetLogo local variables. It operates at the level of agents and at
the level of functions or actions. It is called before the creation of an agent in order
to initialize its own parameters and also before the creation of a function / action
for the initialisation of its parameters.
TransfoLevelToNlogo.h class This class implements the transformation of the levels
by creating and initializing them while using the class TransfoLocalVar.h defined
previously.
TransfoActionToNlogo.h class This class implements the transformation of the actions
of our language into NetLogo language following the steps defined in the previous
section. It takes the ’Action’ rule as a parameter and transforms it as a function
requiring a set of input resources and producing a set of gain. It is called by each
agent to execute a task.
TransfoActorToNlogo.h class This class is at the center of our transformation because
it calls all the other classes previously defined to ensure the transformation of the
actor into an agent. As presented by the algorithm 1 it requires a set of steps and
uses other functions thus we will not discuss their implementation here. This class
takes as a parameter the rule ’Actor’ and successively transforms its production
according to the description given in the previous section and following the algorithm
1. It should be noted that in the present algorithm 1 we have abstracted several
technical details in order to facilitate understanding to the reader.
The main class
This refer to MlabmToNetlogo.cpp class. This class produces the general schema of the
NetLogo model obtained by using all the other classes and organizing them according to
the programming model defined in the section 4.2. Below is the general sheme of the
NetLogo code obtained.
1 ;define here the set of global variable
2 globals[Variable Variable Variable ...]
3
4 ;for each Level
5 breed[Levels LevelID]
6 Levels-own[iAttribute]
7
8 ;for each actor type
9 breed[Actors ActorID]
10 Actors-own[iAttribute]
11
12 directed-link-breed[nom1 ActorID]
13
14 ;;;;;;;for all actors;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
15 ;;Each Actor can use different type of Capital 1,2,3,...i,n
16 to can-use-of-ActorID_1[quantity resource_type]
17
18 end
19
20 to can-use-of-ActorID_i[quantity resource_type]
21
22 end
23
24 ;Actor influences Option.
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25 to influences-ActorID [ActionID quantity resource_type]
26 end
27
28 ;Option list of Actor :
29 ;LET Option BE Action requiring less Capitals than Capitals that can be used by
30 ;Actor
31 to-report has-option-ActorID[ActionID_1 ActionID_2 .. ActionID_n]
32 end
33
34 ; ChosenOption IS Option with highest Gain
35 to-report has-chose [ActionID_1 ActionID_2 .. ActionID_n]
36 end
37
38 ;;;;;;;;for all actions of each actor;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
39
40 ;Action requires Capita
41 to ActionID-ActorID-requires[quantity resource_type]
42 end
43
44 ;Gain: Expected net benefit of Action
45 to ActionID-ActorID-produces[quantity resource_type]
46 end
47
48 ;Create Actors
49 to create_Actor [iAttributes number]
50
51 create-Actors number [
52 ; set Actors properties
53 ]
54 end
55
56 ; Create Level
57 to create_Level [iAttributes number]
58 create-Levels number[]
59 end
60
61 ; to setup the environment
62 to setup
63 let numberA ActorTypeNumber
64 let numberL LevelTypeNumber
65 create_Level iAttributes numberA
66 create_Actor iAttributes numberL
67 set Resources [ResourceList]
68 end
69
70 ; to run the model
5.5 Agents reliability
The reliability of our agents will be established through trust Kameni and Van de Weide
(2017). Trust is used in multi-agent systems to support decision making. The main idea
is to consider the other agents as personal entities that can be relied on to some extent.
During decision making, agents may ask advice from agents that they know as reliable,
and weigh their advice with a trust value indicating their estimate of the other agent’s
reliability. This method is called filtering information based on opinions Montaner et al.
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(2002a). It differs from the collaborative filtering that weighs (known) agent preferences
with agent similarities. A drawback of this latter method occurs when the set of agents is
highly heterogeneous with respect to preferences; then the resemblance between agents
at all times will be very low, and thus the support for decision making will be only
marginal.
One of the first models that includes trust in the recommendation system was intro-
duced by Montaner et al. (2002b). We describe this model, and extend it with features
mentioned in Battiston et al. (2006). The model is based on the method of filtering
information through opinions and aims to develop a system to allow its agents to filter
information through trust. The model assumes a set A of agents. Agents are identified
by their unique agent code, and have some other properties (that are not relevant for the
purposes of this thesis). Furthermore, there is a set P of options. Options are described
by a value assignment to the attributes At.
5.5.1 Adding trust
In this section we extend the base model with the requirements for a trust-based
recommendation system.
Adding agent experiences
The model assumes that agents have (private) option experiences. The experience of
agent a with option p at time t is described as a tuple 〈a, p, t, Prefe, Prefi〉 where
(i) Prefe : Inte → [0, 1] describes the explicit preference of agent a for option p as a
mapping of the set Inte of so-called explicit attributes into values from [0, 1],
(ii) Prefi : Inti → [0, 1] describes agents a’s implicit preferences for option p by assigning
[0, 1]-values to the internal attributes Inti.
Note that our model slightly differs from Battiston et al. (2006) by adding the time-
attribute and omitting the (tuple-dependent) decay-attribute. Furthermore, in Battiston
et al. (2006) it is assumed that agents have a limited memory only, and can remember
only the m most recent experiences for some agent-independent constant m. It is also
assumed that the value of experiences decays over time.
Let E be the set of all option experiences of agents. We assume that agents have
recorded at most one experience with each option.
Adding the agent network
As described in Montaner et al. (2002a), agents may rely on other agents to support their
decisions. The agents on which some agent a is relying are called a’s neighbors. The
agent-neighbor relation is represented as an edge from the agent to the neighbor. Each
edge has associated a so-called trust value, expressing to what extent the agent relies on
the opinion of that neighbor. As a consequence, this network for agent connections is a
directed, weighted graph.
The tuple 〈a, b, t〉 represents the edge from agent a to agent b with associated trust
value t ∈ [0, 1]. Let C be the set of all such agent relations.
The partial function Trust is introduced for convenience to record all trust values
between agents as follows: Trust(a, b) = t⇔〈a, b, t〉 ∈ C. Furthermore, we will use a → b
when 〈a, b, t〉 ∈ C for some trust value t.
Note that the neighbor relation → is irreflexive and in general not symmetric of
transitive. Also the function Trust may not be consistent in the sense that:
a→ b ∧ b→ c⇒ Trust(a, c) = Trust(a, b) · Trust(b, c)
In a later section we will define the closure of this relation.
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What agents will reveal
When an agent is confronted with a new option, it may want to consult its neighbors
to form its opinion of this new product. An agent only has an opinion of some product
if there is a corresponding experience in E. The product opinions (reflecting product
interest or product preference) of agent a are recorded in the agent interest function
v(a) : P → [−1, 1].
Suppose agent a has experience 〈a, p, t, Prefe, Prefi〉 ∈ E with option p. Rather than
revealing the actual functions Prefe and Prefi, agent a will aggregate these personal
functions into single scores Aggre(Prefe) and Aggri(Prefi) by applying aggregate functions
Aggre and Aggri respectively. The public interest value of agent a in option p then is
calculated as follows:
v(a)(p) = Aggr(Aggre(Prefe),Aggri(Prefi))
where Aggr is an aggregation function combining the external and internal scores. In Mon-
taner et al. (2002a) the Ordered Weighted Average (OWA) operator Yager (1988) is sug-
gested to aggregate to detail values into a total score, by introducing a partial order on
the details. Note that an alternative method may be to use AHP, for example Dolan (2008).
The aggregation function Aggr to aggregate the internal and external score may be chosen,
as in Montaner et al. (2002a), as the weighted average of the individual scores.
When asked about its opinion on option p, agent a will not only reveal the value
v(a)(p) (if agent a has an opinion about option p at all), but also give an indication of
the relevance of this opinion. The value of experiences decays over time. We assume
that Decay(t) is the decayed value of tuple 〈a, p, t, Prefe, Prefi〉 ∈ E. A most recent experience
has decay value 1; the older the experience, the closer the decay value to 0. A typical
definition of the decay function is Decay(t) = 2−t where t is measured is some convenient
unit, for example in years.
In Battiston et al. (2006) the agent preferences obtained from the v function are stored
in a special table. In our approach, the table also contains the decay values:
〈a, p, t, Prefe, Prefi〉 ∈ E ⇒ 〈a, p, v(a)(p),Decay(t)〉 ∈ Prefs
Agent similarity
Agents may want to compare themselves to other agents, for example to investigate initial
trust values. This is only possible by using publicly available information, such as the
agent opinion function introduced in previous section. Typically, a new agent a may
select a set P¯ of preferred options, and then check other agents opinions for these options.
Then typically, this agent is obtaining the restriction v(b)[P¯ ] of function v(b) to domain P¯
from each checked agent b. Using agent similarities, agent a will choose the most similar
checked agents b as its preferred peers, and add them as neighbors to the set C via the
tuple 〈a, b, s〉 where s is the similarity score obtained between a and b.
The similarity Sim(a, b) of agent a with agent b is expressed as a similarity between
their option interests v(a) and v(b). In Battiston et al. (2006) this interest is expressed
using the Manhattan distance dManh(a, b) = |v(a)− v(b)| (for details on the notation of
operators on function, see Appendix A):
SimManh(a, b) = 1−
|v(a)− v(b)|
|P|
The normalization factor |P| (number of elements in set P) is used to guarantee that the
similarity values are within the requested interval [0, 1]. In Montaner et al. (2002a) Clark’s
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distance is proposed to relate agents to each other:
SimClark(a, b) =
∥∥∥∥v(a)− v(b)v(a) + v(b)
∥∥∥∥
2
Note that in Information Retrieval applications the cosine measure for similarity is most
popular:
Simcos(a, b) =
v(a) • v(b)
‖v(a)‖2 · ‖v(b)‖2
In the sequel, we assume that Sim(a, b) refers to one of these alternatives. Agent a
may also involve a (personal) partial option weighting function δ : P 99K [0, 1] for which
‖δ[a]‖1 = 1 as follows:
Simw(a, b) = Sim(δ ·a, b)
using the normalization of the similarity result with the δ-values for the domain of
function a. Another possibility is that the similarity function takes the decay values of
the opinions into account.
5.5.2 Decision making
Next we focus at the consulting process in some more detail. We can think of several
kinds of decisions. We will restrict ourselves to one kind of decision in this work Kameni
and Van de Weide (2017).
1. option advice: when confronted with a new option p, the agent may want to consult
its peers for their opinion on this option.
We will discuss this decision in the next subsection. First we focus on the process of
obtaining advice, then we discuss how these advice can be used by the agent to make a
decision.
Obtaining advices
First we describe how the required information is obtained by the agent from its peers,
leading to a set of advices, where each advice is a tuple 〈a, p, v, t〉 expressing the advice
given by agent a for option p has value v and trustworthiness t. Since this search process
is more or less similar for the above types of decision, we will give the details for the
first decision type. Then we will discuss how the agent may decide based on the advices
obtained.
When an agent a0 is interested in a (new) option p, then this agent will ask its neighbors
about their opinion of this option. If the neighbor does not have any experience with this
option, then this neighbor will forward the request to its neighbors, etc., thereby avoiding
to run into cycles. This will lead to traversing all acyclic paths a0 → a1 → ...→ ak (k > 0)
where for each 0 ≤ i < k the function v(ai) is not defined for option p, while v(ak) does
have a value for option p. We will call such a path a search path. Note that a search path
consists of at least one edge.
Each search path will lead to an advice. Let ρ be a path from a0 upto ak. The advice
coming from agent ak via this path consists of 〈ak, p, v(ak)(p), Trust(ρ)〉 where Trust(ρ) is
the trust value associated with search path ρ, and evaluated inductively as follows:
Trust(a→ b) = Trust(a, b)
Trust(a→ b→ ρ) = τ(Trust(a, b), Trust(b→ ρ))
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In Battiston et al. (2006) the combination of trust is defined as τ(x, y) = x · y, leading to
Trust(a0 → a1 → ...→ ak) =
k−1∏
i=0
Trust(ai, ai+1)
The path trust function is the basis to define the transitive closure Trust∗ of the neighbor
network (Section 5.5.1). The value of Trust∗(a, b) is only defined if there is at least one
path from a to b. In that case:
Trust∗(a, b) = max
{
Trust(ρ)
∣∣ ρ is a path from a to b}
Note that it may occur that agent a has a lower trust Trust(a, b) in agent b than the value
Trust∗(a, b) obtained via paths in the network.
Let A be the set of advices obtained after some request. Since there may be more
than one search path from the requesting agent to the advising agent, the set A may
contain more than one advice from the same advising agent. Since the advising agent is
not aware of the search path, the advise itself can not depend on the search path. The
associated search paths may have associated different trust values. Suppose for some
agent a, product p and value v there are two advises: 〈a, p, v, t1〉 and 〈a, p, v, t2〉. Then the
advise with a lower trust level is superfluous and will be ignored.
Let Reduce(A) be the set of advises after removing all superfluous advises. Then
obviously, in Reduce(A) for each agent there can be at most 1 advice.
The function Advice(P, a, p) in which agent a is asked for its interest in product p where
P is the set of agents already consulted, is described in Algorithm 2. Note that (in line
21 of Algorithm 2) we assume that the answer given by an agent is independent of the
agent asking the question. So the answer and associated value obtained from each route
should be the same. Would this not be the case, then we will interpret this as a signal
that this agent is not reliable (See Kameni and Van de Weide (2017)).
Making the decision
Having obtained the set of advices A = Advice(
{
a0
}
, a0, p), the agent a0 will make its
decision based on this set. First note that the set of advices may be empty when no
relevant option experiences are available, what could be caused by the limited agent
memory.
In case of a option evaluation, the agent a0 considers for each advice 〈a, p, v, t〉 the
product v · t of the advice given and the trust in the agent giving that advice. A critical
agent may use a threshold θ for its decision:
(5.1) max
{
v · t ∣∣ 〈a, p, v, t〉 ∈ A} > θ
A more adventurous agent may require some minimal value θ for the average weighted
advice., where the advised values are weighted trust value:
(5.2)
∑
〈a,p,v,t〉∈A v · t∑
〈a,p,v,t〉∈A t
> θ
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the implementation of our approach based on an object-
oriented approach. The different languages used in our transformation are: Xtend and
Cpp. The implementation took place in three (03) major steps. The first step was to
describe and represent our metamodel in a Xtext grammar using Xtend as programming
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Algorithm 2 Option evaluation
1: function Advice (Set of Agent P, Agent a; option p)
2: : Set of Interest
3: – already visited: P
4: – asking agent: a
5: – question: opinion about option p
6: if v(a) = is defined for p at time t then
7: return
{〈a, p, v(a)(p),Decay(t)〉}
8: else
9: Opinions := EmptySet;
10: foreach b in a→ b do
11: if b ∈ P then
12: – b already visited
13: else
14: – otherwise b asks advice to his neighbors
15: H := Advice (P+a, b, p); – b asks advice
16: foreach 〈c, q, v, t〉 in H do
17: – from agent c answer q with value v and trust t
18: t := τ(Trust(a, b), t); – combined trust value
19: if 〈c, q, v, u〉 ∈ Interests then
20: – we already have an answer from agent c
21: – then both answer and value must be the same!
22: if t > u then
23: – this is a more trustworthy route
24: Opinions -= 〈c, q, v, u〉;
25: Opinions += 〈c, q, v, t〉
26: end if
27: else
28: Opinions += 〈c, q, v, t〉
29: end if
30: end for
31: end if
32: end for
33: return Opinions
34: end if
35: endfunction
language. This representation allowed us to obtain a specific language of our domain
and that uses the concepts of this domain. The outcome of this step is crowned by the
generation of an editor recognizing our language syntactically. The second step is to
define the mapping between the concepts of our language and the concepts of the target
language Netogo. This mapping consisted of explaining each concept of the language
and how to match them to the concepts of the NetLogo language. The objective here is
to identify the different stages of transformation concerning each concept. Finally, the
third step, consists of the Cpp implementation of the different steps of transformation of
the concepts identified in step 2. This third step explains the different functions we have
implemented while giving the role of each of them.
At the end of all these steps, a prototype of NetLogo code was generated. This
protype presents a set of declarations and functions corresponding to the initially defined
actor model. It is noted that during the application and validation of our model, the
implementation part is abstracted to the user because it is done in a generic way.
Once the TiC tool is implemented it is important for us to validate it on a real problem
in order to compare it with the other existing approaches. The next chapter will concern
the use of TiC in the leading problem.
Chapter 6
Using TiC in the leading problem
of Laf Forest Reserve
deforestation
In this Chapter, we reformat the description of Laf Forest Reserve deforestation in Chapter
3 into the structured semi-natural format as prescribed by the AiC metamodel in Chapter
4. In practise this activity is supported by the syntax-directed editor that is provided by
TiC (see Chapter 5 for more details). TiC will also check for inconsistencies, and offer
other support facilities to help the domain expert to reformulate the natural sentences
describing the application domain into the structured variants of the AiC metamodel.
When the description has led to a consistent population of the AiC metamodel, the
domain expert may let the simulation tool to start a simulation session and explore the
effects of particular choices on the final norms goals and objectives.
6.1 Populating the Laf Forest Reserve AiC conceptual
scheme
Our approach is as follows. We group the actors according to their level. So we see
’farmer’ as a group name for individuals (actors) who are acting as farmers. Basically
we describe the properties of the actors as properties for the levels. The actual actors
will act according to the rules described for their level. In the simulation (TiC), we will
assume that the actual actor properties are statistically described. So for example, we
may indicate that the farmer is to be disposed of some money supply. Then the simulator
will provide each actor of that level (each actual farmer) with an actual money supply
according to a normal distribution with mean value the level money supply, and some
variance to be specified.
6.1.1 Capitals
The resource is all the assets and capabilities available to an actor or needed by an action
to be run. In our application, the following resource types are distinguished:
Resource types-1: Resource_type ’CFAF’.
Resource types-2: Resource_type ’Time’.
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6.1.2 Levels
Level is a social category and physical environment. Following Figure 3.5, we distinguish
3 levels of actors. Levels are involved in the following fact types:
• fact type: Level POWERSET OF Actor.
Handled by simulator, the TiC simulator will generate actors for each level.
• fact type: Level has Name.
Level-1: Level has Name ’farmer’.
Level-2: Level has Name ’wood merchant’.
Level-3: Level has Name ’authority’.
We will use the unique level names as standard name for levels (rather
than the set of its set of constituent actors).
• derived fact type: LET Level is governing Level BE Level containing Actor is
governing EACH Actor in Level.
Level-4: Level ’Authority’ is governing Level ’Merchant’.
Level-5: Level ’Authority’ is governing Level ’farmer’.
6.1.3 Actors
The actors are all social entities acting individually or collectively. According to the Laf
Forest Reserve description (see Figure 3.5) we distinguish the following specializations of
actors:
Actor-1: Farmer IS Actor in Level having Name ’farmer’.
Actor-2: WoodMerchant IS Actor in Level having Name ’wood merchant’.
Actor-3: Authority IS Actor in Level having Name ’Authority’.
Note that these specializations form a conceptual basis for the object type Actor. Next we
describe these subtypes.
6.1.4 Farmers
Farmers are involved in the following fact types:
• fact type: Actor can use Capital.
Farmers start with some initial capital. This is described by:
Farmer-1: Farmer can use $n1 - $n2 : ” of ’FCFA’.
Farmer-2: Farmer can use of $t1 - $t2 : ’/week’ of ’hours’.
The actual values of $n1, $n2, $t1 and $t2 are simulation parameters that
are set by the domain expert upon starting a simulation session. The
actual farmers then will get a start capital according to some normal
distribution function as set by the domain expert.
• derived fact type: LET Option BE Actor can use enough capitals for Action.
The population of this sentence type is derived from the actual action
requirements and actor disposition. Assuming their initial capital suffices,
the following would be derived:
Farmer-3: Farmer can use enough capitals for ’mouskwari cultiva-
tion’.
Farmer-4: Farmer can use enough capitals for ’firewood extrac-
tion’.
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Farmer-5: Farmer can use enough capitals for ’unfertilized cultiva-
tion’.
Farmer-6: Farmer can use enough capitals for ’fertilized cultiva-
tion’.
Farmer-7: Farmer can use enough capitals for ’cut local wood’.
Farmer-8: Farmer can use enough capitals for ’buy wood’.
Farmer-9: Farmer can use enough capitals for ’plant trees’.
• derived fact type: ChosenOption IS Option with highest benefit. An option
is proven beneficial, when (1) no other action can bring more profit and
(2) no action with the same profit is higher appreciated by the actor. For
the farmer, the following two options are chosen during the start of the
simulation session. Both the government and the wood merchants will try
to influence this choice.
Farmer-10: Option (’firewood extraction’, Farmer) is chosen.
Farmer-11: Option (’mouskwari cultivation’, Farmer) is chosen.
• fact type: Actor influences Gain.
Farmer-12: farmer influences profit of ’firewood extraction’ in ’pos-
itive’ direction.
Farmer-13: farmer influences profit of ’mouskwari cultivation’ in
’positive’ direction.
6.1.5 Wood merchants
Wood merchants are involved in the fact types involving actors as follows;
• fact type: Actor can use Capital.
Also merchants start with some initial capital. This is described by:
Merchant-1: WoordMerchant can use $n1 - $n2 : ” of ’FCFA’.
The actual values of $n1 and $n2 are simulation parameters that are set
by the domain expert upon starting a simulation session.
• derived fact type: LET Option BE Actor can use enough capitals for Action.
The population of this sentence type is derived from the actual action
requirements and actor disposition. Assuming their initial capital suffices,
the following would be derived:
Merchant-2: WoodMerchant can use enough capitals for ’buy
wood in Laf’
Merchant-3: WoodMerchant can use enough capitals for ’Not buy
wood in Laf’
Merchant-4: WoodMerchant can use enough capitals for ’Other
activity’
• fact type: ChosenOption IS Option with highest benefit. An option is proven
beneficial, when (1) no other action can bring more profit and (2) no action
with the same profit is higher appreciated by the actor.
Merchant-5: Option (’buy wood in Laf’, Merchant) is chosen.
• fact type: Actor influences Gain.
Merchant-6: WoodMerchant influences ’output’ of ’buy wood in
Laf’ in ’positive’ direction.
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6.1.6 Authority
Authorities are involved in the fact types involving actors as follows;
• fact type: Actor can use Capital.
Also authorities are assumed to start with a bounded initial budget:
Authority-1: Authority can use Capital $n1 - $n2 : ” of ’FCFA’.
The actual values of $n1 and $n2 are simulation parameters that are set
by the domain expert upon starting a simulation session.
• Derived fact type LET Option BE Actor can use enough capitals for Action.
The population of this sentence type is derived from the actual action
requirements and actor disposition. We assume that the government has
enough capital to finance the actions intended policies, leading to the
following options:
Authority-2: Authority can use enough capitals for ’allow the cut’.
Authority-3: Authority can use enough capitals for ’prohibit cut-
ting’.
• derived fact type: ChosenOption IS Option with highest benefit.
Chosen is the following option:
Authority-4: Option (’no implementation of forest policy’, Author-
ity) is chosen.
• fact type: Actor influences Gain.
Authority-5: Authority influences ’input’ of ’no implementation of
forest policy’ in ’negative’ direction.
6.1.7 Actions
An action is a unit of behavior on which an actor has to make a decision. Finally we
focus on the actions, and specify what they require and what they produce.
• We have the following actions:
– Farmer related actions:
Action-1: Action ’mouskwari cultivation’.
Action-2: Action ’firewood extraction’.
Action-3: Action ’unfertilized cultivation’.
Action-4: Action ’fertilized cultivation’.
Action-5: Action ’cut local wood’.
Action-6: Action ’buy wood’.
Action-7: Action ’plant trees’.
– Wood merchant related actions:
Action-8: Action ’buy wood in Laf’.
Action-9: Action ’no buy wood in Laf’.
Action-10: Action ’other activity’.
– Authority related actions:
Action-11: Action ’no implementation of forest policies’.
Action-12: Action ’allow the cut’.
Action-13: Action ’prohibit cutting’.
• The requirements for these actions are specified by fact type Action
requires Capital. We mention some of them:
Action-14: ’mouskwari cultivation’ requires [Capital] : ’/hectare/year’
of ’CFAF’
Action-15: ’mouskwari cultivation’ requires 4-9 : ’hours/day’ of
’Time’
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Action-16: ’firewood extraction’ requires: ’hours/week’ of Time
Action-17: ’unfertilized cultivation’ requires: other cultivation tech-
nology and fallow.
Action-18: ’fertilized cultivation’ require [Capital].
Action-19: ’buy wood’ requires [Capital] 10 - 20 : ’/ kg’ of ’CFAF’.
Action-20: ’plant trees’ requires [Capital] and 2-3: ’hours/day’ of
’time’.
Action-21: ’no buy wood in Laf’ requires other activity to earn
money.
Action-22: ’other activity’ requires [Capital].
Action-23: ’no implementation of forest policies’ requires cost of
corruption.
Action-24: ’allow the cut’ requires cost of corruption.
Action-25: ’prohibit cutting’ requires Human labor.
• The products of these actions are specified by fact type Gain: Action
produces Resource. We mention some of them:
Action-26: ’mouskwari cultivation’ produces 112,500-168,750 : ’/year/hectare’
of ’FCFA’
Action-27: ’firewood extraction’ produces 10000-15000 : ’/month’
of ’FCFA’
Action-28: ’unfertilized cultivation’ produces 43,300-60,250:’/year/hectare’
of ’FCFA’.
Action-29: ’fertilized cultivation’ produces 112,500-168,750 : ’/year/hectare’
of ’FCFA’.
Action-30: ’buy wood in Laf’ produces 200,000: ’/month’ of ’CFAF’.
Action-31: ’plant trees’ produces good conservation.
Action-32: ’no buy wood in Laf’ produces other activity.
Action-33: ’other activity’ produces cash.
Action-34: ’No implementation of forest policies’ produces 3,000 :
’/month/wood merchant’ of ’CFAF’.
Action-35: ’allow the cut’ produces 3,000 : ’/month/wood mer-
chant’ of ’CFAF’. + Salary with risk to being caught and
sacked
Action-36: ’prohibit cutting’ produces good management of forest
and Salary.
6.2 The relational population of Laf Forest Reserve
We summarize the conceptual population of the AiC metamodel as described in the
previous section. The relational data representation is derived from the grouping as
shown in Figure 6.1 This is the data representation as used internally in TiC. We will
discuss the resulting relations stepwise, and show how the conceptual population is
represented in the relational scheme. (See section 6.2.2, section 6.2.3, section 6.2.4 ) .
6.2.1 Resources
First we overview the resource types that are considered. These resource types are used
in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3:
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Figure 6.1: Grouping the AiC Metamodel
Table 6.1: Resource table
Resource type
CFAF
Time
6.2.2 Actors
R4. Actor ( ActorID,
(can use (Quantity, Resource_type))*,
(influences ((ActionId), (Quantity, Resource_type)))?,
(is governed by ActorID)?,
(has option (ActionId))*,
(has chose (ActionId))?
)
Table 6.2: Actor table
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ActorID can use options choice influencing
Farmers
... - [Capital] : FCFA
- [Capital]/week
: time
- firewood
extraction,
- mouskwari
cultivation,
- unfertilized
cultivation,
- fertilized
cultivation,
- cut local
wood,
- buy wood,
- plant trees
- firewood
extraction,
- mouskwari
cultivation
- input, positive:
firewood
extraction
- input, positive:
mouskwari
cultivation
Merchants
... - [Capital] : FCFA - buy wood in
Laf - no buy
wood
in Laf,
- other activity
- buy wood in
Laf
- output, negative:
buy wood in
Laf
Authority
... - [Capital] : FCFA - no implemen-
tation of
forest policy
- allow the cut,
- corruption,
- sensitize,
- apply the
laws,
- prohibit
cutting
- no implemen-
tation of
forest policy
- output, negative:
no implemen-
tation of forest
policy
6.2.3 Actions
The actions are represented by the following relational structure:
R5. Action ( ActionID,
(requires (Quantity, Resource_type))?,
(produces (Quantity, Resource_type))?
)
Table 6.3: Actions table
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ActionID requires produces
Farmers
mouskwari cultivation [N]1 /hectare/year CFAF 1500 kg /hectare/year ≡ 168650
CFAF
firewood extraction 15 /hours/week Time 100,000-150,000 /month CFAF
unfertilized cultivation Other technology(Fallow) > 1700kg / year
fertilized cultivation 50 kg of intrant / hectare > 1700kg/year
cut local wood Time < 15000/month of CFAF
more time for mouskwari cultivation
good conservation
buy wood [Capital] more time for mouskwari cultivation
plant trees Time good conservation
Merchants
buy wood in Laf [Capital] 200,000 /month of CFAF
no buy wood in Laf other activity [Capital]
other activity [Capital] [Capital]
Authorities
no implementation of for-
est policies
Time 3.000/wood merchant/month of
CFAF
allow the cut Cost of corruption cost of corruption + Salary
prohibit cutting Salary good conservation + Salary
Actions in bold are actions that will be implemented in the model based on the information
collected in the field during interviews with actors. Other actions are those proposed by
domain expert to the actors in field to improve the current situation. These actions are
implemented in the model based on the information provided by domain experts.
6.2.4 Levels
Levels are recorded according to the following relational structure:
R6. Level ( LevelID,
(has member (ActorID))*,
(is governed by ((ActorID))*)?
)
Table 6.4: Level table
containing of Actor has Name is governed by
... handled by simulator ... farmer merchant, authority
... handled by simulator ... merchant authority
... handled by simulator ... authority
6.3 Describing the Laf Forest Reserve process computa-
tional model
We describe here how the Laf conceptual model can be transformed into a more specific
computational model that is used as the basis for designing the Laf domain-specific
language. The goal of domain specific languages is to narrow the gap between the
application domain and its implementation.
1N is a price of 50kg of intrans in market. Because according to interview, 1ha of Moukwari use 50kg of
intrans
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Once our editor is generated, we have developed a plugin. This plugin allows eclipse
to recognize our language and thus facilitate the creation of a program in our language
by a user. Without giving the details of the creation of our plugin here we implement the
process of deforestation of Laf as defined in the chapter 4 (Section 6.1) and according to
the syntax presented in chapter 5. Figure 6.2 shows the computational model obtained
(See appendix C for more illustration of code).
This program highlights the relationships between the activities of timber traders,
forest administration authorities and farmers’ options, who are primary actors of defor-
estation. It presents in terms of action and option the different choices available to each
class of actor in his level. We also observe that the key words of our language have a
different coloring to the other words.
6.4 The resulting TiC for Laf Forest Reserve
Main functionality of the TiC simulator
1. Modify sentence types: for example to implement a new policy for the authorities.
2. Modify the distribution parameters for auto-generated object types. For example,
the number of farmers, or the property that farmers dispose of.
3. Transforms the domain concepts in the target language while keeping the logical
construction of these concepts.
4. Generates a general structure of the model source code.
The TiC simulator user interface
Figure 6.3 and 6.4 show a sample screenshot of an early generated NetLogo code of Laf
model from the TiC simulator (See Appendix B for more illustration of code). We observe
in this figure an early implementation of the Laf model characterized by processing of
parameters, creating different classes of agents, creating the body of all the functions
and procedures that define the actions of the agents, the initialization of simulation
environment, and a general scheme for the main program. As we see, there remains only
to user to complete the code functions and procedure according to the agent’s goals.
The TiC tool offers the user two big advantages:
Data consistency from data collection phase to the code generation is therefore carried
out by the domain expert. The data transfer of one competence to another is no
more useful. This reduces data loss.
Gain in time since code is generated directly from the conceptual model.
In addition, by integrating environmental problem analysis frameworks in our ap-
proach, we improve usability since we separate domain knowledge from technical issues.
That way, a domain expert gets a greater opportunity to make effective use of the
techniques proposed.
Moreover, we compared our approach with other existing metamodeling approaches
according to the four criteria proposes by Ferdjoukh (2016): generating instances, editing
metamodels (or models), user intervention and error detection. Table 6.5 summarizes the
result of this comparison.
Table 6.5: Comparison between the main approaches of meta-modeling
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Figure 6.2: Model of Laf deforestation process obtained from the developed language
domain
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Figure 6.3: Example of generating NetLogo code for parameter declarations
Figure 6.4: Example of generating NetLogo code for function declarations.
Author Tool Criteria for comparison
Generating Editing User Error
instances (meta)models intervention detection
Automatic Manual No Yes No Edited Parameter Automatic Manual
Morvan et al. (2010) IRM4MLS/ • • • •
SIMILAR
Marcenac et al. (1998) GEAMAS • • • •
Solovyev et al. (2010) SPARK • • • •
Our Approach NMDC/TiC • • • •
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6.5 Conclusion
This chapter highlights the substantial results related to the application of the tool
TiC in the description of the problem of Laf Forest Reserve deforestation in the study
area. Some methodological lessons can also be drawn from this experience. From the
methodological point of view, the lessons learned relate to the description of the different
models proposed in the approach, notably the natural language and its conceptual
equivalent. The main advantage of natural language is to allow the domain expert
to better represent the observed process while using the concepts that will be easily
understandable by the system analyst who in turn can easily represent them using the
technological tools . Moreover, the results of this chapter confirm the interest of using a
contextual natural language. By taking the concept of the domain as a starting point, we
can clearly represent the problem of the domain using the appropriate concepts and lead
to a transformation to a conceptual model and a code conforming to the process studied.
Chapter 7
Validation of the approach in the
Laf Forest Reserve case
In the previous chapters, we have presented the application of a Multi-Level Agent Based
Model (MLABM) to describe environmental problems based on the Problem-in-Context (PiC)
and AiC (Action-in-Context) framework to describe and explain agent motivations and co-
operation. In this Chapter, we show how the associated TiC (Tool-in-Context) developed
in chapter 5 can help the domain expert to generate a simulation tool. This simulation
tool consists in transforming the defined language model into a NetLogo code model, thus
facilitating an early prototype application to be used by the domain expert. The resulting
application is used to (1) explain the process of deforestation and (2) to analyze scenar-
ios for a more rational management of the space around the Laf-Madiam forest reserve
(Réserve Forestière de Laf-Madiam), located in the drylands of North Cameroon. We
discuss the prototype resulting from our approach and show how it allows the domain
expert to focus on the social causes of environmental problems, taking into account the
biophysical processes.
7.1 Presentation of the context
We applied our approach in Environmental Sustainability, Priority for Research and
education In the Tropics (ESPRIT) project whose objective was to put in place strategies
for the sustainable management of natural resources (agricultural land, pasture, ponds,
wood, etc.) in the drylands of Cameroon, Benin and Burkina Faso. Our study was
therefore interested in the case of Cameroon and especially in the Far North region of
Cameroon.
The population of Far North Cameroon, mostly rural (77%), leads to the cultivation of
large areas in the region. Combined with the very high population pressure and the lack
of arable land in the region, this cropping will extend to areas prohibited for agriculture
(protected areas, livestock trails, pasture areas). This extension of agriculture is system-
atically characterized day after day by a conquest of new arable land and by cultural
techniques more or less badly adopted (deforestation, stolen fallows) which will cause
the degradation of the ecosystem. Due to lack of space and survival resources, several
movements of populations will be observed within the region. Notably that of the farmers
to the conquest of new cultivable lands and transhumant breeders and their herds in
the quest of the areas of pasture. The immediate consequences of these movements
are: (1) land saturation at the regional level, (2) the emergence of new ways of managing
resources and occupying space, (3) the emergence of numerous conflicts Between users
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of space (more precisely farmers and breeders). Indeed, with the implementation of new
land practices that are not always appropriate and generally unstandardized (village
management and individual management), many problems related to individual subjec-
tivity will appear in particular on the management of natural resources and in general
on exploitation and conservation of the environment. These problems will contribute to
accentuating the poverty index in the region.
The Laf village is located in this region and is confronted with these problems men-
tioned above. As presented in Chapter 3, the forest reserve of this village faces a problem
of deforestation. This problem has been accentuated following a continuous degradation
of cultivated land. After the analysis of this problem using the tool PiC and AiC in
Chapter 2, we have represented it with our metamodel of the domain using the grammar
obtained from the AiC meta-model. In this chapter we first generate from the TiC tool
the agent-based code that represents the deforestation process of the Laf forest reserve,
and then we complete this code and define the scenarios that we implement. Finally we
discuss the results of the different scenarios.
7.2 Actors decision from Laf problem
Given the large quantity of information we have obtained for the analysis, we define in
this section in a simplified way the process of decision-making of the different actors as
we have modeled. However, since our approach is flexible, it will be possible to enrich
this representation in the future and to integrate it into the model gradually.
7.2.1 Farmer decision
The state of the farmer consists of attributes such as the number of persons per family,
the number of children going to school, occupation, some of its problems to solve and
its initial capital (Figure 7.1). These attributes will allow the farmer actor’s to define its
different goals to achieve during the year. In the decision module, the farmer makes
choices between the options based on its goals. For example in the case of Laf, the agent
chooses to cut and sell wood in the presence of wood trader at the expense of agriculture.
The investment in each activity depends of the labor available to each household. At the
exit of decision module, if the goal is reached, actors passes to a new state, if not it can
revisit the decision module and use the resources available to repeat the process.
Figure 7.1: Process of farmer agent decision making
In the list of options, the agent chooses an action depending on the priority assigned
to this action. The priority being profit maximization and goal satisfaction, a simplified
version of the algorithm of farmers’ decision is as follows (see Algorithm 3)
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Algorithm 3 Farmer decision
1: function DecisionFamer (Agent a)
2: Variable:
3: EX : Expenditure for the family
4: IV : Investment for works (fertilizer, tools, ...)
5: MC : Money obtained from the sale of crops
6: MW : Money obtained from the sale of wood
7: NR : Net Revenue
8: CT : Cost of transport for Maroua
9: NR := MC + MW - IV;
10: if NR < EX then
11: if wood trader present then
12: – wood extraction
13: – Update MW
14: else
15: – wood extraction
16: IV:= IV + CT
17: end if
18: else
19: – Invest for works
20: – Mouskwari cultivation
21: end if
22: return
23: endfunction
7.2.2 Wood trader decision
The wood traders’ decision consists of maximizing their profit compared to the expenditure
incurred in obtaining the wood. Initially they have capital to enable them to buy the wood
in the village and then pay the various costs to enable delivery until its sale, including the
costs of loading and transport in Maroua town . The priority being profit maximization,
the algorithm of wood traders’ decision is very simple (see Algorithm 4).
Algorithm 4 Wood trader decision
1: function DecisionWoodTrader (Agent a)
2: Variable:
3: CLW : Cost of Laf Wood
4: BLW : Benefit of Laf Wood
5: PWP : Purchase of wood Price
6: SC : Shipping Cost
7: CC : Cost of Corruption/Tax
8: CLW := PWP + SC + CC;
9: if CLW > BLW then
10: – choose other activity
11: else
12: – Buy wood in Laf
13: end if
14: return
15: endfunction
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7.2.3 Authority decision
The authority actor is a civilian servant of the government. Its main role is to ’prohibit
cutting’ in the Laf Forest ReserveF˙or this reason he receives from the government a
monthly salary which we will note (S). However the authority allows the cut, and from this,
he can capture nice Corruption Benefit on top of his salary that we note (CB). However,
being corrupted also carries a certain risk, that could be modelled as the probability to
be sacked because of corruption, we call the probability (PR). What happens if you are
sacked? You loose your salary. So, the negative side of being corrupted is PR ∗ S. The
algorithm of Authority decision is the following (see Algorithm 5).
Algorithm 5 Authority decision
1: function DecisionAuthoririty (Agent a)
2: Variable:
3: S : Salary
4: CB : Corruption Benefit
5: PR : Probability to be sacked
6: NR : Net Revenue
7: RC : Revenue with risk of corruption
8: RC := S + CB - PR ∗ S;
9: NR := RC - S;
10: if NR > 0 then
11: – Allow the cut
12: else
13: – Prohibit cut
14: end if
15: return
16: endfunction
7.3 Simulation and discussion
In this section we show some simulations that were made with the simulator function of
TiC. In the previous sections we have shown how the conceptual description of the Laf
Forest Reserve domain was entered in TiC. In this section we show some simulations
that were made with TiC after the Laf Forest Reserve description was entered. Currently,
we have fully implements the Farmers level and the Merchants level. The authorities
level will be gradually added based on new scenarios. We describe 3 simulation sessions,
that we refer to as scenario 1, 2 and 3. In scenario 1 we study the current situation in
Laf Forest Reserve. In scenario 2 we focus on a conservation measure (PR=0.9, high risk
of being caught in case of corruption) by moving the wood merchants in village. Finally is
scenario 3 we investigate a sustainable effort.
Each edit session starts with some basic decisions, one of them being a decision about
the granularity of time. In each of the sessions we choose that the system clock tick
corresponds to one day. We take into account the typical characteristics of agricultural
life. The agricultural activity is concentrated in the months May - January, a period of
9 months. The other months are months of extreme drought (no agricultural activity)
in which logging operations are intensified. Furthermore we take into account the daily
period that one person can work in the farm in one day, the number of months of
intensification of cutting wood and the quantity of wood any family can cut at the day
during these periods. So a curve is plot at any 360 ticks corresponding to one year (one
tick equals to one day).
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Figure 7.2: Validation of the simulation model with the different actors in Laf
The preliminary results of the implementation and testing of the simulation model
illustrate the interest of the approach proposed in this article. A participatory map
developed with local residents of the village has been digitized and integrated in NetLogo
to perform simulations in a realistic environment (Figure 7.3). The simulation consist
of three scenarios and tested the system behavior with respect to these scenarios. The
village has about 1,000 households growing at 2% per year BUGREC (2010). For reason
of calculation time, we used an initial population of 20 households (Figure 7.2), growing
same 2% per year. This is important for the interpretation of the simulation curves.
7.3.1 Scenario 1: The current situation in Laf Forest Reserve
In this scenario a simulation is made by taking into account the presence of farmers,
wood traders, and authorities (with PR=0 no punishment risk on corruption) in the
village. The aim is to observe the actual situation that prevailed in Laf Forest Reserve.
Concerning the farmers, their income is calculated by adding the earnings from the sale
of wood and those obtained from the mouskwari harvest; 1600 kg of wood are extracted
on one hectare and the price of 1 kg varies between 8 FCFA and 16 FCFA. Also between
1000 and 1560 kg of mouskwari are collected per hectare. The price of one kg mouskwari
varies between 100 and 125 FCFA / kg. For each family, we considered an average
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Figure 7.3: Participatory map developed with local residents of the village
money spending per day depending to the number of persons in the household. Also
the cultivated area by a family depends on the number of person in the family. Land of
mouskwari used for six consecutive years without rest turns to degraded land.
Concerning the wood trader, income is calculated taking into account the purchase
price of the wood in the village (see price /kg above), the shipping cost of wood in Maroua
which price of 1 kg varies between 2.5 FCFA and 5 FCFA. Also taking into account the
cost of the tax and the cost of corruption (varies around 1000 FCFA per month) and
finally the selling price on the major market in Maroua where 1 kg fetches between 12
FCFA and 30 FCFA, depending on the season. In one sub-scenario, the tax/cost of
corruption was set increased to 19.5 % of the selling price, thus investigating the effect of
better policy implementation (higher cost of corruption and/or improved tax collection).
7.3.2 Scenario 2 : Conservation measure
This scenario takes place under the same conditions as Scenario 1 but without the wood
trader, because these are hunted by the authorities who prohibit the sale of wood.. The
absence of the wood traders in village requires an additional resource to farmers to go
and sell their wood in the nearest city to 45 km (Maroua). The clearing of forest for the
creation of the new fields has a cost (in time and money). Because in scenario 1, the
farmers could create Mouskwari field directly in deforested areas (no cost of clearing).
But with the absence of wood merchants, wood extraction is scarce because there is no
buyer on site. So, to create a field, we have to clear the wooded area ourselves.
7.3.3 Scenario 3: Sustainable effort
In this scenario farmers make efforts to maintain soil fertility. Money obtained from wood
sales is used to buy fertilizer and/or pay for labour needed for manure management,
which is modelled as increased yields and maintained soil fertility. A hectare of Mouskwari
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Figure 7.4: Simulation interface
uses on average a bag of 50 kg of fertilizer that costs on average 20 000 FCFA. The average
cost of labor is 1000 FCFA the day for 5 hours of work. For the rest, we are in the same
conditions as Scenario 1. Thus the farmers will cut wood if their mouskwari income does
not buy enough fertilizer to fertilize his fields
7.3.4 Discussion of the simulation results
Next we discuss the outcomes of the simulations in the above scenarios. Figure 7.4
shows the initial simulation interface.
Scenario 1
The simulation of Scenario 1 (Figure 7.5) confirms the current trends in the village of Laf
Forest Reserve Fotsing et al. (2003). We note continuous degradation of arable land and a
decline of the forest reserve in the first 50 years. The intrusions to the Laf Forest Reserve
reserve is more intense at the 100 model years caused by the wood traders in place in
village. The deforestation facilitated the installation of the new fields quickly by reducing
the cost of forest clearing of which was to lay out the farmer to be able to create his new
field. All this results in fast degradation of land (see yellow curve 6530 ha). We note
that the incomes of farmers decline over the years. Furthermore we observe an increase
in revenues of the wood trader; this is explained by that the trader can invest more in
buying wood due to his accumulating capital, and sell in on the insatiable market.
At 100 years (Figure 7.5), we note a significant extinction of the forest reserve and a
total extinction of mouskwari fields, the forest area passes to 700 ha (contrary to 5000
ha initially), and a higher area of degradation (6530 ha). This is explained by the fact
that intrusion in the reserve generates much firewood to sell.
The sub-scenario with improved policy implementation (i.e. higher cost of tax/corrup-
tion for the merchant) is depicted in (Figure 7.6). We see that after a certain number of
years (20 model years), the wood trader withdraws from the market after accumulating
many losses.
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Figure 7.5: Simulation of Scenario 1 for 50 and 100 years
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Figure 7.6: Simulation Scenario 1 with tax fixed on 19.5 % of the selling price FCFA /
month
Scenario 2
As in scenario 1, at the first 50 years, we note a continuous degradation of arable but
with a slower degradation of the forest that scenario 1. This is explained by the fact that
in scenario 2, an additional resource is necessary to the farmers to be able to sell their
wood (money of transport and time), which reduces wood cutting of certain farmers not
having time or money to go to sell downtown. At 100 years (Figure 7.7), we note a total
extinction of mouskwari fields and a low degradation of the forest reserve, the forest area
passes to 4300 ha (contrary to 5000 ha initially), and a degradation of the grounds which
is to 5500 ha (better than that in scenario 1). So we see here a good conservation of the
forest but the income level is not maintained.
Scenario 3
In Scenario 3 (Figure 7.8), we see an initial increase in the space of mouskwari fields, and
a slight decrease in the degraded space. The farmers cut trees and sell to buy fertilizer
and/or labour to try to restore soil and maintain their harvest. The incomes remain
stable until the forest area declines. Forest extinction will be arrived at after around 200
years.
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Figure 7.7: Simulation of Scenario 2 for 50 and 100 years
Figure 7.8: Simulation of Scenario 3 for 50 and 100 years
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Discussing the scenarios
Our scenarios are of course not realistic in the very long term. Farmers will not wait,
for instance, till their food and cash production is at zero level and rather migrate to
town or live off remittances from migrated children. If users are aware of these and other
limitations however, also simple multi-level models can be put to good use in participatory
and policy-making work.
Comparison of the scenarios allows to recognize the important roles of the wood
merchant as secondary actor in the deforestation and degradation in Laf Forest Reserve.
Modelling this secondary actor also enabled to investigate the role of the authority as
tertiary actor, in this case (non-)implementing forest and taxation policies. Because the
authority actor was not modelled as a ’live’ actor, we cannot explain why the government
acts the way it does, and neither connect the government with possible higher-up actors
such as international agencies.
On a more general level, we have seen how the Action-in-Context framework, and its
actors field concept in particular, enables the modelling the local impacts of quite generic,
higher-level phenomena and policy measures, market shifts, general subsidies or taxes,
international pressures on government and so on. Which is exactly what multilevel
models should do, focusing for instance on the design of effective policy measures.
7.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have described a field work that we conducted in parallel with our
research. Through this work, we validate our approach on a real case of deforestation
process of the Laf forest reserve. Throughout this chapter, we have shown how the TiC
tool could be used to accompany domain experts to build their own model.
Using the transformations described in chapter 5, the supporting and simulation
model of Laf is automatically derived, hiding the domain expert from the various technical
issues and challenges involved. The simulation model clearly reveals the process taking
into account the diversity of situations related to the process of actors decision-making
at various levels, potentially from local to world systems.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and perspectives
8.1 Recap of The Major Issues
During this thesis, we focused on model-based development approach for designing
ICT-based solutions to environmental problems. This approach allows a (trained) domain
expert to design a conceptual model for a concrete environmental problem. This model
describes the underlying application domain in terms of environmental concepts and
neither requires specific mathematical and ICT skills nor involves implementation details.
Analyzing complex problem domains is not easy. Simulation tools support decision
makers to find the best policies. Model-based system development is an approach where
a model of the application domain is the central driving force when designing simulation
tools. State-of-the-art techniques however still require both expert knowledge of the
application domain and the implementation techniques as provided by ICT (such as
multilevel agent technology).
Domain experts, however, usually do not master ICT sufficiently. Modeling is more
insightful for the domain expert when its goal is to formalize the language being used in
that domain as a semi-natural language. At the meta level, this language describes the
main concepts of the type of application domain. The model then is a concretization of
this meta model. The main focus of this work are:
1. to propose a natural-language-based approach to modeling application domains,
2. to show how these models can be transformed systematically into computational
models, and
3. to propose the tool TiC (Tool in Context) that supports the domain expert when
developing a model and generating a simulation tool.
Our research methodology is based on Design Science. We verify our approach by
describing the various transformation steps in detail, and by demonstrating the way of
working via a sample session applying a real problem of Laf Forest Reserve deforestation
in North Cameroon.
Thus from the state of the art, we have noted the difficulties related to the modeling
and analysis of the complex problem domains. It appears that the majority of the
problems and difficulties are related to the modeling process and to the knowledge or
mastery of the technical tools used. In the field of agent-based modeling, some solutions
have been proposed comparing to these difficulties and problems. These solutions based
on generic approaches are divided into two categories namely:
• Metamodels: that provides tools and language to create and represent an instance
of the model to be developed.
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• Platforms: that provides a space for creating the simulation model.
The analysis of these solutions allowed to highlight the inadequacies and the difficulties
related to their use by the domain experts. For example, the proposed models are
very different from each other in terms of the study area, the scales modeled and the
approaches implemented to manage the complexity involved in managing the different
organizational levels. Their use requires advanced skills in mathematics and computer
science.
In our work, we designed the conceptual model as a linguistic framework for a
controlled semi-natural language, which can be reused, step by step by domain experts
to design a new model for a specific domain. A major part of the design of the proposed
model-based development approach is a successive systematic transformation of the
domain model into implementation oriented models. This also involves the utilization of
ABM. Summarizing, our intentions in this thesis are as follows.
I1 To provide a framework in terms of a metamodel to describe a class of environmental
problem;
I2 To describe how a concrete model can be compiled and transformed into a running
application using multi-level agent-based model technology;
I3 To describe a tool for environmental experts to help them in developing and entering
concrete models.
I4 To demonstrate how this metamodel is used in a complex situation, leading to a
concrete model;
8.2 Contributions
Our main contribution has been to propose a Natural Model based Design in Context
for modeling application domains and generating a simulation tool for environmental
problems. We used for this purpose a methodology based on the Design Science Research
Method (DSRM) Peffers et al. (2007) to define the objectives for our model, design and
develop it, and then demonstrate how to use and evaluate it.
8.2.1 A framework for environmental problem analysis
Studies on the management or modeling of environmental problems are not generally
realistic because only the immediate causes of the activities of the actors concerned are
taken into account and their perceptions and impacts are not at all or poorly perceived.
The use of tools for environmental problems analysis such as PiC and AiC has allowed
us to better identify and analyze the problem of the domain.
The PiC conceptual framework is used to provide a solution to the environmental
problem by adopting a participatory approach involving local populations and external
actors such as scientists, decision-makers or civil society organizations at different
levels. The solution proposed distinguishes the phases of analysis, explanation and
design. It has the advantage of making it possible to understand the problems in their
socio-environmental context by offering the sub-framework AiC that links the actors each
other according to the interactions between the actions and the options or motivations
for a problematic activity.
The AiC framework is a part of the PiC, it gives an explanation of the environmental
problem through the human’s actions. It indicates for each problematic action, the
actors involved as well as their options and motivations related to this action. This helps
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to explicitly represent the decision-making process of actors that integrates economic
factors (capital or labor force), political context and sociocultural perceptions (merit and
interpretation). Options and motivations depend directly on microstructures that are
also determined by macrostructures produced by the activities of other actors at different
levels. The representation of the global field of actors with these impact links helps to
connect local and international actors, taking into account the influence of regional,
national or international policies on the problem analyzed.
These two tools allow in our work to better analyze the problem of the domain taking
into account all the determining factors even those ignored by the actors themselves. In
addition, the AiC framework is used as our source metamodel.
8.2.2 The AiC meta-model
The AiC metamodel is a formal representation of the AiC framework. It allows to formally
describe, using a formal modeling language, the concepts of the AiC Framework. It
makes more explicit and more comprehensible the links of interactions that exist between
the different concepts of the AiC framework. This description thus proposes a way of
communication accessible at the same time by the domain expert and IT developer. The
language we used for this description is ORM.
ORM is a method for conceptualizing and explicitly representing data and processes in
an application domain. The philosophy behind ORM is that it tries to describe this domain
by describing the communication between its members as a semi-natural language. An
ORM scheme basically is a grammar describing that communication. This grammar is
also referred to as information grammar. An ORM diagram is a graphical representation
of this grammar. The information grammar not only describes the structuring of the
information but will also describe constraints on how the structure may be populated.
For an overview on expressivity in conceptual data modeling, see Hofstede et al. (1993).
The information grammar describes the elementary sentences that are valid in the
associated Universe of Discourse. From these sentences, other sentences may be formed.
Object Role Calculus (ORC) Hofstede et al. (1993) and ORM2 Halpin and Curland (2006)
are examples of such generic systems for constructing sentences. In formal terms, the
information grammar may be seen as the signature of a first-order logic theory Huth
and Ryan (2004)), together with a set of axioms, derived from the population rules. The
associated logic theory is a basis for formal reasoning about the domain. Proof assistants
(such as the Coq Proof Assistant Barthe et al. (2006) may help policymakers.
Following this metamodel, we deduced an architecture of the AiC agent based on the
utility-based architecture presented by Russell and Norvig (1995). This architecture now
offers a programming model of AiC actor while specifying the beliefs, Perceptions and the
actions of actor and the environment in which the actor is located.
8.2.3 The AiC Domain Specific Langage
Once the AiC agent programming model definition has been derived from the utility-based
agent architecture, we have determined a language to implement an instance of a problem
with the AiC agent using this programming model.
Thus we constructed from the AiC meta-model a grammar whose main purpose was to
define a specific language conforming to the AiC metamodel. The purpose of this specific
language was to narrow the gap between the application domain and its implementation.
This allows a domain expert to take a step further in the use of technological tools in the
modeling of a problem while masking the complexity. And for the IT developer to easily
represent the concepts of the domain using the IT tools.
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Using the Xtend language of the Xtext tool enabled to implement our language in
eclipse by providing us with powerful tools allowing to define:
• a vocabulary for specifying the concepts used (Actor, Action, Level, Ressour_type,
Option, ..),
• the rules of configuration, or constraints, which determine how the concepts can be
applied,
• a semantic and syntactic interpretation of expressions and concepts,
• extra features to enrich the resulting DSL (validation, Outline view and labeling).
The AiC specific languages offer custom programming solutions in order to effectively meet
the specific needs of the Environmental problem. It proposes many advantages compared
to general languages in terms of productivity, verification and eases programming.
8.2.4 The resulting TiC
Our methodological approach allowed us to develop the TiC tool which integrates suc-
cessively all the results of our approach obtained at each step. The approach applies
the combination of model transformation approaches associated with DSL, centric-
architecture approaches, and object-oriented programming approaches.
The tool TiC obtained allows constructing a flexible framework of development based
on the needs of the studied domain. The development cycle of the TiC tool is based on
the AiC domain metamodel, utility-based agent-oriented concepts and agent metamodel
of the target language NetLogo.
The TiC tool can support environmental researchers in their daily work in two ways:
The easy use of metamodeling approach and the development of agent-based application.
Easy use of metamodeling approach
It allows the researcher to construct a framework of development from the analytical
frameworks of environmental problems. It provides the concepts and the relationships
between these concepts thus describing an instance of the domain problem. It also
offers the possibility to define the constraints on the concepts and the functioning of
the domain and which must be respected throughout the development cycle. By using
the natural language, metamodeling initially allows the concepts of the domain to be
formalized independently of those of oriented-agent technology, and secondly, it provides
a means of aligning domain concepts with those of oriented-agent technology.
Development of agent-based application
The TiC tool provides an agent-oriented development framework for the researcher.
It allows the researcher to specify the concepts of his application according to those
described in the meta modelisation. Then it uses the transformation rules described in
the meta modelisation to match the concepts of the domain to those of the oriented-agent
technology and this time in accordance with the syntax of the target language. The target
language in our case is the NetLogo language. At the end of the transformation process, a
prototype of agent code is provided that respects the properties of the domain to facilitate
the work of the domain expert. It will remain only to complete this code to start the
simulations.
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8.2.5 Research Report
In this thesis, we have divided the description of a general class of problems into the
description at a higher (meta) level and the description at a lower (concrete) level (see
Figure 1.1). At the meta-level, we find general concepts that are relevant for the class
of problems at hand, at the concrete level we find the adaption to the actual problem
case. In our case, the meta level is designed as a grammar for a semi-natural (controlled)
language that allows the domain expert to reason about the application domain in a
language close to the actual domain language used.
By using accepted models for the class of environmental problems in Section 2.2
we derived the conceptual metamodel (intention I1, see Introduction). We showed how
concrete models can be stepwise systematically transformed, while preserving data
consistency, into a running application, taking benefit of available open source software
projects (intention I2), hiding the domain expert from the various technical issues and
challenges involved.
The TiC tool not only supports the construction of a simulation tool for concrete
application domains, it also can be used as a syntax-directed editor that supports the
domain expert in developing a concrete model (intention I3). This allows the domain expert
to develop a model-driven application without the need for advance ICT competencies, as
is intended by Natural Model based Design in Context (NMDC).
With respect to validation, we put most effort in formally describing the NMDC
approach and its transformation implementation oriented models. To demonstrate the
usefulness of the NMDC approach, we shortly described a sample session as a proof of
concept (intention I4).
However, our approach also presents some difficulties:
• The identification of all the relevant concepts of the domain and the different
relationships between them in order to represent an instance of the problem.
• Identification of the emergent properties of each concept.
• The difficulty of understanding the prototype of the generated NetLogo code if the
developer is not familiar with the NetLogo language.
Finally, this work allowed us to discover several techniques, mainly those associated
with the Xtext framework, and the development of Eclipse plugin, but also to perfect
our skills in some other knowledge including Cpp, Java, ORM, DSL, and Model Driven
Architecture (MDA).
8.3 Future Research
The basis of the work has been carried out, but many perspectives have been identified
allowing us to envisage an improvement of the existing work.
1. Definition of a graphical language
The use and validation of our approach in the process of deforestation of the Laf
forest reserve revealed to us the difficulties that the non-computer scientists can
have in the practice of the textual languages. We then set the goal of defining
a graphical interface based on the semantics of the AiC language, allowing the
non-computer scientist to easily edit their program. For example, by generating in
the language editor blocks of code already containing the keywords and concepts
to be manipulated. Or to propose a menu allowing to insert the keywords of the
language.
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2. The enrichment of the transformations in order to capture all language as-
pects in NetLogo.
To prevent the transformation from being very cumbersome, we have limited our-
selves to a certain number of rules. For now, only certain main concepts of the
language of the domain could be transformed into NetLogo automatically. It would
be interesting to extend the transformation rules in order to automatically transform
almost all the concepts of the domain into those of NetLogo and thus reducing the
work of completing the prototype of the product code.
3. Expand the model to refine the empirical assumptions in order to improve
both the multi-level character and model realism.
For example, by generalizing the approach and its application to a variety of con-
texts, and adaptation to other agent architectures simulation to better capture the
mechanisms of actors’ learning and decisions.
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Appendix A
Functional operators
Here we use the following operators on functions f and g:
1. The restriction f [A] of function f to domain A is the function defined as:
f [A](x) =
{
f(x) if x ∈ A and f defined in x
undefined otherwise
3. The restriction f [g] of function f to (the domain of) function g is defined as:
f [g] = f [Dom(g)]
where Dom(g) =
{
x
∣∣ g defined in x}.
5. f op g is the function defined as:
(f op g)(x) =
{
f(x) op g(x) if both f and g defined in x
undefined otherwise
where op is an arithmetic operators from +,−, ·, /.
7. cop g for constant c is the function defined as:
(cop g)(x) =
{
cop g(x) if g defined in x
undefined otherwise
where op is an arithmetic operator from +,−, ·, /. The function f op c is defined
analogously.
9. |f | is the function defined as:
|f | (x) =
{ |f(x)| if f is defined in x
undefined otherwise
11. ‖f‖p = (
∑
x |f(x)|p)1/p
13. f • g = ‖f · g‖1
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Appendix B
Early Generated NetLogo code of
Laf Model
1
2 globals
3 [
4 day-in-month day-in-year month-in-year month-text year
5 months hour-in-day day-in-week weekdays-text weekdays
6 firewood_price sorgho-price fields-karal C sorgho-production_per_ha
7 hour-begin1 hour-end1 hour-begin2 hour-end2 charge_from_one_ha
cost_daily_labor number_of_hectar_work_per_day
8 flag_go_field consum_kilo_per_day coef price_kg_wood test Average_revenue
population_grow_rate pop pop1 karal_Area wood_per_ha limit_area drap
9 ]
10
11 breed[Levels Laf ]
12 Levels-own[ ]
13
14 breed[Farmerss Farmers]
15 Farmerss-own[number-Farmers Amount-Farmers Unit-Farmers Resource_type-Farmers ]
16 breed[Wood_Merchandss Wood_Merchands]
17 Wood_Merchandss-own[number-Wood_Merchands Amount-Wood_Merchands Unit-
Wood_Merchands Resource_type-Wood_Merchands ]
18 breed[Authoritiess Authorities]
19 Authoritiess-own[number-Authorities Amount-Authorities Unit-Authorities
Resource_type-Authorities ]
20 directed-link-breed[is-governed-by Govern]
21
22 to can-use-of-Farmers[Amount Resource_type]
23 ;to completed by user
24 end
25
26 to unfertilized_cultivation-Farmers[Amount Unit Resource_type]
27 let Amount Amount
28 let Unit Unit
29 let Resource_type Resource_type
30 ;to completed by user
31 end
32
33 to fertilized_cultivation-Farmers[Amount Unit Resource_type]
34 let Amount Amount
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35 let Unit Unit
36 let Resource_type Resource_type
37 ;to completed by user
38 end
39
40 to Plant_trees-Farmers[Amount Unit Resource_type]
41 let Amount Amount
42 let Unit Unit
43 let Resource_type Resource_type
44 ;to completed by user
45 end
46
47 to Cut_local_wood-Farmers[Amount Unit Resource_type]
48 let Amount Amount
49 let Unit Unit
50 let Resource_type Resource_type
51 ;to completed by user
52 end
53
54 to buy_wood-Farmers[Amount Unit Resource_type]
55 let Amount Amount
56 let Unit Unit
57 let Resource_type Resource_type
58 ;to completed by user
59 end
60
61 to influences-Farmers[cutting_Wood Ipositive]
62 ;to completed by user
63 end
64
65 to no_buy_wood_in_Laf-Wood_Merchands[Amount Unit Resource_type]
66 let Amount Amount
67 let Unit Unit
68 let Resource_type Resource_type
69 ;to completed by user
70 end
71
72 to other_activity-Wood_Merchands[Amount Unit Resource_type]
73 let Amount Amount
74 let Unit Unit
75 let Resource_type Resource_type
76 ;to completed by user
77 end
78
79 to influences-Wood_Merchands[buy_wood_in_Laf Onegative]
80 ;to completed by user
81 end
82
83 to can-use-of-Authorities[Amount Resource_type]
84 ;to completed by user
85 end
86
87 to allow_the_cut-Authorities[Amount Unit Resource_type]
88 let Amount Amount
89 let Unit Unit
90 let Resource_type Resource_type
91 ;to completed by user
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92 end
93
94 to corruption-Authorities[Amount Unit Resource_type]
95 let Amount Amount
96 let Unit Unit
97 let Resource_type Resource_type
98 ;to completed by user
99 end
100
101 to sensitize-Authorities[Amount Unit Resource_type]
102 let Amount Amount
103 let Unit Unit
104 let Resource_type Resource_type
105 ;to completed by user
106 end
107
108 to apply_the_laws-Authorities[Amount Unit Resource_type]
109 let Amount Amount
110 let Unit Unit
111 let Resource_type Resource_type
112 ;to completed by user
113 end
114
115 to prohibit_cutting-Authorities[Amount Unit Resource_type]
116 let Amount Amount
117 let Unit Unit
118 let Resource_type Resource_type
119 ;to completed by user
120 end
121
122 to influences-Authorities[no_implementation_of_forest_policy Ipositive]
123 ;to completed by user
124 end
125
126 to Cutting_wood -Farmers[Amount Unit Resource_type]
127 let Amount Amount
128 let Unit Unit
129 let Resource_type Resource_type
130 ;to completed by user
131 end
132
133 to Mouskwari_cultivation -Farmers[Amount Unit Resource_type]
134 let Amount Amount
135 let Unit Unit
136 let Resource_type Resource_type
137 ;to completed by user
138 end
139
140 to Buy_wood -Wood_Merchands[Amount Unit Resource_type]
141 let Amount Amount
142 let Unit Unit
143 let Resource_type Resource_type
144 ;to completed by user
145 end
146
147 to Allow_the_cut-Authorities[Amount Unit Resource_type]
148 let Amount Amount
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149 let Unit Unit
150 let Resource_type Resource_type
151 ;to completed by user
152 end
153
154 to create_Farmers[ number Amount Unit Resource_type number]
155 let number number
156 let Amount Amount
157 let Unit Unit
158 let Resource_type Resource_type
159 ceate-Farmerss number[ ]
160 ;to completed by user
161 end
162
163 to create_Wood_Merchands[ number Amount Unit Resource_type number]
164 let number number
165 let Amount Amount
166 let Unit Unit
167 let Resource_type Resource_type
168 ceate-Wood_Merchandss number[ ]
169 ;to completed by user
170 end
171
172 to create_Authorities[ number number Amount Unit Resource_type number]
173 let number number
174 let number number
175 let Amount Amount
176 let Unit Unit
177 let Resource_type Resource_type
178 ceate-Authoritiess number[ ]
179 ;to completed by user
180 end
181
182 to setup
183 create_Farmers number Amount Unit Resource_type
184 create_Wood_Merchands number Amount Unit Resource_type
185 create_Authorities number number Amount Unit Resource_type
186 ;to completed by user
187 end
188
189 to go
190 ask Farmers[
191 ;to completed by user
192 ]
193 ask Wood_Merchands[
194 ;to completed by user
195 ]
196 ask Authorities[
197 ;to completed by user
198 ]
199 ; Call the plot functions here if necessary
200
201 tick
202 end
Appendix C
Model of Laf deforestation
process obtained from the
developed domain language
1 ModelAIC
2 {
3 ModelVariable: day_in_month, day_in_year, month_in_year, month_text, year,
months,
4 hour_in_day, day_in_week, weekdays_text, weekdays, firewood_price,
sorgho_price,
5 fields_karal, C, sorgho_production_per_ha, hour_begin1, hour_end1, hour_begin2
,
6 hour_end2, charge_from_one_ha, cost_daily_labor,
number_of_hectar_work_per_day,
7 flag_go_field, consum_kilo_per_day, coef, price_kg_wood, test,
Average_revenue,
8 population_grow_rate, pop, pop1, karal_Area, wood_per_ha, limit_area, drap,
9 Level Laf ()
10 {
11 Actor Farmer (number Amount Unit Resource_type)
12 { can-use(Amount,Resource_type)
13 has-option :unfertilized_cultivation fertilized_cultivation Plant_trees
Cut_local_wood buy_wood
14 has-chosen :
15 Action Cutting_wood ()
16 {requires(Amount,Unit,Resource_type)
17 produces(Amount,Unit,Resource_type)
18 }
19 Action Mouskwari_cultivation ()
20 {requires(Amount,Unit,Resource_type)
21 produces(Amount,Unit,Resource_type)
22 }
23 influences(cutting_Wood,Ipositive)
24 is-governed-by : Wood_Merchands Authotities
25 }
26
27 Actor Wood_Merchands (number Amount Unit Resource_type)
28 {can-use(Amount,Resource_type)
29 has-option :no_buy_wood_in_Laf other_activity
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30 has-chosen :
31 Action Buy_wood ()
32 {requires(Amount,Unit,Resource_type)
33 produces(Amount,Unit,Resource_type)
34 }
35 influences(buy_wood_in_Laf,Onegative)
36 is-governed-by : Authotities
37 }
38 Actor Authorities (number number Amount Unit Resource_type)
39 { can-use (Amount,Resource_type)
40 has-option :allow_the_cut corruption sensitize apply_the_laws
prohibit_cutting
41 has-chosen :
42 Action no_implementation_of_forest_policy()
43 {requires(Amount,Unit,Resource_type)
44 produces(Amount,Unit,Resource_type)
45 }
46 influences ( no_implementation_of_forest_policy,Ipositive)
47 is-governed-by :
48 }
49 }
50 }
Appendix D
Cpp Code of transformation:
main class and functions
D.1 The TranfoFunction.h class
This class contains all the functions of transforming the concepts of the specific language
into NetLogo language.
Below is a brief description of some functions used.
voidvide_space(intind, FILE ∗ fp, char ∗ p) this function allows to empty the space within
a character string retrieved from a file.
char ∗ str_remplace(constchar ∗ s, unsignedintstart, unsignedintlenght, constchar ∗ ct) this func-
tion is used to replace length characters of the string s from the start index by a
new string ct. A new chain is created, we must not forget to release the memory.
char ∗ str_strip(constchar ∗ string) this function deletes superfluous spaces in a string.
char ∗ str_sub(constchar ∗ s, unsignedintstart, unsignedintend) this function is used to ex-
tract a substring of s between the index start and end.
intstr_istr(constchar ∗ cs, constchar ∗ ct) find the address of a substring in a string.
char ∗ ∗str_split(char ∗ s, constchar ∗ ct) it allows to extract a string of characters according
to a delimiter.
inttokenize(char ∗ str, constchar ∗ delimiters, char ∗ ∗ ∗ token_tab, int ∗max_token) it allows to
split a character string according to a delimiter and to put each substring in a null-
terminated array.
char ∗ ∗supprime_blanc(char ∗ str) this function allows to remove all spaces and all tabs in
a string of characters.
char ∗ ∗traitetexte(int ∗ nb1, char ∗ ∗token) allows the cutting of a string and to return the
number of cuts done in the file via certain delimiter pass in parameter.
voidecricreglobals(intn, char ∗ ∗token) write the global variable in the output file.
voidecricreLevelName(intn, char ∗ ∗token) write the LevelName in the output file.
intcompteActorID(intn, char ∗ ∗token) count the instance of actorId in the input file.
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voidecreireActorID(intn, char ∗ ∗token, intnobr_actor) write all the actors id in the output
file.
char ∗ str_join(char ∗ cs, ...) allows to join a set of string of character between them via a
certain delimiter.
1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <stdlib.h>
3 #include <string.h>
4 #include <stdarg.h>
5 #include "fonctiontraducteur.h"
6 #include <gtk/gtk.h>
7
8 void vide_espace(int ind,FILE ∗fp,char p[])
9 {
10
11 if (fgets(p,ind,fp) != NULL)
12 {
13 char ∗t = strchr(p,’\n’);
14 if ( t != NULL)
15 ∗t = ’\0’;
16 }
17
18 }
19
20 char ∗str_remplace (const char ∗s, unsigned int start, unsigned int lenght, const char ∗ct)
21 {
22 char ∗new_s = NULL;
23 if (s != NULL && ct != NULL && start >= 0 && lenght > 0)
24 {
25 size_t size = strlen (s);
26 new_s = malloc (sizeof (∗new_s) ∗ (size − lenght + strlen (ct) + 1));
27 if (new_s != NULL)
28 {
29 memcpy (new_s, s, start);
30 memcpy (&new_s[start], ct, strlen(ct));
31 memcpy (&new_s[start + strlen(ct)], &s[start + lenght], size − lenght − start + 1);
32 }
33 }
34 else
35 {
36 fprintf (stderr, "Memoire insuffisante\n");
37 exit (EXIT_FAILURE);
38 }
39 return new_s;//retour de la chaine.
40 }
41
42 int str_istr (const char ∗cs, const char ∗ct)
43 {
44 int index = −1;
45 if (cs != NULL && ct != NULL)
46 {
47 char ∗ptr_pos = NULL;
48 ptr_pos = strstr(cs, ct);
49 if (ptr_pos != NULL)
50 {
51 index = ptr_pos − cs;
52 }
53 }
54 return index;
55 }
56
57 void ecricreglobals(int n,char ∗∗token,char ∗nom_de_sortie)
58 {
59 int i ,nb1=0,nb2=0;
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60 char se[]="ModelVariable";
61 char se1[]="Level";
62 FILE ∗fichier1=NULL;
63
64 for ( i = 0; i<n ; ++i)
65 {
66 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se)==0)
67 {
68 nb1=i;
69 break;
70 }
71
72 }
73
74 for ( i = 0; i<n ; ++i)
75 {
76
77 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se1)==0)
78 {
79 nb2=i;
80 break;
81 }
82 }
83
84 fichier1 = fopen(nom_de_sortie,"w+");
85
86 fprintf (fichier1,"globals[ " ) ;
87
88 for ( i =(nb1+1); i <nb2 ; ++i)
89 {
90 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",supprime_blanc(token[i]));
91 }
92 fprintf (fichier1,"]\n");
93
94 fclose(fichier1);
95 }
96
97
98 void ecricreLevelName(int n,char ∗∗token,char ∗nom_de_sortie)
99 {
100 int i ,nb1=0,nb2=0;
101 char se1[]="Actor";
102 char se[]="Level";
103 FILE ∗fichier1=NULL;
104
105 for ( i = 0; i<n ; ++i)
106 {
107 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se)==0)
108 {
109 nb1=i;
110 break;
111 }
112 }
113
114 for ( i = 0; i<n ; ++i)
115 {
116 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se1)==0)
117 {
118 nb2=i;
119 break;
120 }
121 }
122
123 fichier1 = fopen(nom_de_sortie,"a+");
124
125 fprintf (fichier1,"breed[%ss %s]\n",supprime_blanc(token[nb1+1]),supprime_blanc(token[nb1+1]));
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126
127 fprintf (fichier1, "%ss−own[ ",supprime_blanc(token[nb1+1]));
128
129 for ( i =(nb1+2); i <nb2 ; ++i)
130 {
131 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",supprime_blanc(token[i]));
132 }
133 fprintf (fichier1,"]\n");
134
135 fclose(fichier1);
136 }
137
138 int compteActorID(int n,char ∗∗token)
139 {
140 int i , j=0;
141 char se1[]="Actor";
142 for ( i = 0; i<n; ++i)
143 {
144 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se1)==0)
145 {
146 j++;
147 }
148 }
149
150 return j;
151 }
152
153
154 char ∗str_strip (const char ∗string)
155 {
156 char ∗strip = NULL;
157
158 if (string != NULL)
159 {
160 strip = malloc (sizeof (∗strip) ∗ (strlen(string) + 1)) ;
161 if (strip != NULL)
162 {
163 int i , j ;
164 int ps = 0;
165 for ( i = 0, j = 0; string[i ]; i++)
166 {
167 if (string[i ] == ’ ’ )
168 {
169 if (ps == 0)
170 {
171 strip[ j ] = string[i ];
172 ps = 1;
173 j++;
174 }
175 }
176 else
177 {
178 strip[ j ] = string[i ];
179 ps = 0;
180 j++;
181 }
182 }
183 strip[ j ] = ’\0’;
184 }
185 else
186 {
187 fprintf (stderr, "Memoire insuffisante\n");
188 exit (EXIT_FAILURE);
189 }
190 }
191 return strip;
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192 }
193
194
195 char ∗str_sub (const char ∗s, unsigned int start, unsigned int end)
196 {
197 char ∗new_s = NULL;
198 if (s != NULL && start < end)
199 {
200
201 new_s = malloc (sizeof (∗new_s) ∗ (end − start + 2));
202 if (new_s != NULL)
203 {
204 int i ;
205
206 for ( i = start; i <= end; i++)
207 {
208
209 new_s[i−start] = s[i];
210 }
211 new_s[i−start] = ’\0’;
212 }
213 else
214 {
215 fprintf (stderr, "Memoire insuffisante\n");
216 exit (EXIT_FAILURE);
217 }
218 }
219 return new_s;
220 }
221
222
223 char ∗∗str_split (char ∗s, const char ∗ct)
224 {
225 char ∗∗tab = NULL;
226 if (s != NULL && ct != NULL)
227 {
228 int i ;
229 char ∗cs = NULL;
230 size_t size = 1;
231
232 for ( i = 0; (cs =strtok(s,ct)) ; i++)
233 {
234 if (size <= i + 1)
235 {
236 void ∗tmp = NULL;
237
238 size <<= 1;
239 tmp = realloc (tab,sizeof (∗tab) ∗ size);
240 if (tmp != NULL)
241 {
242 tab = tmp;
243 }
244 else
245 {
246 fprintf (stderr, "Memoire insuffisante\n");
247 free (tab);
248 tab = NULL;
249 exit (EXIT_FAILURE);
250 }
251 }
252
253 tab[i ] = cs;
254 s = NULL;
255 }
256 tab[i ] = NULL;
257 }
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258 return tab;
259 }
260
261
262
263 int tokenize (char ∗str, const char ∗delimiters, char ∗∗∗token_tab, int∗ max_token)
264 {
265 int i = 0;
266 char ∗∗tok = ∗token_tab;
267 int max = ∗max_token;
268
269 if (tok == NULL)
270 tok = malloc (max∗sizeof(char∗));
271
272 tok[0] = strtok (str, delimiters);
273 while (tok[i ] != NULL)
274 {
275 ++i;
276 if ( i >= max )
277 {
278 char∗∗ pt;
279 pt = realloc(tok, 2 ∗ max ∗ sizeof(char∗));
280 if (pt == NULL)
281 {
282 free(tok);
283 ∗max_token = 0;
284 return −1;
285 }
286 tok = pt;
287 max = 2 ∗ max;
288 }
289 tok[i ] = strtok (NULL, delimiters);
290 }
291 ∗token_tab = tok;
292 ∗max_token = max;
293 return i;
294 }
295
296 char ∗supprime_blanc(char ∗str)
297 {
298 char ∗p1;//declaration du pointeur permetant de
299 char ∗p2;
300
301 p1 = str;
302 p2 = str;
303 while (∗p1 && (∗p1 == ’ ’ || ∗p1 == ’\t’))
304 ++p1;
305 while (∗p1 != ’\0’)
306 {
307 while (∗p1 && (∗p1 == ’ ’ || ∗p1 == ’\t’) &&
308 ((∗( p1 + 1) && (∗(p1 + 1) == ’ ’ || ∗(p1 + 1) == ’\t’) ) ||
309 !(∗( p1 + 1))) )
310 ++p1;
311 ∗p2++ = ∗p1++;
312 }
313 ∗p2 = ’\0’;
314 return (str);
315 }
316
317 char ∗∗traitetexte(int ∗nb1,char ∗∗token,gchar ∗chemin)
318 {
319 int i=0,nb=0;
320 char∗ se=NULL;
321 int size = 60;
322 int c;
323 FILE ∗fichier = fopen(chemin,"r");
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324 if (fichier == NULL)
325 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
326
327 while(fgetc(fichier)!=EOF)nb++;
328
329 fclose(fichier ) ;
330
331 se=malloc(sizeof(char)∗nb);
332 FILE ∗fichier1 = fopen(chemin,"r");
333
334 if (fichier1 == NULL)
335 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
336 do
337 {
338 c=fgetc(fichier) ;
339
340 se[i ]=(char)c;
341 i++;
342
343 }while(c!=EOF);
344
345 fclose(fichier1);
346
347 ∗nb1 = tokenize (se," \n(){}:,",&token,&size);
348 free(se);
349 return token;
350
351 }
352
353 void ecreireActorID(int n,char ∗∗token,int nobr_actor,char ∗nom_de_sortie)
354 {
355 int i=0,j=0,nb2=0,nb3=0,nb4=0,nb5=0,nobr_action=0,nb6=0,nb7=0,nb8=0,nb9=0,nbc=0;
356 char se1[]="Actor";
357 char se2[]="dispose−of";
358 char se3[]="has−option";
359 char se4[]="has−chosen";
360 char se5[]="influences";
361 char se6[]="Action";
362 char se7[]="requires";
363 char se8[]="produces";
364 char se9[]="is−governed−by";
365
366 FILE ∗fichier1=NULL;
367
368 fichier1 = fopen(nom_de_sortie,"a+");
369
370 do
371 {
372
373 for ( i=(j+1); i<n; ++i)
374 {
375 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se1)==0)
376 {
377 j=i;
378 break;
379 }
380 }
381
382
383 for ( i=j; i<n ; ++i)
384 {
385 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se2)==0)
386 {
387 nb2=i;
388 break;
389 }
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390 }
391
392 for ( i=j; i<n ; ++i)
393 {
394 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se3)==0)
395 {
396 nb3=i;
397 break;
398 }
399 }
400
401 for ( i=j; i<n ; ++i)
402 {
403 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se4)==0)
404 {
405 nb4=i;
406 break;
407 }
408 }
409
410 for ( i=j; i<n ; ++i)
411 {
412 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se5)==0)
413 {
414 nb5=i;
415 break;
416 }
417
418 }
419
420 fprintf (fichier1,"breed[%ss %s]\n",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]),supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
421
422 fprintf (fichier1, "%ss−own[ ",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
423
424 for ( i=(j+2); i<nb2 ; ++i)
425 {
426 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",supprime_blanc(token[i]));
427 }
428
429 fprintf (fichier1,"]\n");
430
431 fprintf (fichier1, "to can−use−of−%s[ ",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
432
433 for ( i=(nb2+1); i<nb3 ; ++i)
434 {
435 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",token[i]);
436 }
437 fprintf (fichier1,"]\nend\n");
438
439
440 fprintf (fichier1, "to−report has−option−%s[ ",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
441
442 for ( i =(nb3+1); i <nb4 ; ++i)
443 {
444 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",supprime_blanc(token[i]));
445 }
446 fprintf (fichier1,"]\nend\n");
447
448
449 nobr_action=0;
450
451
452 for ( i=j; i<=nb5 ; ++i)
453 {
454 if (strcmp(token[i],se6)==0)nobr_action++;
455 }
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456
457
458
459 if (nobr_action>0)
460 {
461
462
463
464 for ( i=j; i<=nb5 ; ++i)
465 {
466 if (strcmp(token[i],se6)==0)
467 {
468 nb6=i;
469 break;
470 }
471
472 }
473
474 fprintf (fichier1, "to−report has−chosen−%s[ ",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
475 for ( i =(nb4+1); i <nb6 ; ++i)
476 {
477 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",token[i]);
478 }
479 fprintf (fichier1,"]\nend\n");
480
481
482 do
483 {
484 fprintf (fichier1, "to %s−%s−requires[ ",supprime_blanc(token[nb6+1]),supprime_blanc(token[
j+1]));
485
486 for ( i=nb6; i<nb5; ++i)
487 {
488 if (strcmp(token[i],se7)==0)
489 {
490 nb7=i;
491 break;
492 }
493 }
494 for ( i=nb6; i<nb5; ++i)
495 {
496 if (strcmp(token[i],se8)==0)
497 {
498 nb8=i;
499 break;
500 }
501 }
502 for ( i =(nb7+1); i <nb8 ; ++i)
503 {
504 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",token[i]);
505 }
506 fprintf (fichier1,"]\nend\n");
507 fprintf (fichier1, "to %s−%s−produces[ ",supprime_blanc(token[nb6+1]),supprime_blanc(
token[j+1]));
508
509 if (nobr_action>1)
510 {
511 for ( i=(nb6+1); i<nb5 ; ++i)
512 {
513 if (strcmp(token[i],se6)==0)
514 {
515 nb6=i;
516 break;
517 }
518 }
519 for ( i=(nb8+1);i<nb6;++i)
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520 {
521 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",supprime_blanc(token[i]));
522 }
523 fprintf (fichier1,"]\nend\n");
524 }
525 else
526 {
527 for ( i =(nb8+1); i <nb5 ; ++i)
528 {
529 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",token[i]);
530 }
531 fprintf (fichier1,"]\nend\n");
532 }
533
534 nobr_action−−;
535
536 }while(nobr_action>0);
537 }
538 else
539 {
540 fprintf (fichier1, "to−report has−chosen−%s[ ",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
541 for ( i =(nb4+1); i<nb5;++i)
542 {
543 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",token[i]);
544 }
545 fprintf (fichier1,"]\nend\n");
546 }
547 if (nobr_actor>1)
548 {
549 for ( i=(j+1); i<n; ++i)
550 {
551 if (strcmp(supprime_blanc(token[i]),se1)==0)
552 {
553 nbc=i;
554 break;
555 }
556 }
557 for ( i = nb5; i<nbc ; ++i)
558 {
559 if (strcmp(token[i],se9)==0)
560 {
561 nb9=i;
562 break;
563 }
564 }
565 fprintf (fichier1, "to influences−%s[ ",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
566 for ( i =(nb5+1); i<nb9;++i)
567 {
568 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",supprime_blanc(token[i]));
569 }
570 fprintf (fichier1,"]\nend\n");
571
572 fprintf (fichier1, "directed−link−breed[ ");
573 for ( i =(nb9+1); i<nbc;++i)
574 {
575 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",supprime_blanc(token[i]));
576 }
577 fprintf (fichier1,"%s]\n",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
578
579 nobr_actor−−;
580 }
581 else
582 {
583 for ( i=nb5; i<(n−1); ++i)
584 {
585 if (strcmp(token[i],se9)==0)
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586 {
587 nb9=i;
588 break;
589 }
590 }
591 fprintf (fichier1, "to influences−%s[ ",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
592
593 for ( i =(nb5+1); i<nb9;++i)
594 {
595 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",supprime_blanc(token[i]));
596 }
597 fprintf (fichier1,"]\nend\n");
598
599 fprintf (fichier1, "directed−link−breed[ ");
600 for ( i =(nb9+1); i<(n−1);++i)
601 {
602 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",token[i]);
603 }
604 fprintf (fichier1,"%s]\n",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
605
606 nobr_actor−−;
607 }
608 fprintf (fichier1,"to create_%s[",supprime_blanc(token[j+1]));
609
610 for ( i=(j+2); i<nb2 ; ++i)
611 {
612 fprintf (fichier1,"%s ",token[i]);
613 }
614 fprintf (fichier1,"]\n;to complete by user\nend\n");
615
616 }while(nobr_actor>0);
617
618 fclose(fichier1);
619 }
620
621 char ∗str_join (char ∗cs, ...)
622 {
623 va_list va;
624 const char ∗ct;
625 char ∗s = NULL;
626 size_t size = 0;
627 va_start (va, cs);
628 while ((ct = va_arg(va, char ∗)) != NULL)
629 {
630 void ∗tmp = NULL;
631 size += strlen (ct) + strlen (cs);
632 tmp = realloc (s, sizeof (∗s) ∗ (size + 1)) ;
633
634 if (tmp != NULL)
635 {
636 if (s == NULL)
637 {
638 s = tmp;
639 strcpy (s, ct) ;
640 }
641 else
642 {
643
644 s = tmp;
645 strcat (s, cs);
646 strcat (s, ct) ;
647 }
648 }
649 else
650 {
651 fprintf (stderr, "Memoire insuffisante\n");
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652 free (s) ;
653 s = NULL;
654 exit (EXIT_FAILURE);
655 }
656 }
657 return s;
D.2 The Main class
This class allows the creation of the TiC interface and also the call of the different
functions to generate the transformation.
1 #include <stdlib.h>
2 #include <gtk/gtk.h>
3 #include "barreoutils.h"
4 #include "TranfoFunction.h"
5 #include "document.h"
6 #include "menu.h"
7 docs_t docs = {NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL};
8
9 int main (int argc, char ∗∗argv)
10 {
11 GtkWidget ∗p_window = NULL;
12 GtkWidget ∗p_main_box = NULL;
13 GtkWidget ∗p_hpaned = NULL;
14 GtkWidget ∗p_text_view = NULL;
15
16 /∗ Initialisation of GTK+ ∗/
17 gtk_init (&argc, &argv);
18
19 /∗ Creation of the main window of TiC Editor ∗/
20 p_window = gtk_window_new (GTK_WINDOW_TOPLEVEL);
21 gtk_window_maximize (GTK_WINDOW (p_window));
22 gtk_window_set_title (GTK_WINDOW (p_window), "TiC Editor ");
23 g_signal_connect (G_OBJECT (p_window), "destroy", G_CALLBACK (cb_quit), NULL);
24 docs.p_main_window = GTK_WINDOW (p_window);
25
26 /∗ Creation of the main container. ∗/
27 p_main_box = gtk_vbox_new (FALSE, 0);
28 gtk_container_add (GTK_CONTAINER (p_window), p_main_box);
29
30 /∗ Creation of the menu. ∗/
31 gtk_box_pack_start (GTK_BOX (p_main_box), GTK_WIDGET (menu_new (p_text_view)), FALSE, FALSE, 0);
32
33 /∗ Creation of the toolbar. ∗/
34 gtk_box_pack_start (GTK_BOX (p_main_box), GTK_WIDGET (toolbar_new (p_text_view)), FALSE, FALSE, 0);
35
36 /∗ Creation of the horizontal separator ∗/
37 p_hpaned = gtk_hpaned_new ();
38 gtk_box_pack_start (GTK_BOX (p_main_box), p_hpaned, TRUE, TRUE, 0);
39
40 /∗ Creation of the aborescence ∗/
41 {
42 GtkWidget ∗p_tree_view = NULL;
43 GtkWidget ∗p_scrolled_window = NULL;
44 GtkListStore ∗p_list_store = NULL;
45 GtkCellRenderer ∗p_renderer = NULL;
46 GtkTreeViewColumn ∗p_column = NULL;
47
48 p_list_store = gtk_list_store_new (2, GDK_TYPE_PIXBUF, G_TYPE_STRING);
49 docs.p_list_store = p_list_store;
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50 docs.dir_name = g_strdup (g_get_home_dir ());
51 dir_list () ;
52
53 p_scrolled_window = gtk_scrolled_window_new (NULL, NULL);
54 gtk_scrolled_window_set_policy (GTK_SCROLLED_WINDOW (p_scrolled_window),
GTK_POLICY_AUTOMATIC, GTK_POLICY_AUTOMATIC);
55 gtk_paned_add1 (GTK_PANED (p_hpaned), p_scrolled_window);
56
57 p_tree_view = gtk_tree_view_new_with_model (GTK_TREE_MODEL (p_list_store));
58 p_renderer = gtk_cell_renderer_pixbuf_new ();
59 p_column = gtk_tree_view_column_new_with_attributes (NULL, p_renderer, "pixbuf", 0, NULL);
60 gtk_tree_view_append_column (GTK_TREE_VIEW (p_tree_view), p_column);
61 p_renderer = gtk_cell_renderer_text_new ();
62 p_column = gtk_tree_view_column_new_with_attributes (NULL, p_renderer, "text", 1, NULL);
63 gtk_tree_view_append_column (GTK_TREE_VIEW (p_tree_view), p_column);
64 gtk_tree_view_set_headers_visible (GTK_TREE_VIEW (p_tree_view), FALSE);
65 g_signal_connect (G_OBJECT (p_tree_view), "row−activated", G_CALLBACK (cb_select), NULL);
66 gtk_container_add (GTK_CONTAINER (p_scrolled_window), p_tree_view);
67 }
68
69 /∗ Creation of the tab page ∗/
70 {
71 GtkWidget ∗p_notebook = NULL;
72
73 p_notebook = gtk_notebook_new ();
74 gtk_paned_add2 (GTK_PANED (p_hpaned), p_notebook);
75 g_signal_connect (G_OBJECT (p_notebook), "switch−page", G_CALLBACK (cb_page_change), NULL);
76 docs.p_notebook = GTK_NOTEBOOK (p_notebook);
77 }
78
79 /∗ Display of the main window. ∗/
80 gtk_widget_show_all (p_window);
81 gtk_paned_set_position (GTK_PANED (p_hpaned), 200);
82 /∗ Launch of the main loop. ∗/
83 gtk_main ();
84 return EXIT_SUCCESS;
85 }
D.3 Setting up TiC
In order to install and use the TiC tool, the following requirements will need to be
completed:
1. A computer running a Windows 7, 8, 10 operating system.
2. A text editor that can accept the .aic extension.
3. The NetLogo 5.0beta3 version.
The instructions below describe the steps for installing and using the TiC tool on a
personal computer running a Windows 7 operating system.
• Look for the TiC installation file if you do not have one.
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- Setup file.
• Run the TiC installation.
- Choose language.
- Choose create a desktop shortcut.
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- Click install.
- Progression.
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- Click finish.
• Launch of the TiC Editor
- TiC Editor interface.
• Create / Open / Edit a new file
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- Creating a new file : go to Fichier -> new / open (to open an existing file).
• Start the transformation.
- Click on the button.
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- The file transformed into NetLogo language opens in a new Tab.
• Finally brought the translated file back into NetLogo and completed the code.
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Summary
Analyzing complex problem domains (such as environmental problem) is not easy. Sim-
ulation tools support decision makers to find the best policies. Model-based system
development is an approach where a model of the application domain is the central
driving force when designing simulation tools. State-of-the-art techniques however still
require both expert knowledge of the application domain and the implementation tech-
niques as provided by ICT (such as multilevel agent technology). After the simulation
part, it would be nice when the system could be a framework for daily life application. A
major component of such systems will consist of (more or less) autonomously cooperating
agents. People and other agents will rely on advices of agents to often take decisions. The
reliability of agents therefore is a major point of concern. In such situations, trust has
been proposed as a (subjective) estimate of the reliability of advises from other users.
Domain experts, however, usually do not master technical implementation issues,
including these reliability issues. They may also lack some required mathematical skills.
Our proposal is a rigorous separation of concerns. The concerns are separated by a
model that : (1) for the domain expert describes the essentials of the application domain
and (2) for a system designer provides a clear requirements specification.
Modeling is more insightful for the domain expert when its goal is to formalize the
language being used in that domain as a semi-natural language. At the meta level this
language describes the main concepts of the type of application domain. The model then
is a concretization of this meta model. In this thesis we propose the Natural Model based
Design in Context, abbreviated as NMDC. The main focus of this thesis is: (1) to propose
a natural-language based approach to modeling application domains, (2) to show how
these models can be transformed systematically into computational models, and (3) to
propose the tool TiC (Tool in Context) that supports the domain expert when developing
a model and generating a simulation tool. The computational models will also involve the
required mathematical knowledge as to be used in the context of the problem at hand.
Since multilevel agent technology will be part of these models, we will also study agent
reliability issues.
Our research methodology is based on Design Science. Through its three elements
it includes such as conceptual principles, practice rules and a process for carrying out
and presenting the research, we presented our research with reference to a commonly
understood framework. Furthermore, it presents a rigorous process for designing our
artifacts to solve the observed problems in order to make our contributions, to evaluate
designs and to communicate results to the appropriate public.
We verify our approach by describing the various transformation steps in detail. We
compare our approach with existing approaches and show where our approach improves
the existing models. We validate the proposed reliability check for agents. In order to
demonstrate the way of working, we intensively study the problem of Laf Forest Reserve
deforestation in North Cameroon. We start with a detailed description of the Laf Forest
Reserve deforestation process. Then we formalize this description using the NMDC we
propose. Through this formalization, we provided a Laf conceptual model conform with
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TiC specific language. This specific language is compiled and transformed into NetLogo
code to facilitate a prototype of a running application to be used by the domain expert.
The impact of this will be that applying ICT in environmental problems is more easily
done while improving data transfer.
Samenvatting
Het analyseren van complexe probleemdomeinen (zoals bij milieuproblemen) is geen
eenvoudige zaak. SimulatieprogrammaâA˘Z´s kunnen besluitvormers ondersteunen om
het beste beleid te vinden. Modelgebaseerde systeemontwikkeling is een benadering
waarbij een model van het toepassingsdomein de centrale drijvende kracht is bij het
ontwerpen van simulatiehulpmiddelen. Moderne technieken vereisen echter nog steeds
deskundigheid van zowel het toepassingsdomein als van de implementatietechnieken
vanuit de ICT (zoals de multilevel agenttechnologie). Na het simulatiegedeelte zou het
prettig zijn als het systeem ook een kader zou kunnen zijn voor de dagelijkse toepassing.
Een belangrijk onderdeel van dergelijke systemen zal bestaan uit (min of meer) autonoom
samenwerkende agenten. Mensen en andere agenten zullen regelmatig op adviezen
van agenten vertrouwen bij het nemen van beslissingen. De betrouwbaarheid van de
agenten is daarom een belangrijk aandachtspunt. In dergelijke situaties is vertrouwen
voorgesteld als een (subjectieve) inschatting van de betrouwbaarheid van adviezen van
anderen. Domeinexperts beheersen de technische implementatie-aspecten, inclusief
de betrouwbaarheidsproblematiek, in het algemeen niet. Ze kunnen ook een aantal
vereiste wiskundige vaardigheden missen. Ons voorstel is een rigoureuze scheiding van
belangen te maken. De belangen worden gescheiden door een model dat: (1) voor de
domeindeskundige de hoofdzaken van het toepassingsdomein beschrijft en (2) voor een
systeemontwerper een duidelijke specificatie van de vereisten verschaft. Modellering is
meer inzichtelijk voor de domeinexpert wanneer het doel is om de taal die in dat domein
wordt gebruikt te formaliseren als een semi-natuurlijke taal. Op meta-niveau beschrijft
deze taal de belangrijkste concepten van het toepassingsdomein. Het model is dan een
concretisering van dit metamodel. In dit proefschrift stellen we het Natural Model Based
Design in Context voor, afgekort als NMDC. De belangrijkste aandachtspunten van dit
proefschrift zijn: (1) een op de natuurlijke taal gebaseerde benadering voor het modelleren
van applicatiedomeinen, (2) laten zien hoe deze modellen systematisch in computationele
modellen kunnen worden omgezet, en (3) het hulpmiddel TiC (Tool in Context) voor te
stellen dat de domeinexpert ondersteunt bij het ontwikkelen van een model en het gener-
eren van een simulatietool. De computermodellen omvatten ook de vereiste wiskundige
kennis om te gebruiken in de context van het probleem. Omdat multilevel agenttechnolo-
gie deel zal uitmaken van deze modellen, zullen we ook agentbetrouwbaarheidsproblemen
bestuderen. Onze onderzoeksmethodologie is gebaseerd op Design Science. Door de drie
elementen hiervan bevat deze onder andere conceptuele principes, praktijkregels en een
proces voor het uitvoeren en presenteren van het onderzoek. We presenteren we ons
onderzoek met verwijzing naar een algemeen geaccepteerd raamwerk. Bovendien levert
het een rigoureus proces voor het ontwerpen van onze artefacten om de waargenomen
problemen op te lossen om onze bijdragen te maken, om ontwerpen te evalueren en
om resultaten aan het juiste publiek te communiceren. We verifiÃn´ren onze aanpak
door de verschillende transformatiestappen gedetailleerd te beschrijven. We vergelijken
onze aanpak met bestaande benaderingen en laten zien waar onze aanpak de bestaande
modellen verbetert. We valideren de voorgestelde betrouwbaarheidscontrole voor agenten.
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Om de manier van werken aan te tonen, bestuderen we het probleem van de ontbossing
van Laf Forest Reserve in Noord-Kameroen intensief. We beginnen met een gedetailleerde
beschrijving van het ontbossingsproces van het Laf Bosreservaat. Vervolgens formuleren
we deze beschrijving met behulp van het op natuurlijke modellen gebaseerde ontwerp
in context (NMDC) dat we voorstellen. Door deze formalisering hebben we een Laf con-
ceptueel model geleverd dat voldoet aan de Tool in Context (TiC) -specifieke taal. Deze
specifieke taal wordt gecompileerd en getransformeerd in NetLogo-code om een prototype
van een actieve toepassing te maken die door de domeinexpert kan worden gebruikt.
De impact hiervan is dat het toepassen van ICT bij milieuproblemen gemakkelijker kan
worden uitgevoerd terwijl de gegevensoverdracht wordt verbeterd.
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